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Blockchain and Distributed Consensus: From Security Analysis to
Novel Applications

Yang Xiao

(ABSTRACT)

Blockchain, the technology behind cryptocurrency, enables decentralized and distrustful par-

ties to maintain a unique and consistent transaction history through consensus, without

involving a central authority. The decentralization, transparency, and consensus-driven se-

curity promised by blockchain are unprecedented and can potentially enable a wide range

of new applications that prevail in the decentralized zero-trust model. While blockchain

represents a secure-by-design approach to building zero-trust applications, there still exist

outstanding security bottlenecks that hinder the technology’s wider adoption, represented

by the following two challenges: (1) blockchain as a distributed networked system is multi-

layered in nature which has complex security implications that are not yet fully understood

or addressed; (2) when we use blockchain to construct new applications, especially those

previously implemented in the centralized manner, there often lack effective paradigms to

customize and augment blockchain’s security offerings to realize domain-specific security

goals. In this work, we provide answers to the above two challenges in two coordinated

efforts.



In the first effort, we target the fundamental security issues caused by blockchain’s multi-

layered nature and the consumption of external data:

• Existing analyses on blockchain consensus security overlooked an important cross-

layer factor—the heterogeneity of the P2P network’s connectivity. We first provide

a comprehensive review on notable blockchain consensus protocols and their secu-

rity properties. Then we focus one class of consensus protocol—the popular Nakamoto

consensus—for which we propose a new analytical model from the networking perspec-

tive that quantifies the impact of heterogeneous network connectivity on key consensus

security metrics, providing insights on the actual “51% attack” threshold (safety) and

mining revenue distribution (fairness).

• The external data truthfulness challenge is another fundamental challenge concerning

the decentralized applications running on top of blockchain. The validity of exter-

nal data is key to the system’s operational security but is out of the jurisdiction of

blockchain consensus. We propose DecenTruth, a system that combines a data mining

technique called truth discovery and Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus to enable de-

centralized nodes to collectively extract truthful information from data submitted by

untrusted external sources.

In the second effort, we harness the security offerings of blockchain’s smart contract func-

tionality along with external security tools to enable two domain-specific applications—data

usage control and decentralized spectrum access system:

• First, we use blockchain to tackle a long-standing privacy challenge of data misuse. In-

dividual data owners often lose control on how their data can be used once sharing the

data with another party, epitomized by the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica data scan-



dal. We propose PrivacyGuard, a security platform that combines blockchain smart

contract and hardware trusted execution environment (TEE) to enable individual data

owner’s fine-grained control over the usage (e.g., which operation, who can use on what

condition/price) of their private data. A core technical innovation of PrivacyGuard is

the TEE-based execution and result commitment protocol, which extends blockchain’s

zero-trust security to the off-chain physical domain.

• Second, we employ blockchain to address the potential security and performance issues

facing dynamic spectrum sharing in the 5G or next-G wireless networks. The current

spectrum access system (SAS) designated by the FCC follows a centralized server-client

service model which is vulnerable to single-point failures of SAS service providers and

also lacks an efficient, automated inter-SAS synchronization mechanism. In response,

we propose a blockchain-based decentralized SAS architecture dubbed BD-SAS to

provide SAS service efficiently to spectrum users and enable automated inter-SAS

synchronization, without assuming trust on individual SAS service providers.

We hope this work can provide new insights into blockchain’s fundamental security and

applicability to new security domains.
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(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)

Blockchain, the technology behind cryptocurrency, enables decentralized and distrustful par-

ties to maintain a unique and consistent transaction history through consensus, without

involving a central authority. The decentralization, transparency, and consensus-driven

security promised by blockchain are unprecedented and can potentially enable zero-trust

applications in a wide range of domains. While blockchain’s secure-by-design vision is truly

inspiring, there still remain outstanding security challenges that hinder the technology’s

wider adoption. They originate from the blockchain system’s complex multi-layer nature

and the lack of effective paradigms to customize blockchain for domain-specific applications.

In this work, we provide answers to the above two challenges in two coordinated efforts.

In the first effort, we target the fundamental security issues caused by blockchain’s multi-

layered nature and the consumption of external data. We first provide a comprehensive

review on existing notable consensus protocols and their security issues. Then we propose

a new analytical model from a novel networking perspective that quantifies the impact of

heterogeneous network connectivity on key consensus security metrics. Then we address the

external data truthfulness challenge concerning the decentralized applications running on top

of blockchain which consume the real-world data, by proposing DecenTruth, a system that

combines data mining and consensus to allow decentralized blockchain nodes to collectively

extract truthful information from untrusted external sources.



In the second effort, we harness the security offerings of blockchain’s smart contract func-

tionality along with external security tools to enable two domain-specific applications. First,

eyeing on our society’s data misuse challenge where data owners often lose control on how

their data can be used once sharing the data with another party, we propose PrivacyGuard,

a security platform that combines blockchain smart contract and hardware security tools

to give individual data owner’s fine-grained control over the usage over their private data.

Second, targeting the lack of a fault-tolerant spectrum access system in the domain of wire-

less networking, we propose a blockchain-based decentralized spectrum access system dubbed

BD-SAS to provide spectrum management service efficiently to users without assuming trust

on individual SAS service providers.

We hope this work can provide new insights into blockchain’s fundamental security and

applicability to new security domains.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since Bitcoin’s inception in late 2008, cryptocurrencies and the underlying blockchain tech-

nology have piqued great interest from the financial industry and society as a whole. Blockchain

is widely cited as a fully decentralized system and a secure-by-design technology. The

blockchain itself is a database that keeps track of all transactions occurred in the network

and is replicated at every participating node. It essentially realizes a distributed ledger

without relying on a central authority to bootstrap the trust among participants or to clear

the transactions. At its core, a blockchain system is secured by public-key cryptography

and distributed consensus, enabling mutually distrustful parties to transact with each other

and curate a unified, consistent transaction history even some parties are malfunctioning or

malicious. Because of this unprecedented harmonization of security and decentralization,

blockchain has attracted huge interest from hobbyists, investors and researchers alike and

spawned a plethora of new applications beyond the financial world. However, underneath

the grandeur of blockchain technology are many unsolved challenges, in both system security

and performance. There is an urgency to address these outstanding challenges related to the

security of the blockchain system itself as well as the potential applications it enables.

First, blockchain is a decentralized ledger system and has a disparate security landscape

compared to centralized databases. The secure-by-design property of blockchain stems from

the security of blockchain’s consensus core. Notably, classical analysis on blockchain consen-

sus security has long been established idealistically with only trust assumptions on consen-

1
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sus participants (i.e., miners), represented by the honest majority assumption in Bitcoin’s

Nakamoto consensus (also known as the 50% security threshold) [90, 151]. However, the

classical analysis ignores the important factors from other system layers, including the het-

erogeneity in network connectivity and mining strategy, which can significantly impact the

dynamics of the blockchain consensus process. Their inclusion in the analytical model will

lead to a more practical view on the core consensus security.

Second, although the blockchain ledger is able to keep a validated and immutable record

of system history, it only ensures the validity of transaction data that happened within the

blockchain financial system; the validity of external data is out of check. In many application

scenarios of blockchain, with smart contract being a prominent one, feeding on external data

is necessary for the application to have a real-world impact. Current solutions [174, 244, 245]

aim to build a trusted data feed channel that fetches data from external sources but still need

to assume the sources themselves are trustworthy. This culminates into a fundamental issue

which we call the data truthfulness challenge. To this end, there needs new mechanisms on

top of the blockchain network to extract reliable information from untrustworthy external

sources and identify those who feed false data.

Third, when it comes to applying the blockchain technology to novel applications with

specific security goals, there often needs to integrate blockchain’s security functions into

domain-specific security goals to replicate the functionalities of the previously centralized

version. This integration process is hardly smooth since blockchain as a tool cannot cover all

security aspects, let alone its own security and performance challenges. On the one hand, the

transparency of blockchain ledger often leads to data privacy concerns. This concern becomes

profound when the new application runs on sensitive personally identifiable information.

On the other hand, the decentralization of blockchain leads to performance bottlenecks,

represented by the scalability of the number of participating nodes and the transaction
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processing capacity. In commercial applications, the performance bottlenecks are often the

major hindrance to blockchain’s adoption.

In this work, we address the above challenges in two coordinated efforts: (1) analyzing

and addressing the fundamental security issues of the blockchain system which originate

from its multi-layer nature, and (2) designing novel applications that harmonize blockchain’s

security offerings with new security mechanisms to realize domain-specific security goals,

while not introducing significant performance overhead. In specific, we make the following

contributions in this work:

• Chapter 2 presents a review and qualitative analysis on the state-of-the-art blockchain

consensus protocols. To facilitate the discussion of our analysis, we first introduce the

key definitions and relevant results in the classic theory of fault tolerance which helps

to lay the foundation for further discussion. We identify five core components in a

blockchain, namely, block proposal, block validation, information propagation, block

finalization, and incentive mechanism. A wide spectrum of established blockchain con-

sensus protocols are then carefully reviewed accompanied by algorithmic abstractions

and vulnerability analyses. The analyses and comparisons provide us new insights

in the fundamental differences of various proposals in terms of their suitable applica-

tion scenarios, key assumptions, expected fault tolerance, scalability, drawbacks and

trade-offs.

• Chapter 3 provides a model-based analysis on the blockchain’s core consensus security

from a networking perspective. Observing the potential impact of the heterogeneity of

blockchain’s P2P network on the core consensus security, we introduce an analytical

model that takes into account network connectivity and adversarial strategy. We are

able to quantify the communication capability of nodes involved in a blockchain fork
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race and estimate the adversary’s mining revenue and its impact on security properties

of the consensus protocol. Using Bitcoin’s Nakamoto consensus as the target, under

different adversarial mining cases, this model can evaluate a node’s winning chance for

a fork race and predict key security metrics, including long-term fork rate which reveals

the actual “51% attack” threshold (safety) and the mining revenue distribution among

all nodes (fairness). Our modeling and analysis provide a paradigm for assessing the

security impact of cross-layer factors in a blockchain system.

• Chapter 4 addresses one of blockchain fundamental challenges—the external data

truthfulness challenge, which is faced by every decentralized applications that run

on top of a blockchain system. We introduce a new truth discovery (TD) model called

decentralized truth discovery where a group of decentralized nodes work to extract

reliable information on common data objects from untrustworthy multi-sourced inputs

in a dynamic and adversarial environment. To tackle this problem, we propose a de-

centralized truth discovering data feed architecture called DecenTruth that enables

blockchain nodes to agree on the same estimated truths with efficiency guarantee in

the presence of Byzantine sources and peer nodes.

• Chapter 5 presents a novel application of blockchain to address an outstanding data

privacy issue plaguing our digitized economy—individuals often lose control on how

their private data can be used one sharing them with a third party, which was epit-

omized by the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica data scandal. In response, eyeing on

the blockchain smart contract’s potential of automatic rule enforcement, we propose

PrivacyGuard, a platform that enables individual data owner’s control over the access

and usage of their private data. Smart contracts are used to specify data owner’s

data usage policy, i.e., which data consumers can use which data under what con-

ditions and what computation to perform. To prevent exposing private data on the
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publicly viewable blockchain and address the scalability problem of on-chain contract

execution, PrivacyGuard incorporates a TEE-based off-chain contract execution engine

along with a novel two-party commitment protocol to securely commit the off-chain

execution result to the data consumer while fulfilling data owner compensation and

usage recording on blockchain.

• Chapter 6 presents another novel application of blockchain to tackle the security and

trust challenges in dynamic spectrum sharing, which is an emerging sub-area of wireless

networks. We target the fundamental security of spectrum access system (SAS), a

widely recognized framework for dynamic spectrum sharing in the 5G era. The current

SAS designated by the FCC follows a centralized service model in that a spectrum user

queries a commercial SAS server for spectrum access assignment. This model, however,

faces several security and performance challenges, with respect to the single-point risk

of SAS service provide and the efficiency of inter-SAS service synchronization. To

fill this gap, we propose a blockchain-based decentralized SAS architecture dubbed

BD-SAS to provide SAS service efficiently to spectrum users and enable automated

inter-SAS synchronization, without assuming trust on individual SAS service providers.

• Chapter 7 summarizes this dissertation and identifies three future directions: (1) ex-

tending the modeling analysis in Chapter 3 to more generalized network measurement

cases, (2) designing robust consensus mechanisms that are resilient to dynamic and

unstable network conditions, and (3) designing novel decentralized architectures and

applications in the zero trust scenario.



Chapter 2

A Survey of Distributed Consensus Protocols

for Blockchain Networks

(Copyright notice1)

2.1 Introduction

The security properties promised by blockchain is unprecedented and truly inspiring. Among

the many technical components that a blockchain system is composed of, the distributed

consensus protocol is the key technology that enables blockchain’s decentralization, or more

specifically, that ensures all participants agree on a unified transaction ledger without the

help of a central authority. The distributed consensus protocol specifies message passing

and local decision making at each node. Various design choices in the consensus protocol

can greatly impact a blockchain system’s performance, including its transaction capacity,

scalablity, and fault tolerance.

The Nakamoto consensus protocol [151] is the protocol implemented in the Bitcoin net-

work. With the help of this consensus protocol, Bitcoin became the first digital currency sys-

1This chapter previously appeared as a part of a journal paper published in IEEE Communications
Surveys & Tutorials. ©2020 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Yang Xiao, Ning Zhang, Wenjing Lou,
and Y. Thomas Hou, “A Survey of Distributed Consensus Protocols for Blockchain Networks,” in IEEE
Communications Surveys & Tutorials, 22(2):1432–1465, 2020 [233].
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tem to resist double-spending attacks in a decentralized peer-to-peer network of little trust.

As the Bitcoin network continues to grow, Nakamoto consensus has encountered several per-

formance bottlenecks and sustainability problems. Researchers in blockchain communities

have raised the following concerns on Nakamoto consensus and particularly its proof-of-work

(PoW) mining mechanism: 1) unsustainable energy consumption, 2) low transaction capac-

ity and poor scalability, 3) long-term security concerns as mining rewards diminish. For

instance, the Bitcoin network currently consists of roughly ten thousand nodes [26], while

the maximum transaction capacity of Bitcoin is 7 transactions per second (TPS) and can be

increased to at most 25 TPS by tuning protocol parameters without jeopardizing consensus

safety [61]. In contrast, the Visa network consists of millions of participants and was able

to handle more than 24,000 TPS in 2012 [213]. A single Bitcoin transaction (May 2022)

consumes the equivalent amount of electricity that would power 72 average U.S. households

for one day [71].

In response to the above performance limitations of PoW mining, blockchain researchers

have been investigating new block proposing mechanisms such as proof of stake (PoS), proof

of authority (PoA), and proof of elapsed time (PoET) which do not require computation-

intensive mining, thus effectively reducing energy consumption. In some cases, cryptographic

methods can be used to establish trust among nodes, enabling the use of more coordinated

block proposing schemes such as round-robin and committee-based block generation. Appro-

priate incentives that will continue to encourage honest participation in the blockchain net-

work is another key component of consensus protocol. Therefore, alternative block proposing

schemes are often accompanied by a new incentive mechanism that promotes participation

fairness and increases overall system sustainability. Popular blockchain consensus protocols

encompassing these ideas include Peercoin [111], Bitcoin-NG [83], Ourosboros (Cardano)

[110], Snow White [63], and EOSIO [27], POA Network [169], etc.
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Besides block proposing and incentive mechanisms, researchers have been seeking solu-

tions from the prior wisdom—primarily classical Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) consensus

and secure multi-party computation (MPC)—for efficient block finalization methods. For

example, the state machine replication (SMR) based BFT consensus algorithms have great

potential in permissioned blockchain networks operated with static and revealed identities,

of which Tendermint [117], Algorand [96], Casper FFG [39], and Hyperledger Fabric [7]

are well-known use cases. Moreover, asynchronous consensus protocols such as HoneyBad-

gerBFT [148] and BEAT [72] were proposed to provide robust block finalization under severe

network conditions with uncertain message delays.

With more blockchain consensus mechanisms being proposed, there is a pressing need to

analyze and compare them in a formal and cohesive manner. In this chapter we present a

comprehensive review and analysis of the state-of-the-art blockchain consensus protocols and

their development history, with a special focus on their performance, fault tolerance, and

security implications. Our information sources include academic papers, consensus protocol

white papers, official documentation and statistics websites of cryptocurrencies. Specifically,

this work features the following contributions:

• Providing a background of fault-tolerant distributed consensus research, including par-

tially synchronous and asynchronous BFT protocols that are applicable to blockchain

consensus;

• Reviewing a broad array of blockchain consensus protocols with a proposed five-

component framework and analyzing their design philosophy and security issues;

• Identifying four classes of proof of stake (PoS) based consensus protocols and providing

algorithmic abstractions for them;

• Comparing all mentioned consensus protocols with respect to the five-component
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framework, fault tolerance, and transaction processing capability.

• Providing a succinct tutorial on blockchain consensus protocol design with respect to

the security-decentralization-scalability trilemma.

2.2 Fault-Tolerant Distributed Consensus

The fault-tolerant (FT) distributed consensus problem has been extensively studied in dis-

tributed systems since the late 1970s and recently gained popularity in the blockchain com-

munity, especially for permissioned blockchains where every consensus participant reveals

its identity. Generally, consensus in a distributed system represents a state that all par-

ticipants agree on the same data values. Depending on the medium for message exchange,

distributed systems are classified into two types: message passing and shared memory [11].

In this section we are interested in message passing systems because of their resemblance to

contemporary blockchain systems, wherein distributed consensus on a single network history

is reached through peer-to-peer communication. We will use the terms process/node/server

interchangeably, as they all refer to an individual participant of distributed consensus.

2.2.1 System Model

We consider a distributed system that consists of N independent processes. Each process

pi begins with an individual initial value xi and communicates with others to update this

value. Each local value can be used for a certain task, such as computation or just storage.

If the processes are required to perform the same task, consensus on a single value is required

before they proceed to the task.
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Process Failure. A process suffers a crash failure if it abruptly stops working without

resuming. The common causes of a crash failure include power shutdown, software errors,

and DoS attacks. A Byzantine failure, however, is much severer in that the process can act

arbitrarily while appearing normal. It can send contradicting messages to other processes

in hope of sabotaging the consensus. “Byzantine” was coined by Lamport et al. [121]

in 1982 when describing the Byzantine Generals Problem, an allegorical case for single-

value consensus among distributed processes. The common cause of a Byzantine failure

is adversarial influence, such as malware injection and physical device capture. Multiple

Byzantine processes may collude to deal more damage.

Network Synchrony. Network synchrony defines the level of coordination among all pro-

cesses. Three levels of synchrony, namely synchronous, partially synchronous, and asyn-

chronous, are often assumed in the literature [10, 230]:

• In a synchronous network, operations of processes are coordinated in rounds with clear

time constraints. In each round, all processes perform the same type of operations.

This can be achieved by a centralized clock synchronization service and good network

connectivity. Practically, a network is considered synchronous if message delivery is

guaranteed within a fixed delay ∆, for which the network is also called ∆-synchronous.

• In a partially synchronous network, operations of processes are loosely coordinated

in a way that message delivery is guaranteed but with uncertain amount of delays.

Within the scope of partial synchrony, weak synchrony requires message delay not

grow faster than the elapsing time indefinitely [49], while eventual synchrony ensures

∆-synchrony only after some unknown instant [74]. In either case, operations of the

networked processes can still follow that of a synchronous network if the time horizon

is long enough.
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• In an asynchronous network, operations of processes are hardly coordinated. There is

no delay guarantee on a message except for its eventual delivery. And the coordination

of processes (if there is any) is solely driven by the message delivery events. This is

often caused by the absence of clock synchronization (thus no notion of shared time)

or the dominance of a mighty adversary over all communication channels.

It has been shown by Fischer, Lynch, and Paterson [85] that under the asynchronous

case, consensus cannot be guaranteed with even a single crash failure. This is commonly

known as the FLP impossibility, for the authors’ namesake. However, this impossibility can

be practically circumvented using randomized decision making and a relaxed termination

property, as we will show in §2.2.5.

2.2.2 Byzantine Fault Tolerant Consensus

We call a consensus protocol crash fault tolerant (CFT) or Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) if

it can tolerate a certain amount of crash or Byzantine process failures while keeping normal

functioning. Because of the inclusive relationship between a crash failure and Byzantine fail-

ure, a BFT consensus protocol is naturally CFT. BFT consensus is defined by the following

four requirements [10, 74, 230]:

• Termination: Every non-faulty process decides an output.

• Agreement: Every non-faulty process eventually decides the same output ŷ.

• Validity: If every process begins with the same input x̂, then ŷ = x̂.

• Integrity: Every non-faulty process’ decision and the consensus value ŷ must have been

proposed by some non-faulty process.
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Figure 2.1: A high-level illustration of SMR-based distributed computing that serves four
operation requests from two clients.

The four requirements provide a general target for distributed consensus protocols. For any

consensus protocol to attain these BFT requirements, the underlying distributed network

should satisfy the following condition: N ≥ 3f + 1 where f is the number of Byzantine

processes. This fundamental result was first proved by Pease et al. [168] in 1980 and later

adapted to the BFT consensus framework. The proof involves induction from N = 3 and

partitioning all processes into three equal-sized groups, with one containing the faulty ones.

Interested readers are referred to [10, 168] for detailed proofs.

2.2.3 Consensus in Distributed Computing

Consensus in distributed computing is a more sophisticated realization of the aforementioned

distributed system. In a typical distributed computing system, one or more clients issue oper-

ation requests to the server consortium, which provides timely and correct computing service

in response to the requests despite some of servers may fail. Here the correctness requirement

is two-fold: correct execution results for all requests and correct ordering of them. According

to Alpern and Schneider’s work on liveness definition [4] in 1985, the correctness of consensus

can be formulated into two requirements: safety—every server correctly executes the same

sequence of requests, and liveness—all requests should be served.
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To fulfill these requirements even in the presence of faulty servers, server replication

schemes especially state machine replication (SMR) are often heralded as the de facto solu-

tion. SMR, originated from Lamport’s early works on clock synchronization in distributed

systems [118, 119], was formally presented by Schneider [185] in 1990. Setting in the client-

server framework, SMR sets the following requirements:

• All servers start with the same initial state;

• Total-order broadcast: All servers receive the same sequence of requests as how they

were generated from clients;

• All servers receiving the same request shall output the same execution result and end

up in the same state.

Total-order broadcast is also known as atomic broadcast (ABC) [60], which is in contrast

to the reliable broadcast (RBC) [32] primitive. The latter only requires all servers receive

the same requests without enforcing the order. It is shown in [50, 68] that atomic broadcast

and distributed consensus are equivalent problems.

A high-level diagram of SMR-based distributed computing is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The

N -server consortium accepts client requests and servers confirm each other’s state before

reaching consensus and executing requests. In many cases, especially randomized consensus

protocols, there can be an alternating procedure of total-order broadcast and local state

update until a certain consensus target is met, before moving on to execution. In practice,

SMR is often implemented in a leader-based fashion. A primary server (say S1 in Fig. 2.1)

receives client requests and starts the broadcast procedure so that the other N − 1 replica

servers receive the same requests and update their local states to that of the primary.

In the rest of this section we summarize several well-known consensus protocols (some
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are based on SMR) designed under different network synchrony assumptions.

2.2.4 Consensus Protocols for Partially Synchronous Network

The ground-breaking work by Dwork, Lynch, and Stockmeyer [74] in 1988 laid the theoret-

ical foundation of partially synchronous consensus. By dissecting the consensus objective

into termination and safey, the authors were able to formally prove the feasibility of four

consensus goals, including CFT, omission-tolerance, BFT, unauthenticated BFT, under the

∆-synchrony/eventual synchrony condition. Notably, this work has inspired numerous pro-

posals for partially synchronous consensus schemes, including the later known PBFT.

The DLS Protocol. The same paper [74] also proposes a prototype consensus protocol

(called DLS for authors’ namesake) featuring a broadcast primitive for each consensus cycle.

Specifically, the broadcast primitive is started by an arbitrary process p and consists of two

initial rounds and subsequent iterative rounds. Through message exchanges in each round,

the iterative procedure eventually drives the processes to reach agreement on a common

value (either the one proposed by p or a default value). At message complexity O(N2) (N

is the number of processes), the broadcast primitive essentially enables the DLS protocol

to tolerate f Byzantine processes if N ≥ 3f + 1. The cryptocurrency Tendermint uses an

adapted version of DLS for block finalization.

Viewstamped Replication (VR). Proposed by Oki and Liskov [161] in 1988, viewstamped

replication is a server replication scheme for handling server crashes. It was later extended

into a consensus protocol by Liskov and Cowling [133] in 2012, which we will refer to as

VR. VR is a SMR scheme designed in the client-server framework and consists of three sub-

protocols: (1) Normal-operation, (2) View-change, and (3) Recovery. The primary server
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receives a client request and starts the normal operation, as is shown in Fig. 2.2a. In the case

of a crash failure of the primary, the View-change protocol is triggered at every replica per

the timeout of the Prepare message. They broadcast View-change messages to each other

and count the receptions. After receiving View-change messages from more than half of the

replicas, the next-in-line replica becomes the new primary and informs the others to resume

the normal operation. The Recovery protocol is used by any server to recover from a crash.

VR can tolerate f crashed replicas if the network population N ≥ 2f + 1. However it does

not tolerate any Byzantine failure, because the replicas simply follow the instructions from

the primary without mutual state confirmation nor communication with the client. On the

up side, this makes VR efficient, with O(N) message complexity.

Paxos. Paxos is a SMR scheme proposed by Lamport [120] in 1989 that imitates the ancient

Paxos part-time parliament and later elaborated in 2001 [123]. It was designed specifically

for fault tolerant consensus while bearing many similarities to VR. Paxos classifies nodes into

three roles: proposers, acceptors, and learners. A proposer suggests a value in the beginning

and the system goal is to make acceptors agree on a single value, and learners learn this value

from acceptors. In the client-server scenario depicted in Fig. 2.2b, the client is the learner,

the primary is the proposer, and the replicas are acceptors. After updating to the same

state, all servers execute the request and send it to the client who then chooses the majority

result. When the proposer suffers a crash failure, the acceptors elects a new leader through

a similar propose-accept procedure. Akin to VR, Paxos can tolerate f crashed acceptors

when N ≥ 2f + 1, but no Byzantine failures. Because of the mutual messaging during the

accept phase, the message complexity of Paxos is O(N2).

Embarking from its original design, Paxos has grown into a family of consensus protocols,

including multi-Paxos, cheap-Paxos, and fast-Paxos, each features a specific goal. Raft, a
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SMR consensus protocol developed by Ongaro and Ousterhout [162] in 2014 and popular in

the blockchain community, is based off Paxos but with a more understandable design.

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT). Developed by Castro and Liskov [49] in 1999,

PBFT is the first SMR-based BFT consensus protocol that has gained wide recognition

for practicality. It has become almost synonymous to BFT consensus in the blockchain

community. PBFT originated from VR and took inspiration from Paxos. PBFT consists of

three sub-protocols: (1) Normal-operation, (2) Checkpoint, and (3) View-change.

Algorithm 1: PBFT (Normal-operation protocol)
/* Request */

1 Client sends an operation request to the primary;
/* Phase 1: Pre-prepare */

2 The primary relays this request to replicas via Pre-prepare messages;
3 Replicas record the request and update local states;
/* Phase 2: Prepare */

4 Replicas send Prepare messages to all servers (replicas and the primary);
5 Once receiving ≥ 2f + 1 Prepare messages, a server updates local state and is ready to commit;
/* Phase 3: Commit */

6 Servers send Commit messages to each other;
7 Once receiving ≥ 2f + 1 Commit messages, a server starts to execute the client request and then

updates local state;
/* Reply */

8 Every server replies its result to the client.

The Normal-operation protocol is shown in Algorithm 8 and Fig. 2.2c. Ideally, all results

replied to the client should be the same; otherwise the client chooses the majority result.

The Checkpoint protocol serves as a logging tool that keeps a sliding window (of which the

lower bound is the stable checkpoint) to track active operation requests. The latest stable

checkpoint is used for safely discarding older requests in the operation log and facilitating

the view change protocol. In the case of a primary failure, the View-change protocol is

triggered at every replica that detects the timeout of the primary’s message. They oust the

incumbent primary and broadcast view-change messages to each other and count receptions.

After receiving View-change messages from 2f peers, the next-in-line replica becomes the
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(a) VR (b) Paxos (c) PBFT

Figure 2.2: Messaging diagram during the normal operation of three SMR protocols.

new primary and informs the rest to resume the normal operation.

The message complexity of PBFT normal operation is O(N2) because of the mutual

messaging in Prepare and Commit phase. As for the fault tolerance, since a server needs

to receive more than 2f + 1 Prepare (Commit) messages in Prepare (Commit) phase before

proceeding to the next action, there will be at least 2f +1 (as N ≥ 3f +1) honest servers in

the same state after Commit phase and producing the same result; the f Byzantine servers

are not able to sway the majority consensus. Therefore PBFT can tolerate f Byzantine

replicas when the server population N ≥ 3f + 1, which is in accordance to the fundamental

1/3 BFT threshold. Interested readers are referred to [49, 230] for detailed proofs.

PBFT has inspired numerous BFT consensus protocols with enhanced security and per-

formance. Well-known proposals include Quorum/Update (QU) [1], Hybrid Quorum (HQ)

[59], Zyzzyva (using speculative execution) [115], FaB [140], Spinning [210], Robust BFT

SMR [55], Aliph [101], BFT-SMaRt [23], and Hotstuff [237]. Interested readers are referred

to Bessoni’s tutorial [24] for an overview of these protocols.

A comparison of communication paradigm between VR, Paxos, and PBFT is shown in

Figure 2.2. C is the client. S0 is the primary server (leader) who receives requests from the

client and starts the consensus. S1+ are replica servers. Every server updates local state
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after receiving a message. Circled gear icon represents execution. VR and Paxos can tolerate

one crash failure when N = 3. PBFT can tolerate one Byzantine failure when N = 4.

2.2.5 Consensus Protocols for Asynchronous Network

For distributed systems that are predominantly built upon wired communication and re-

liable transport-layer protocols, partial synchrony is a practical assumption. However in

scenarios such as mobile ad hoc network (MANET) and delay tolerant networks (DTN),

the network is considered of near-to-none synchrony. As is proved by the FLP impossibility

[85], consensus can not be guaranteed in a fully asynchronous network with even one crash

failure. Moreover, unreliable communication links have an equivalent effect of a Byzantine

scheduler. Nonetheless, this impossibility result can be practically circumvented by two

primitives: probabilistic termination and randomization.

First of all, according to [31] the termination property presented in §2.2 can be subdivided

into two classes:

• Deterministic Termination: Every non-faulty process decides an output by round r,

a predetermined parameter.

• Probabilistic Termination: The probability that a non-faulty process is undecided

after r rounds approaches zero as r grows to infinity.

For synchronous or partially synchronous networks where message delay and round pe-

riod are bounded, protocols like PBFT can exploit a timeout mechanism to detect anomaly

of the primary, which makes deterministic termination an achievable goal. For asynchronous

networks where messages delivery has no timing guarantee, the consensus process can only

be driven by the message delivery events themselves. This limitation demands probabilistic
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termination. To realize probabilistic termination, randomization (simultaneously proposed

by Ben-Or [18] and Rabin [175] in 1983) can be instantiated in the consensus protocol.

The basic idea is that a process makes a random choice when there are not enough trusted

messages received for making a final decision.

Next we introduce four primitives/protocols that aim to solve asynchronous BFT con-

sensus. Though in different contexts, they all feature probabilistic termination and make

use of randomization.

Bracha’s RBC and Asynchronous Consensus Protocol. Bracha et al. [30] proposed the

pioneering reliable broadcast (RBC) primitive and an asynchronous consensus protocol in

1984 to solve the Byzantine Generals Problem [121], in which all non-faulty processes should

eventually make the same binary decision. Bracha’s RBC guarantees that non-faulty pro-

cesses will never accept contradicting messages from any process and forces the faulty ones

to output either nothing (mimicking the crash failure) or the correct value. Bracha’s asyn-

chronous consensus protocol, adapted from Ben-Or’s 1983 work [18], runs by phases and each

phase contains three RBC rounds for inter-process value exchange. We show the round-3

of each phase, which contains the randomization step. After receiving at least N − f value

messages (f is the presumed Byzantine population), a process Pi does: (1) If receiving a

value v from more than 2f peers, decide v; (2) else if receiving a value v from more than f

peers, hold v as proposal value and go to the next phase; (3) else, toss a coin (1/2 chance

for 0 or 1) for the proposal value and go to the next phase.

When enough phases pass, the executions of step (2) and step (3) of RBC round-3

at all non-faulty processes will gradually filter out the influence of contradicting messages

and eventually make the correct decision via step 1. Note this convergence only happens if

N ≥ 3f+1, which is the fundamental bound of BFT consensus. In terms of performance, the
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message complexity of RBC is O(N2) in each round and the expected number of rounds to

reach consensus is O(2N) if f = O(N), which gives a total message complexity of O(N22N).

If f = O(
√
N) (the benign case), it is shown in [18, 30] that the expected number of

rounds to reach consensus for the randomized protocol is a constant, yielding a total message

complexity of O(N2).

Ben-Or’s ACS Protocol for MPC. Agreement on a common subset (ACS) was used by Ben-

Or et al. [19] in 1994 as a consensus primitive for secure and efficient multi-party computation

(MPC) under asynchronous setting. In a network of N players, each player holds a private

input xi that was acquired secretly. The goal of MPC is to let the players collectively

compute a function F(x1, ..., xN) and obtain the same result. Assuming f players can be

faulty, the ACS primitive requires the players to agree on a common subset ComSubset of at

least N − f honest inputs, which are then used for computing F(·). Ben-Or’s ACS protocol

builds on two primitives: RBC and binary asynchronous Byzantine agreement (ABA) which

allows players to agree on the value of a single bit. Bracha’s RBC [30] and Canetti et al.’s

Fast ABA [46] are suggested respectively in [19] and used as black-boxes. Algorithm 14

shows the ACS protocol at each player. In the end, there will be at least N − f completed

ABA instances with output 1, yielding a F -computable ComSubset.

Because both Bracha’s RBC and Canetti’s ABA can tolerate f Byzantine players when

N ≥ 3f + 1, the same fault tolerance result is inherited by Ben-Or’s ACS protocol. For

complexity analysis, Bracha’s RBC (in the benign case) and Canetti’s ABA have message

complexity of O(N2) and O(N3) [46] respectively, and all ABA instances end in constant

rounds. As a result, Ben-Or’s ACS protocol has a bit-denominated communication complex-

ity of O(mN2 +N3) at each player, where m is the maximum bit-size of any input.

As we will see next, ACS can be conveniently adapted to asynchronous BFT consensus
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Algorithm 2: Ben-Or’s ACS protocol (at player Pi)
/* Phase 1: Reliable Broadcast */

1 Start RBCi to propose my input xi to the network;
2 Participate in other RBC instances;
/* Phase 2: Asynchronous BA */

3 while round ≤MaxRound do
4 if receiving xj from RBCj then
5 Join ABAj with input 1;
6 end
7 if completion of N − f ABA instances then
8 Join other BA instances with input 0;
9 end

10 if completion of all N ABA instances then
11 ComSubset = {xk|ABAk outputs 1};
12 return ComSubset;
13 end
14 end

for blockchain systems, by substituting inputs with transaction sets.

HoneyBadgerBFT. Proposed by Miller et al. [148] in 2016, HoneyBadgerBFT is the first

asynchronous BFT consensus protocol specifically designed for blockchain. It essentially

realizes atomic broadcast: N players with different sets of transactions work to agree on a

common set of sorted transactions that will be included in a block.

Though using the multi-value Byzantine agreement primitive (MVBA) from Cachin et

al. [42] as the benchmark, HoneyBadgerBFT actually follows Ben-Or’s ACS construction

[19] for better communication efficiency. HoneyBadgerBFT’s ACS cherry-picks the design

of its sub-components: Cachin and Tessaro’s erasure-coded RBC [40] and Mostéfaouil et

al.’s common-coin based ABA [149]. They together incur O(mN+N2 logN) communication

complexity at each player. To prevent an adversary from censoring particular transactions,

threshold public key encryption (TPKE) [13] is used before ACS so that consensus is per-

formed on ciphertexts. In the decryption phase when a player receives enough shares from

peers (generated by TPKE.DecShare) that exceed a threshold, it proceeds to the actual de-
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Figure 2.3: HoneyBadgerBFT workflow.

cryption task (TPKE.Dec) and sorts the transactions. The communication complexity of the

decryption process is O(N2). Fig. 2.3 illustrates the workflow of these components for one

block cycle. TXSi represents the set of transactions proposed by player Pi. CS represents

the common subset output of ACS, comprising of at least N − f encrypted transactions.

The decryption process outputs sorted transactions that will be finalized in the block.

HoneyBadgerBFT processes transactions in batches. Let B be the predefined batch size,

denoting the maximum number of transactions that a block may enclose. For every block

cycle, each player proposes a set of B/N transactions, which are randomly chosen from

recorded transactions. This is to ensure transaction sets proposed by different players are

mostly disjoint so as to maximize blockchain throughput. Assuming the average bit-size

of a transaction set m := |t|B
N
≫ N where |t| is the average transaction bit-size. Then

the protocol’s communication overhead will be dominated by the RBC, yielding overall

communication complexity of O(|t|B) at one player, or O(|t|N) for one transaction.

Compared to popular partially synchronous consensus protocols such as PBFT, Hon-

eyBadgerBFT has a higher cryptography overhead but features two advantages. First, as

an asynchronous protocol HoneyBadgerBFT does not rely on a timeout mechanism for de-

tecting malfunctioning players. This makes HoneyBadgerBFT less sensitive to unpredictable

network delays that might stall consensus. Second, HoneyBadgerBFT does not need a leader
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rotation scheme. In PBFT every round of consensus is started by a leader (the primary),

while in HoneyBadgerBFT every node starts its own broadcast and Byzantine agreement

instance for proposed transactions; the concurrent execution of these instances effectively

saves the need of a leader. As a result, the bandwidth of any individual leader will not be-

come the bottleneck of overall network’s capacity. Currently the blockchain initiative POA

Network [169] is considering to adopt HoneyBadgerBFT.

On the other hand, due to HoneyBadgerBFT’s asynchronous design philosophy that

consensus progress is driven by message deliveries, transaction confirmation latency is exter-

nally influenced and uncontrollable. This leads HoneyBadgerBFT to overly emphasize high

transaction throughput and decentralization. In various applications such as industrial con-

trol and supply chain management, low transaction latency is often times a more important

metric than throughput.

In response to the said inflexibility of HoneyBadgerBFT, Duan et al. [72] proposed BEAT

in 2018, which is a collection of five asynchronous BFT protocols based off HoneyBadgerBFT

but with carefully picked components that are optimized for different objectives. Among the

five constituent protocols, the baseline BEAT0 uses a more efficient threshold encryption

scheme [190] and outperforms HoneyBadgerBFT in throughput, latency and access overhead.

BEAT1 and BEAT2 adopt a more efficient broadcast scheme, Bracha’s RBC [31], and are

optimized for transaction latency. BEAT3 is optimized for throughput and storage and

bandwidth saving while BEAT4 further reduces the bandwidth usage for clients that read

particular stored transactions. Interested readers are referred to the BEAT paper [72] for

detailed discussion on the authors’ design choices.
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2.2.6 Blockchain Compatibility of Classical BFT-SMR Protocols

In a blockchain network, every consensus participant can validate transactions and propose

new blocks. For BFT-SMR consensus protocols that rely on a dedicated primary server to

receive client requests and start the consensus, the following adaptation is needed: allowing

all servers to act as a primary to propose transactions/blocks and reaching consensus on

the finality of multiple transactions/blocks concurrently. For example, Casper FFG [39], a

BFT-style blockchain protocol, allows every eligible participant to propose a block during a

checkpoint cycle. The network finalizes only one block out of multiple proposed blocks for

each checkpoint.

For blockchain networks with a complex application layer such as smart contract, trans-

action execution often incurs significant computation. While in popular BFT-SMR schemes

such as PBFT execution is integrated into the consensus process. An early work by Yin et al.

[236] presents an alternative BFT-SMR framework that separates consensus (i.e. agreement

on execution order) from execution, as the latter conveniently requires only an honest ma-

jority of execution nodes instead of an honest two-thirds of consensus nodes required by the

former. This separation scheme is adopted by Zyzzyva [115] and Tendermint [117] wherein

a small group of nodes are dedicated to the consensus task. Hyperledger Fabric [7] further

separates the consensus task into ordering and validation services for better modularity.

From the performance perspective, BFT protocols are notorious for their limited scalabil-

ity in network size. Epitomized by PBFT, the message complexity of partially synchronous

BFT protocols grows quadratically with the network size N . This means that given a fixed

network bandwidth at each node, a growing network size leads to exploding communication

overhead and diminishing transaction capacity. According to the performance evaluation

in [148], PBFT achieves a maximum throughput of 16,000 TPS when N = 8; this figure
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drops to around 3,000 when N = 64. On the other hand, for asynchronous protocols like

HoneyBadgerBFT where erasure coding and threshold encryption are used to reduce com-

munication complexity and enhance security, the extensive use of cryptography also brings

non-negligible computation overhead, adding to local processing delays. On the bright side,

a typical BFT protocol achieves deterministic finality, which is also known as forward secu-

rity [67] in that a settled transaction will never be altered. As we will discuss in §2.4, this

allows BFT protocols to take advantage of shorter block intervals and attain high transaction

throughput.

Other blockchain compatibility challenges for BFT-SMR protocols include: 1) allowing

nodes to join and leave flexibly without interrupting consensus while countering Sybil attacks;

2) adapting to real-world peer-to-peer networks that are sparsely connected. In later sections

we will revisit these issues for blockchain protocols that incorporate BFT consensus.

2.3 A Modular View of Blockchain Consensus Protocol

Compared to traditional distributed computing with a clear client-server model, a blockchain

network allows every participant to be both a client (to issue transactions) and a server (to

validate and finalize transactions). The underlying ledger data structure, the blockchain, is

the consensus target and consists of chronologically ordered and hash-chained blocks. Each

block contains a bundle of valid transactions and transactions across the blockchain should

be consistent with each other (i.e. no double-/over-spending nor appropriation). Meanwhile,

a blockchain system is often associated with a financial application and bears the responsi-

bility of transaction processing and clearing. As a result, the responsibility of a blockchain

consensus protocol is further-reaching than traditional distributed consensus protocols. In

this section we provide a background of the blockchain network and data structure, intro-
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Table 2.1: A Comparison of Permissionless and Permissioned Blockchain.

Permissionless blockchain Permissioned blockchain
Governance Public Private / Consortium
Participation Free join and leave Authorized
Node identity Pseudonymous Revealed
Transparency Open Closed / Open
Network size Large (thousands or more) Small (tens∼hundreds)
Network connectivity Low High (oft. fully-connected)
Network synchrony Asynchronous / partially syn-

chronous
Partially synchronous / syn-
chronous

Transaction capacity Low (oft. sub-ten∼tens TPS) High (oft. thousands TPS)
Application examples Cryptocurrency, smart contract,

public record, DApp
Inter-bank clearing, business con-
tract, supply chain

duce the blockchain consensus goal adapted from the BFT consensus paradigm and the

five-component framework that we use to analyze blockchain consensus protocols.

2.3.1 Blockchain Infrastructure

Network. The foundational infrastructure of blockchain, as is adopted by most public

cryptocurrencies and distributed ledger systems, is a peer-to-peer overlay network on top of

the Internet. Every node (or peer) in the network operates autonomously with respect to

the same set of rules that cover peering protocol, consensus protocol, transaction processing,

ledger management, and in some cases a wire protocol for transport-layer communication

[77, 156].

Depending on the control of network participation, blockchain networks generally fall

into two categories: permissionless and permissioned.

• A permissionless blockchain allows for free join and leave without any authorization, as

long as the node holds a valid pseudonym (account address) and is able to send, receive,

and validate transactions and blocks by common rules. Permissionless blockchain is
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also known as public blockchain for that there is usually one such blockchain network

instance on a global scale which is subject to public governance. Specifically, any-

one can participate in blockchain consensus, though one’s voting power is typically

proportional to its possession of network resources, such as computation power, token

wealth, storage space, etc. The operational environment of permissionless blockchain is

often assumed to be zero-trust, which often cautions the community against increasing

transaction processing capacity or using more efficient consensus schemes [230].

• A permissioned blockchain requires participants to be authorized first and then par-

ticipate in network operation with revealed identity. The network governance and

consensus body can be either the subsidiaries of a single private entity or a consor-

tium of entities [41]. Compared to permissionless blockchain, the identity-revealing

requirement and more effective network governance of permissioned blockchain make

it ideal for internal or multi-party business applications. Meanwhile, the limited size of

a permissioned blockchain’s consensus body allows for the deployment of more efficient

consensus protocols that achieve higher transaction capacity [228, 230].

Table 2.1 summarizes the major differences between permissionless and permissioned blockchain

in nine aspects.

Beneath the blockchain peer-to-peer network lies the basic infrastructure of the Inter-

net. Thanks to the transport layer protocols (especially the retransmission mechanism),

message delivery is considered guaranteed, while the message delay may vary but most

likely will not grow longer as time elapses (weak synchrony) or remains within a certain

bound (∆-synchrony). Therefore we often consider a practical blockchain network partially

synchronous, just like most distributed networks overlaying on the Internet. This allows the

consensus protocol to take advantage of the timing services of the Internet. For example,
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Figure 2.4: Blockchain data structure. Blocks are sequentially chained together via hash pointers.
The Merkle tree root (MT root) is a digest of all transactions included in a block.

in Bitcoin the partial synchrony assumption is echoed by its usage of local timestamps for

loose chronological ordering, showing time consciousness. For the blockchain networks that

reside on an ad hoc infrastructure not based on the Internet, the message transmission is

subject to unexpected network delays, which gives rise to asynchronous consensus protocols

such as HoneyBadgerBFT, as we discussed in Section 2.2.

Transaction. A blockchain transaction can be regarded as a public static data record

showing the token value redistribution between sender and receiver [217]. Take Bitcoin as

an example, a transaction transfers token ownership from the sender account to the receiver

account(s). It specifies a list of inputs and a list of outputs, with each input claiming a

previous unspent transaction output (UTXO) that belongs to the sender, who needs to

attach its signature to the inputs to justify the claim. Each output specifies how many

tokens go to which receiver and the total token value of the outputs is equal to the UTXOs

claimed by the inputs. Therefore, we can always recover the ownership records of any specific

token by tracing back the signatures along the chain of transactions. The token balance of

an account equals to the summed UTXOs that belong to the account.

Blockchain Data Structure. Blockchain is the underlying data structure for transaction

ledger keeping. It is also the consensus target of the network. The basic structure of

blockchain is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. Every block encloses a set of transactions that should
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Table 2.2: Five components of a blockchain consensus protocol.

Purpose Counterpart in tradi-
tional SMR consensus
protocols

Available options

Block pro-
posal

Generating blocks
and attaching essen-
tial generation proofs
(for Sybil attack
resistance).

Clients issuing opera-
tion requests and the
primary server start-
ing the consensus.

Proof of work (PoW), proof of stake
(PoS), proof of authority (PoA),
proof of retrievability (PoR), proof
of elapsed time (PoET), round robin,
committee-based, etc.

Information
propagation

Disseminating blocks
and transactions
across the network.

Reliable broadcast of
operation requests.

Advertisement-based gossiping, block
header soliciting, unsolicited block
push (broadcast), relay network (for
mining pools), etc.

Block valida-
tion

Checking blocks for
generation proofs and
validity of enclosed
transactions.

Signature check and
execution of opera-
tion requests.

Proof checking (for proof-of-X block
proposal), digital signature & eligi-
bility checking (for committee-based
block proposal), etc.

Block final-
ization

Reaching agreement
on the acceptance of
validated blocks.

Servers reaching an
agreement on current
state, executing re-
quests and logging
the result.

Longest-chain rule, GHOST rule,
BFT and other Byzantine agreements,
checkpointing, etc.

Incentive
mechanism

Promoting honest
participation and
creating network
tokens.

N/A. Network token rewards (block re-
wards, transaction fees), eligibility for
issuing new transactions, etc.

be valid and clear of double spending. As was pioneered by Bitcoin, the transactions are

often organized in a Merkle tree. Merkle tree is a data structure widely used for data

storage and efficient data integrity check [145]. In blockchain, every block contains one

Merkle tree in which each leaf node is labeled with a transaction hash. The Merkle tree

root serves as a digest of the transaction set and is placed in the block header. The block

header also contains a hash of the previous block (except in the genesis block) and other

configuration information, which typically includes a timestamp and the blockchain state at

block generation. The growing chain of blocks and the aforementioned transaction format

essentially constitute the blockchain data structure used for the storage, serialization, and

validation of new transactions which are continuously injected into the network.
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Aside from recording the transaction history, the blockchain can also record auxiliary

information used for other purposes. The locking and unlocking scripts associated with

transaction inputs and outputs can be repurposed for constructing off-chain payment channel

(eg. Lightning Network [172]) and global state machine that helps build smart contracts,

which are the basis of many important applications such as supply chain management and

decentralized autonomous organization. The block header may also contain extra fields that

facilitate system coordination. For example, Ethereum’s proof-of-stake (PoS) scheme Casper

FFG [180] utilizes smart contract to implement the staking process; Algorand [96] attaches a

cryptographic proof to each new block to show the block proposer’s eligibility to propose. As

a result, the blockchain can hold the necessary control information usable by the consensus

protocol. We will revisit these protocols in later sections.

2.3.2 Consensus Goal

The goal of a blockchain consensus protocol is to ensure that all participating nodes agree on

a common network transaction history, which is serialized in the form of a blockchain. Based

on the previous discussion on BFT consensus and the consensus goal abstraction provided

in [230], we similarly define the following requirements for blockchain consensus:

• Termination: At every honest node, a new transaction is either discarded or accepted

into the blockchain, within the content of a block.

• Agreement: Every new transaction and its holding block should be either accepted

or discarded by all honest nodes. An accepted block should be assigned the same

sequence number by every honest node.

• Validity: If every node receives a same valid transaction/block, it should be accepted

into the blockchain.
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• Integrity: At every honest node, all accepted transactions should be consistent with

each other (no double spending). All accepted blocks should be correctly generated

and hash-chained in chronological order.

The termination and validity requirements are similar to their counterparts in classical

distributed consensus, as they represent the system’s liveness. The agreement requirement

is enhanced with total ordering, which represents the serialization of blocks and transac-

tions. The integrity requirement dictates the correctness of the origin of transactions and

blocks, fulfilling the promise of anti-double-spending and ledger tamper-proofing. These

requirements can serve as the design principles of new blockchain protocols. For different

application scenarios, they can be tailored or supplemented with more specification.

2.3.3 Components of Blockchain Consensus Protocol

Based on the discussion on consensus goal and our digest of the blockchain documentation

corpus, we identify five key components of a blockchain consensus protocol:

• Block Proposal: Generating blocks and attaching generation proofs.

• Information Propagation: Disseminating blocks and transactions across network.

• Block Validation: Checking blocks for generation proofs and transaction validity.

• Block Finalization: Reaching agreement on the acceptance of validated blocks.

• Incentive Mechanism: Promoting honest participation and creating network tokens.

For each component we also specify its counterpart in traditional SMR consensus proto-

cols and a list of available options in Table 2.2. The available options are non-exhaustive, as
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many more are being developed at the time of writing. It is worth noting that the incentive

mechanism is unique to blockchain consensus and has no counterpart in traditional SMR

consensus protocols. The reason is that traditional SMR protocols are purely designed for

transaction processing and serialization within a preexisting network of participants, of which

the continuous participation of honest parties is presumed. Meanwhile, a typical blockchain

network allows for voluntary participation and often bears numerous real-world obligations.

To this end, a fair and universal incentive mechanism is needed to encourage honest par-

ticipation, so as to sustain the system’s reliable operation. For large-scale permissionless

blockchains, a robust incentive mechanism along with the block generation proofs also help

demoralize Sybil attackers.

Though the five components are all vital to successful blockchain consensus, a new

blockchain consensus protocol proposal may not cover all of them. For example, the incentive

mechanism is indispensable to permissionless blockchain networks especially those carrying

a financial responsibility; however for permissioned blockchains in which participation is

sanctioned as a privilege (similar to a traditional distributed computing system), it is not a

must-have. Interestingly, many new public blockchain initiatives have been fixating only on

block proposal, while inheriting the other four components from the Nakamoto consensus

protocol of Bitcoin. This is likely due to that Bitcoin’s PoW-based block proposal attracts

the most criticism for its limited scalability and inefficient energy use. For this reason, block

proposal mechanism can be a good reference angle for a general classification of consensus

protocols.
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Figure 2.5: A toy example of block propagation in the Bitcoin network. Left: The P2P network
structure, an undirected graph. Middle: The gossiping process. A solid blue arrow represents one-
hop block propagation (advertise→get block→transmit), while a dotted black arrow represents only
advertise. Number denotes the gossiping hop (0 for the block producer). Right: Block propagation
in one hop.

2.4 The Nakamoto Consensus Protocol and Variations

The Nakamoto consensus protocol is the key innovation behind Bitcoin [151] and many

other established cryptocurrency systems such as Ethereum [227] and Litecoin [134]. In this

section we use Bitcoin as the application background to introduce the Nakamoto consensus

protocol and summarize its drawbacks and vulnerabilities. We also introduce two well-known

improvement proposals and four hybrid PoW-BFT protocols in the later part of this section.

2.4.1 Network Setting and Consensus Goal

In blockchain networks, block or transaction messages are propagated across the P2P net-

work through gossiping. Fig. 2.5 shows an example of block propagation in the Bitcoin

network. Specifically, the one-hop propagation adopts advertisement-based gossiping, as

was first characterized in [66]. For each new block received and validated, a node advertises

it to peers, who will request for this block if it extends their local blockchain. The gossiping

process continues until every node in the network has this block.
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Compared to the general consensus goal introduced in Section 2.3, Nakamoto enhances

the termination requirement with the probabilistic finality specification:

• Probabilistic Finality: For any honest node, every new block is either discarded or

accepted into its local blockchain. An accepted block may still be discarded but with

an exponentially diminishing probability as the blockchain continues to grow.

The probabilistic finality property echoes the probabilistic termination property for asyn-

chronous consensus. As we will show later, because of this property the Nakamoto consensus

protocol can only achieve eventual double-spending resistance in a decentralized network of

pseudonymous participants.

2.4.2 The Nakamoto Consensus Protocol

In correspondence to the five components of a blockchain consensus protocol, the Nakamoto

consensus protocol can be summarized by the following rules:

• Proof of Work (PoW): Block generation requires finding a preimage to a hash function

so the hash result satisfies a difficulty target, which is dynamically adjusted to maintain

an average block generation interval.

• Gossiping Rule: Any newly received or locally generated transaction or block should

be immediately advertised and broadcast to peers.

• Validation Rule: A block or transaction needs to be validated before being broadcast

to peers or appended to the blockchain. The validation includes double-spending check

on transactions and proof-of-work validity check on block header.
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• Longest-chain Rule: The longest chain represents network consensus, which should be

accepted by any node who sees it. Mining should always extend the longest chain.

• Block Rewards and Transaction Fees: Generator of a block can claim a certain amount

of new tokens plus fees collected from all enclosed transactions, in the form of a coinbase

transaction to itself.

The hashing-intensive PoW mechanism is designed for mitigating Sybil attacks. Due to

Bitcoin’s permissionless and pseudonymous nature, Sybil attackers can obtain new identities

or accounts with little effort. Hashing power, however, comes from real hardware investment

and cannot be easily forged. The longest-chain rule implies that the stabilized prefix of the

longest chain can act as a common reference of the network history, given that no one is

authoritative in Bitcoin’s decentralized network. Block Brewards and transaction fees are

used to incentivize miners to participate honestly and inject new coins into circulation.

To better illustrate how these rules harmonize with each other, we present an abstracted

version of the Nakamoto protocol in Algorithm 3. During block generation, a higher mining

difficulty demands more brute-force trials in order to find a fulfilling nonce. To ensure every

block is sufficiently propagated before the next block comes out, the mining difficulty is

adjusted every 2016 blocks so that the expected block interval remains a constant value (10

minutes in Bitcoin) no matter how the gross hashing power fluctuates.

Fork Resolution. Ideally, the 10-minute block interval should be enough to ensure the

thorough propagation of a new block so that no block of the same height is proposed.

However due to the delay during the message propagation and the probabilistic nature of the

hashing game, the possibility of two blocks of the same height being propagated concurrently

in the network can not be ignored. This situation is called a “fork”, detectable by any node.

Correspondingly, the longest-chain rule provides the criterion for fork resolution. Assume a
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Algorithm 3: Nakamoto consensus protocol general procedure
/* Joining network */

1 Join the network by connecting to known peers;
2 Start BlockGen();
/* Main loop */

3 while running do
4 if BlockGen() returns block then
5 Write block into blockchain;
6 Reset BlockGen() to the current blockchain;

/* Gossiping rule */
7 Broadcast block to peers;
8 end

/* Longest-chain/validation rule */
9 if block received & is valid & extends the longest chain then

10 Write block into blockchain;
11 Reset BlockGen() to the current blockchain;
12 Relay block to peers;
13 end
14 end

/* PoW-based block generation */
15 Function BlockGen():
16 Pack up transactions (including coinbase);
17 Prepare a block header context C containing the transaction Merkle tree root, hash of the last block

in the longest chain, timestamp, and other essential information reflecting blockchain status;
/* PoW hashing puzzle */

18 Find a nonce that satisfies the following condition:

Hash(C|nonce) < target

wherein more preceding zero bits in target indicates a higher mining difficulty;
19 return new block;
20 end

miner receives two valid blocks Bk
1 , B

k
2 of the same block height k sequentially, then a fork

is detected by this miner. It chooses Bk
1 (the first arrived) to continue and may encounter

the following cases:

• Case 1: If receiving or successfully generating a block Bk+1
1 confirming Bk

1 , accept Bk
1 ,

Bk+1
1 and orphans Bk

2 .

• Case 2: If receiving a block Bk+1
2 confirming Bk

2 , switch to Bk+1
2 and accept Bk

2 , then

orphans Bk
1 .
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• Case 3: If simultaneously receiving two blocks Bk+1
1 and Bk+2

2 confirming respectively

Bk
1 and Bk

2 , choose one to follow and continue until case 1 or 2 is met.

Wherein to “orphan” a block means to deny it into the main chain. Because of the ran-

domized nature of PoW mining, the likelihood of encountering case 3 drops exponentially

as time elapses, reflecting the probabilistic finality of Nakamoto consensus.

Security Analysis. In contrast to the classical distributed computing system whose fault

tolerance capability is characterized by the number of faulty nodes the system can toler-

ate, fault tolerance of Nakamoto consensus is by characterized by percentage of adversarial

hashing power the system can tolerate. It is proved by Garay et al. [90] that if the network

synchronizes faster than the PoW-based block proposing rate, an honest majority among the

equally-potent (in hashing power and bandwidth) miners can guarantee the consensus on an

ever-growing prefix of the blockchain. The prefix represents the probabilistically stable part

of the blockchain. As long as less than 50% of total hashing power is maliciously controlled,

the blocks produced by honest miners are timely propagated, the main chain contributed by

the honest majority can eventually outgrow any malicious branch.

From the perspective of classical distributed consensus, Nakamoto consensus cleverly

circumvents the fundamental 1/3 BFT bound by adopting probabilistic finality. In classical

BFT consensus if more than 1/3 of population are malicious, the honest nodes will end up

deciding conflicting values, leading to consensus failure. In Nakamoto consensus, however,

conflicting decisions are allowed temporarily in the form of blockchain forks, as long as they

will be eventually trimmed out by continuing effort of the honest majority. Therefore, the

1/3 BFT bound is not applicable to Nakamoto consensus or other blockchain consensus

protocols designed for probabilistic finality. Readers are referred to Abraham et al. [2] for

an interesting discussion on the correspondence between Nakamoto consensus and classical
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BFT-SMR framework.

As for double-spending resistance, assuming the adversary controls α fraction of the

total hashing power and wishes to double-spend an output which is m blocks old, it needs

to redo the PoW mining all the way from m blocks behind and grow a malicious chain fast

enough to overtake the incumbent main chain. The probability of this adversarial catch-up

is ( α
1−α

)m if α < 50%, which drops exponentially as m increases, reflecting probabilistic

finality. This probability equals to 1 if α ≥ 50%. As a result, the 50% threshold is the

safeguard behind Bitcoin’s probabilistic finality, as well as resistance to double-spending and

transaction history tampering.

2.4.3 Deficiencies and Vulnerabilities of Nakamoto Consensus

The popular implementations of Nakamoto Consensus such as the one used by Bitcoin suffers

from several known deficiencies and vulnerabilities.

Tight Tradeoff Between Performance and Security: The Nakamoto consensus is widely

criticized for its low transaction throughput. For instance, Bitcoin can process up to 7

TPS meanwhile the Visa payment network can process more than 24,000 TPS [213]. The

limited performance of Nakamoto consensus follows from the security implication of its

probabilistic finality and two protocol parameters: block interval and block size. As we

discussed previously, the 10-minute block interval ensures every new block is sufficiently

propagated before a new block is mined. Reducing the block interval increases the transaction

capacity, but will leave new blocks insufficiently propagated and causes more forks incidents,

undermining the security of the main chain. Note that although any fork can be resolved

given enough time, the higher the fork rate, the larger the portion of honest mining power

is wasted, which enables a double-spending attacker to overthrow the main chain with less
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than 50% mining power (estimated 49.1% by Decker et al. [66] in 2013). On the other

hand, increasing the block size (currently 1MB) has the same effect, since larger block sizes

lead to higher block transmission delays and insufficient propagation. According to the

measurement and analysis by Croman et al. [61] in 2016, given the current 10-min block

interval the maximum block size should not exceed 4MB, which yields a peak throughput of

27 TPS.

Energy Inefficiency: As of May 2022, an average Bitcoin transaction consumes 2111

KWh of electricity which can power 72 U.S. households for a day [71]. This enormous energy

consumption is directly caused by the PoW-based block proposing scheme of Nakamoto

consensus. As Bitcoin network’s gross mining capacity grows, the Nakamoto consensus

protocol has to raise the mining difficulty to maintain the average 10-min block interval,

which in turn encourages miners to invest into more mining equipment with higher hashing

rates. This vicious cycle shall continue as Bitcoin gains more popularity. In response, the

blockchain community has come up with various block proposing schemes such as proof

of stake (PoS), proof of authority (PoA), proof of elapsed time (PoET) as energy-saving

alternatives to PoW.

Eclipse Attack: As was discussed above, the security of Bitcoin network relies on the

hashing power and communication capability of honest miners. If a powerful attacker man-

ages to dominate the in/outward communication between a victim miner and the main

network (i.e. “eclipsing”), then the victim will no longer be able to contribute to the ex-

tension of the main chain [104]. Assume the percentage of hashing power controlled by the

eclipse attacker, the eclipsed victims, the remaining honest miners are α, ϵ, 1− α− ϵ, then

the attacker’s mining power shall be amplified to at least α
1−ϵ

. If the attacker decides to

exploit the eclipsed victims for growing the malicious chain, its mining power can be further

enhanced up to α + ϵ [95]. As a result, a double-spending attack becomes viable for the
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eclipse attacker if α + ϵ > 50%. Eclipse attack is in fact an exploit of the weak connec-

tivity of permissionless peer-to-peer network based upon the Internet, which is subject to

unpredictable physical bottlenecks and adversarial influences. A general approach to counter

eclipse attacks is to secure the communication channels and increase the connectivity and

geographical diversity of the peer-to-peer connections.

Selfish Mining: The 50% fault tolerance of Nakamoto consensus is built upon the as-

sumption that all miners (both honest and malicious) strictly follow the broadcast rule that

new blocks are broadcast immediately upon successful generation. If a malicious mining

group withholds newly mined blocks and strategically publicizes them to disrupt the propa-

gation of blocks mined by honest miners, they can partially nullify the work of honest miners

and amplify their effective mining power. This strategy is known as selfish mining. It is

shown by Eyal et al. [82] that a selfish mining group can generate a disproportionately

higher revenue than that from honest mining if the group’s mining power surpasses a cer-

tain threshold θ, assuming the group has a certain communication capability measured by

γ ∈ [0, 1], which is the fraction of honest nodes that will follow the malicious chain in case of

forks. As a result, the selfish mining group can attract new miners and eventually outgrow

the honest miners. Notably, this threshold approaches zero if the selfish mining group are

able to convince almost all honest miners to follow the malicious chain (i.e. γ → 1). It is

also shown that by adopting a randomized chain selection strategy at honest miners, which

is equivalent to setting γ = 0.5, the threshold can be raised up to 25%. A later work by

Sapirshtein et al. [183] shows that an optimized selfish mining strategy can further enhance

the selfish mining pool’s effective mining power fraction from α to the upper bound α
1−α

(achievable when γ = 1).

Selfish mining attack and eclipse attack have only happened to smaller blockchains such

as Monacoin [102], but never to Bitcoin or other mainstream blockchains. This is probably
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due to two reasons. First, miners in established public blockchain networks actually care

about the system’s longevity and reputation, which can positively affect the exchange rate of

the cryptocurrency and thus their mining revenue. Second, established blockchains tend to

be better connected (reflected by the existence of dedicated mining pools and relay networks),

which allows for an effective detection of any selfish mining and eclipse attack behavior.

Mining Pools and Centralization Risk: According to the incentive mechanism of Nakamoto

consensus, the mining revenue of a miner is proportional to its computing power. Since bit-

coins can be traded for fiat currencies at exchanges, higher-earning miners have the financial

advantage to purchase more efficient mining hardware, which consumes less joules per hash

operation. Furthermore, higher-earning miners are often backed by large organizations that

can direct huge capital into the mining business. As a result, small individual miners are

either forced out of the game, or alternatively join in mining pools for stabler income. All

members in a mining pool are registered with a coordinator and work to extend a common

chain, while transaction validation, packaging and block proposal can be performed indepen-

dently. To incentivize pool participation, block rewards are redistributed among the pool

through a reliable remuneration scheme so that every pool member routinely gets a fair share

of the pool’s mining rewards according to its registered computing power.

In fact, joining in a mining pool has become the dominant way of participation in major

PoW-based blockchains. The measurement study by Gencer et al. [93] in 2018 shows that

throughout a one-year observation period, over 50% of the gross mining power was con-

trolled by eight mining pools in Bitcoin and five mining pools in Ethereum. Moreover, the

empirical study by Kondor et al. [113] in 2014 shows that the wealth distribution among

Bitcoin addresses has been converging to a stable exponential distribution, and the wealth

accumulation of node is positively related to its ability to attract new connections, which is

another advantage of established large miners.
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2.4.4 Improvements to the Nakamoto Consensus Protocol

The GHOST Rule. The greedy heaviest-observed subtree (GHOST) block finalization rule

was proposed by Sompolinsky et al. [193] for Bitcoin in 2015. According to the longest-

chain rule, all unconfirmed blocks in a fork shall be orphaned, resulting in a waste of honest

mining power which could otherwise have been used to contribute to the longest-chain’s

security. The longest-chain rule also limits the transaction capacity since the tight tradeoff

between performance and security mandates that the block interval should be sufficiently

long. The GHOST rule is an alternative to the longest-chain rule that the orphaned blocks

also contribute to the main chain security, effectively reducing the impacts of forks, which

allows for a shorter block interval and thus higher transaction capacity. GHOST requires

that given a tree of blocks with the genesis block being the root, the longest chain within

the heaviest subtree shall be used as the main chain. Similar to the Nakamoto consensus,

the probabilistic finality of the heaviest subtree up to the current block height will hold as

long as more than 50% of mining power are honest.

The simulation result in [193] shows that given the same block interval, applying GHOST

rule leads to a slightly lower transaction throughput than that with the longest-chain rule

when block interval is fixed, but near-perfectly prevents the security degradation when the

block interval decreases, allowing for a higher transaction throughput. A variation of GHOST

is implemented in the Ethereum blockchain, wherein the “uncle blocks” (i.e. blocks with a

valid proof of work but orphaned out of the main chain) may get rewarded for their redundant

mining effort. As a result, Ethereum adopts a much shorter block interval (10-15 seconds)

and achieves up to 25 TPS throughput, in contrast to Bitcoin’s 10-minute block interval and

7 TPS throughput.
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Bitcoin-NG. Bitcoin-NG was proposed by Eyal et al. [83] in 2016 to scale up Bitcoin’s

transaction capacity. A variant of Bitcoin-NG called Waves-NG [220] is currently used in

Wave Platform, a blockchain initiative. The key insight of Bitcoin-NG is decoupling block

generation into two planes: leader-election and transaction serialization, which respectively

correspond to two types of blocks: key blocks and micro blocks. The key blocks resemble

Bitcoin’s blocks, which contain a solution to a hash puzzle representing the proof of work and

have an average block interval of 10 minutes, except for the actual transactions which are

included in the micro blocks. Once a key block is mined, all subsequent micro blocks shall

be generated by the current key block miner until the generation of the next key block. The

generation of micro blocks is deterministic and does not contain proof of work. As a result,

the micro block frequency is in the control of the key block miner (up to a maximum) to

accommodate as many transactions as possible. The blockchain data structure of Bitcoin-NG

is shown in Fig. 2.6.

The longest-chain rule is still applied to finalize and resolve forks of key blocks. As for

the micro blocks, since they are batch-generated by key block miners, Bitcoin-NG relies on a

combination of a heaviest-chain extension rule and a longest-chain extension rule to finalize

and resolve forks of micro blocks. To encourage honest participation and discourage the

current key block miner from double-spending and other malfeasance, 60% of the transaction

fees collected from micro blocks by the current key block miner are redistributed to the miner

of the next key block.

As for Bitcoin-NG’s performance, since key blocks do not carry transactions, the trans-

action throughput entirely depends on the micro block size and frequency. The micro block

frequency needs to be controlled, for an excessive amount of them may exhaust the net-

work bandwidth and cause frequent key block forks. Hypothetically, if we kept the key

block frequency at 10 minute and micro block size at 1MB, set the micro block frequency to
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Figure 2.6: Bitcoin-NG blockchain data structure.

12 seconds (the minimum practical block interval under current Bitcoin network condition

[126]), Bitcoin-NG would achieve up to 200 TPS throughput.

On the downside, due to the determinism in micro block generation, the key block

miner may become a target of denial-of-service or corruption attacks. A compromised key

block miner may enclose transactions selectively or finalize contradicting transactions, the

inconsistency caused by which can cost the network more than one key block cycle to remedy.

2.4.5 Hybrid PoW-BFT Consensus Protocols

The limited transaction capacity and tight tradeoff between performance and security of

Nakamoto consensus are much warranted by its probabilistic finality and decentralized ideal.

In contrast, BFT consensus assumes fixed participants with revealed identities and achieves

deterministic finality, allowing much shorter block intervals and thus much higher transaction

throughput. In response, hybrid PoW-BFT protocols have been proposed to get the best of

two worlds. Here we introduce four popular proposals.

PeerConsensus. Proposed by Decker et al. [67] in 2014, PeerConsensus uses a PoW-

based blockchain to throttle and certify new identities joining the network, while being
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agnostic to any application built upon it. The number of identities a player may control

is proportional to its share of computation power, which provides Sybil resistance. With

the identities established by the blockchain, the application can employ an efficient BFT

protocol such as PBFT and SGMP [177] for committing transactions. The transaction

fees collected are distributed to all identities equally. As a result, PeerConsensus effectively

decouples participation management from transaction processing, allowing the latter to scale

up throughput. On the downside, since the transaction history is not recorded in blockchain,

PeerConsensus cannot control the malleability of transactions.

SCP. The scalable consensus protocol (SCP), proposed by Luu et al. [136] in 2015, in-

corporates BFT and sharding into blockchain consensus. The key idea of SCP is to parti-

tion the network into sub-committees (i.e. shards) with a PoW mechanism, so that each

sub-committee controls a limited amount of computation power and the number of sub-

committees is proportional to the network’s gross computation power. This is aimed to limit

the size of a sub-committee, which operates independently and curates a local blockchain

using a BFT consensus protocol. A dedicated finalization committee is responsible for com-

bining the outputs of all sub-committees into the global blockchain. A block in the global

chain stores the hash and transaction Merkle tree root of every block proposed by every

sub-committee. To ensure consensus safety, SCP requires each sub-committee as well as the

whole network to maintain a two-thirds majority of honest computation power. However, the

use of sharding and a dedicated finalization committee assumes the preexistence of network

coordination, which to some extent counters the decentralized ideal of public blockchains.

In fact, using sharding to scale up blockchain transaction throughput has been exten-

sively studied in the developer communities. Interested readers are referred to [79] for shard-

ing roadmap by the Ethereum community.
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ByzCoin. ByzCoin was proposed by Kogias et al. [112] in 2016 as a blockchain consensus

protocol that leverages PoW for consensus group membership management and BFT for

transaction finalization. ByzCoin takes inspiration from Bitcoin-NG’s ledger structure but

features a subtle difference. Instead of a linear structure, ByzCoin’s ledger consists of two

parallel blockchains: a keyblock chain and a microblock chain. Keyblocks are mined via PoW

as in Nakamoto consensus and used for maintaining a consensus group from recent keyblock

miners according to a sliding-share-window mechanism. Specifically, when a miner finds a

new keyblock, it is credited one share in the consensus group and the share window moves

one share forward. Only miners with shares in the window can participate in the subsequent

consensus. Old shares expire once being left out of the window and so does the share owner’s

eligibility of consensus participation. The window length is subject to designer’s choice on

the consensus group size as well as the overall consensus participation fairness.

A microblock is produced by the current consensus group via an adapted PBFT protocol

based on collective signing (CoSi) [202]. Compared to the original PBFT, the CoSi-based

PBFT reduces the communication complexity from O(N2) to O(N logN) and thus scales

better to large consensus groups. As for transaction finalization, the current keyblock miner

packs up new transactions into a microblock and acts as the leader to trigger the CoSi-based

PBFT. In the end, the microblock will be finalized and contain the collective signature of

the consensus group and the hash pointer to the preceding keyblock, which also contains the

collective signature.

ByzCoin configures that the sliding-share-window mechanism replaces one member of the

consensus group at a new keyblock. This yields a slightly tighter fault-tolerance threshold

than that of classical BFT consensus: N ≥ 3f+2 is needed anytime, where N is the consensus

group size and f the Byzantine population. Meanwhile, ByzCoin’s PoW-based keyblock

chain is still susceptible to forks. A fork can split the consensus group and potentially make
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the PBFT consensus stall, which can further aggravated by the presence of selfish miners. In

response, ByzCoin relies on a deterministic prioritization function tweaked with high output

entropy to resolve forks timely and reduce the impact of selfish miners.

Pass and Shi’s Hybrid Consensus. As a concurrent work to ByzCoin, the hybrid consensus

protocol proposed by Pass and Shi [164] adopts a sliding-window idea similar to ByzCoin’s

but less susceptible to forks. That is, assuming the window size λ, the consensus group is

populated by the last λ miners of the “stable part” of the blockchain, which is the main

chain truncated off Θ(λ) blocks. This protocol keeps the PBFT consensus off-chain; only

the consensus epoch number and a digest of the transaction log are attached to the new

block. Moreover, this protocol advocates using FruitChain [165] as the underlying PoW

blockchain, which was proposed by the same authors and allegedly achieves better ledger

tamper-resistance than Nakamoto’s blockchain.

A Short Summary. Due to the scalability concern that BFT protocol’s communication

overhead would be overwhelmingly high if the consensus group grew out of control, the

above hybrid PoW-BFT protocols share a common trait that the PoW mechanism is used

for maintaining a stable consensus group for each BFT protocol instance. Since the PoW-

based participation control does not involve actual authorization and is open to any one with

computation power, we consider it a form of soft permission control for public blockchains.

Moreover, novel signature schemes such as CoSi [202] and aggregated signature gossip [135]

can help reduce communication complexity in a sparsely-connected peer-to-peer network and

allow for a larger number of consensus participants.

There are more ways to hybridize PoW and BFT in addition to the above proposals.

Moreover, independently proposed cryptographic techniques are often complementary to the
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hybrid design. This observation also applies to general hybrid PoX-BFT schemes.

2.5 Proof-of-Stake Based Consensus Protocols

Proof-of-Stake (PoS) originates from the Bitcoin community as an energy efficient alternative

to PoW mining. In the simplest terms, a stake refers to the coins or network tokens owned

by a participant that can be invested in the blockchain consensus process. From the security

point of view, PoS leverages token ownership for Sybil attack mitigation. Compared to a

PoW miner whose chance to propose a block is proportional to its brute-force computation

power, the chance to propose a block for a PoS miner is proportional to its stake value.

From the economics perspective, PoS moves a miner’s opportunity cost from outside the

system (waste of electricity) to inside the system (loss of capital and investment gain) [170].

Because of the lack of real mining, we often refer to a PoS miner as a validator, minter, or

a stakeholder for PoS’s close resemblance to investing in capital markets.

We identify four classes of PoS protocols: chain-based PoS, committee-based PoS, BFT-

based PoS, and delegated PoS (DPoS). Chain-based PoS inherits many of the components

of the Nakamoto consensus protocol such as information propagation, block validation, and

block finalization (i.e. longest-chain rule), except that the block generation mechanism is

replaced with PoS. Committee-based PoS leverages a multiparty computation (MPC) scheme

to determine a committee to orderly generate blocks. BFT-based PoS combines staking with

BFT consensus which guarantees deterministic finality of blocks. DPoS employs a social

voting mechanism that elects a fixed-size group of delegates for transaction validation and

blockchain consensus on behalf of the voters. Popular PoS initiatives are listed in Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Popular PoS initiatives classified under four classes and performance highlights.

2.5.1 Chain-based PoS

Chain-based PoS is an early PoS scheme proposed by Bitcoin developers as an alternative

block generation mechanism to PoW. It is within the framework of Nakamoto consensus

in that the gossiping-style message passing, block validation rule, longest-chain rule, and

probabilistic finality are preserved. Early full-fledged chain-based PoS blockchain systems

include Peercoin and Nxt.

The general procedure of a chain-based PoS minter can be summarized by Algorithm 4.

Unlike PoW, PoS does not hinge on wasteful hashing to generate blocks. A minter can solve

the hashing puzzle only once for a clock tick. Since the hashing puzzle difficulty decreases

with the minter’s stake value, the expected number of hashing attempts for a minter to solve

the puzzle can be significantly reduced if her stake value is high. Therefore, PoS avoids
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the brute-force hashing competition that would occur had PoW been used, thus achieving a

significant reduction of energy usage.

Algorithm 4: Chain-based PoS general procedure (Peercoin, Nxt)
1 Join the network by connecting to known peers;
2 Deposit in the stake pool;
3 Start BlockGen();
/* Main loop */

4 while running do
5 (Same with Nakamoto’s protocol except that block validation should include PoS check.)
6 end
/* PoS-based block generation */

7 Function BlockGen():
8 Pack up transactions and prepare a block header context C containing the transaction Merkle tree

root and other essential blockchain information;
/* PoS hashing puzzle */

9 Set up a clock (whose tick interval is a constant) and check for the following condition per clock
tick:

Hash(C|clock_time) < target× stake_value

wherein more preceding zero bits in target indicates a higher mining difficulty per unit of stake
value;

10 return new block;
11 end

Peercoin and Nxt. Both Peercoin [111] and Nxt [56] generally follow Algorithm 4. Their

major difference lies in how the stake is valued. Stake value is initially proportional to stake

quantity. To ensure the profitability of small stakeholders, a stake valuation scheme can be

used to adjust the value of an unused stake as time passes. Peercoin uses the coin age metric

for stake valuation, which lets the value of a stake appreciate linearly with time since the

deposit. At the end of a block cycle, the value of the winner’s stake returns to its base value.

To avoid stakeholders from locking in a future block by deliberately waiting long, stake

appreciation only continues for 90 days and stays flat since then. As a result, the chances

of small stakeholders to generate a block are supplemented with time value that encourages

them to stay participated even if they have not generated a block for a long time.

In comparison, Nxt does not appreciate stake value continuously across block cycles.
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This is because the latter’s coin age metric may lower the attack cost—attackers can just

invest a small amount of stakes and keep attempting to generate blocks until they succeed,

which is especially unfair to big stakeholders who perform honestly. Instead, Nxt requires

the stake value appreciate only within one block cycle and be reset to the base value once

the block cycle ends. Without coin age, Nxt addresses the monopolization problem from

the incentive angle. First, stakes in Nxt are not actively managed by stakeholders; they

are essentially the account balances—the more tokens held in its account, the higher the

chance the stakeholder will win the right to generate a block. Second, total token supply

is determined at the beginning and block rewards only come from transaction fees, which

aligns a stakeholder’s revenue with its validation effort. Therefore, all stakeholders have the

incentive to honestly validate transactions since it is the only way to accumulate wealth.

Bentov’s PoA. Compared to Peercoin and Nxt, Bentov’s proof of activity (PoA) [21]

is a hybrid PoW-PoS adaptation of the Bitcoin protocol that utilizes an algorithm called

follow-the-satoshi (FTS) to involve staking. FTS works as follows: 1) Use a pseudo-random

function (PRF) to locate an atomic piece of token (eg. satoshi in Bitcoin, wei in Ethereum)

in the token universe; 2) If the atomic piece belongs to stakeholder A, then output A. With

the input being a sequence of random seeds, FTS outputs a pseudo-random sequence of

stakeholders such that the chance for any stakeholder to be in it is proportional to the

volume of tokens owned by the stakeholder.

Bentov’s PoA works as follows. At the beginning of block cycle k, an empty block

header EBk is generated according to the PoW rule and propagated across the network.

After receiving EBk, a stakeholder computes the N -tuple vector seed S as follows:

Sj = hash
(
hash(EBk)|hash(Bk−1)|SFj

)
for j = 1, ..., N
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Bk−1 is the previous block, SF is a N -tuple of fixed suffix values. N is a predefined value that

should not be too large. Then S is used as the input for FTS to compute the pseudo-random

sequence of stakeholders pSeq, which is also a N -tuple. Every stakeholder in pSeq needs

to sign the block and broadcast the signature; the last stakeholder in pSeq wraps up the

block by including transactions and the N signatures and broadcasts the final block Bk to

the network. All stakeholders in pSeq shares the reward of Bk with the PoW miner of EBk.

To avoid name conflict with proof of authority, we also refer to Bentov’s PoA as PoAct.

Security Analysis. Chain-based PoS can tolerate up to 50% of all stakes being maliciously

controlled. And since every token can be staked, the fault tolerance further generalizes to

50% of all tokens in the network. If colluding attackers control more than 50% of stakes,

they can grow their malicious chain faster than the others and carry out a double-spending

attack, which is analogous to the 51% attack in PoW blockchains. However, from the

economic perspective, PoS attackers have lower incentives to do so because of the capital

loss risk. As staking is recorded in the form of transaction scripts, the blockchain users can

retrieve the staking records from which the consensus protocol can legally issue punishment

to violators, such as nullifying stakes and disbarring the violators from participating in the

future staking process.

2.5.2 Committee-based PoS

Chain-based PoS still relies on the hashing puzzle to generate blocks. As an alternative

mechanism, committee-based PoS adopts a more orderly regime: determining a committee

of stakeholders based on their stakes and allowing the committee to generate blocks in turns.

A secure multiparty computation (MPC) scheme is often used to derive such a committee in

the distributed network. MPC is a genre of distributed computing in which multiple parties
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beginning with individual inputs shall output the same result [176]. The MPC process

in the committee-based PoS essentially realizes the functionality that takes in the current

blockchain state which includes the stake values from all stakeholders, and outputs a pseudo-

random sequence of stakeholders (we call it the leader sequence) which will subsequently

populate the block-proposing committee. This leader sequence should be the same for all

stakeholders and those with higher stake values may take up more spots in the sequence.

A general procedure for a stakeholder of committee-based PoS is shown in Algorithm 5. In

this algorithm, the CommitteeElect() functionality can also be implemented in a privacy-

preserving way with verifiable random function (VRF) [146] in that only the stakeholder

itself knows if it gets elected into the committee. Well-known committee-based PoS schemes

include Bentov’s chain of activity (CoA), Ouroboros, Snow White, and Ouroboros Praos.

These protocols and Algorand (see §2.5.3) were developed concurrently by academics around

2017 and share many common traits.

Bentov’s CoA. Bentov’s CoA [22] was proposed in 2016 partially based on Bentov’s PoA. It

follows the main routine in Algorithm 5 in that each nominated stakeholder gets to generate

its own block. CoA first leverages a MPC process to generate a string S of N random bytes.

Then S is fed to a FTS algorithm that outputs a pseudo-random sequence BlockGenSeq. All

parties should output the same BlockGenSeq, which is then used to coordinate the generation

of the next N blocks.

Ouroboros. Ouroboros was developed by Kiayias et al. [110] in 2017 and has been used

as the consensus protocol for cryptocurrency Cardano. Ouroboros divides the physical time

into fixed-time epochs and each epoch is subdivided into N slots, each can be used by only

one slot leader to generate a block for the network. For each epoch, stakeholders with enough

stake can become electors, who will collectively elect slot leaders (i.e. the committee) for the
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Algorithm 5: Committee-based PoS general procedure
/* Joining network and staking */

1 Join the network by connecting to known peers;
2 Deposit in the stake pool;
/* Main loop */

3 while running do
/* Committee election */

4 if new block cycle then
5 Participate in CommitteeElect();
6 Check BlockGenSeq for my turns;
7 end

/* Block proposing & broadcast */
8 if my turn to generate block then
9 Collect transactions and generate block;

10 Write block to blockchain;
11 Broadcast block to the network;
12 end

/* Longest-chain&validation rule */
13 if block is received & is valid & extends the longest chain then
14 Write block into blockchain;
15 Relay blocks to other committee members;
16 end
17 end

/* PoS-based committee election */
18 Function CommitteeElect():
19 Fetch the current blockchain state and the stake information of all participants; use them as the

MPC input;
20 Participate in the MPC that produces BlockGenSeq, a pseudo-random sequence of block

generation opportunities;
21 return BlockGenSeq;
22 end

next epoch through a MPC procedure known as publicly verifiable secret sharing (PVSS), as

is shown in Fig. 2.8. In the commit phase, elector Ei broadcasts a commitment message that

includes a random secret. In the reveal phase, Ei broadcasts an opening message that reveals

the previously sent secret. In the recovery phase every elector verifies that commitments

and openings match and then form a seed string with the revealed secrets. All electors have

the same seed string and shall obtain the same slot leader sequence after executing FTS.

As we shall see next, Ouroboros’ one-slot-one-leader arrangement entails stringent network

synchrony, and the PVSS-based leader selection may expose the elected leaders to targeted
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Figure 2.8: PVSS-based slot leader sequence generation in Ouroboros.

attacks.

Ouroboro Praos. Ouroboros Praos was proposed by David et al. [65] in 2017 to address two

security concerns of Ouroboros. First, Ouroboros requires stringent network synchrony for

slot leaders to use their allocated slots precisely, which is vulnerable to desynchronization

attacks. In comparison, Ouroboros Praos is designed for partially synchronous networks

wherein a maximum delay of ∆ slots is allowed for message delivery, albeit ∆ is unknown to

electors. This is achieved by allocating empty slots that help electors to re-synchronize to the

network and allowing a slot to have multiple slot leaders. Second, Ouroboros is susceptible

to adaptive corruption against slot leaders. Since the leader sequence for the next epoch is

known to all network participants, an attacker may target and try to corrupt slot leaders

ahead of their block proposing. In comparison, Ouroboros Praos employs a locally executed

verifiable random function (VRF) [146] that allows only the elector herself to know her

block proposing slots for the next epoch, which is verified by the corresponding VRF proofs.

Compared to Ouroboros’ PVSS-based leader selection, the VRF scheme saves much of the

communication overhead at the cost of local cryptographic computation. Similar schemes

are also used in the concurrent developments such as Snow White and Algorand.
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Because of its reduced synchrony requirement and the privacy-preserving nature of the

VRF scheme, Ouroboros Praos does not limit the size of consensus participants and allows

for a flexible committee. Ouroboros Praos also adopts key-evolving signatures (KES) to

counter posterior corruption and provide forward security, which we will elaborate in §2.5.5.

Snow White. Snow White was developed by Daian et al. [63] in 2017. It is a PoS protocol

specifically designed to accommodate the sporadic participation model in which nodes can

switch online/offline arbitrarily. Similar to the committee-based PoS schemes above, Snow

White employs a MPC procedure to decide the block proposing committee, each of which

is issued an eligibility ticket privately. For each epoch, every stakeholder takes the current

blockchain (including staking information) as input and output the committee for the next

epoch. Specially, Snow White executes a modified version of the sleepy consensus proto-

col [166], an asynchronous consensus protocol that ensures the consensus safety in case of

sporadic participation and committee reconfiguration. Compared to contemporary schemes

(including Ouroboros, Praos and Algorand), this feature enables Snow White to work under

harsh network conditions with frequent disconnections and volatile message delays. More-

over, Snow White uses a checkpointing scheme to finalize earlier history that protects the

blockchain from posterior corruption attack [21] and adaptive key selection attack.

Security Analysis. In spite of having an orderly block proposing scheme, committee-based

PoS still adheres to the longest chain rule for probabilistic finality. So long as fewer than 50%

stakes are held by the malicious party, the honest parties can safely maintain the longest

chain. Meanwhile, the expansion of the committee may lead to deterioration in network

connectivity which can result in a significant drop in protocol performance and desynchro-

nization of block proposal. The round-based committee election process with a predeter-

mined round duration (eg. Ouroboros’ fixed timeslot) also faces scalability problems, as
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large committee sizes may lead to never ending consensus cycles due to the excessive com-

munication overhead. To mitigate such risks, the duration of a communication round can

be extended sufficiently to ensure that all broadcast messages are delivered before the par-

ticipants proceed to the next round. This however leads to longer transaction conformation

latency and lower throughput. A more straightforward approach is limiting the committee

size by imposing a minimum stake requirement for the committee members. For example,

Cardano, the cryptocurrency platform that deploys Ouroboros, mandates that every com-

mittee member should own no less than 2% of total tokens in circulation. This effectively

limits the committee size to 50, safeguarding an efficient consensus process.

2.5.3 BFT-based PoS

Chain-based PoS and committee-based PoS largely follow the Nakamoto consensus frame-

work in that the longest-chain rule is still used to provide probabilistic finality of blocks.

In comparison, BFT-based PoS (or hybrid PoS-BFT) incorporates an extra layer of BFT

consensus that provides fast and deterministic block finalization. Algorithm 6 shows the

general procedure of BFT-based PoS at every participant. Block proposing can be done by

any PoS mechanism (round-robin, committee-based, etc.) as long as it injects a stable flow

of new blocks into the BFT consensus layer.

Aside from the general procedure, a checkpointing mechanism can be used to seal the

finality of the blockchain (not shown in Algorithm 6). As a result, the longest-chain rule can

be safely replaced by the most-recent-stable-checkpoint rule for determining the stable main

chain. Popular BFT-based PoS blockchain protocols include Tendermint, Algorand, and

Casper FFG. DPoS protocols such as EOSIO also use BFT consensus for block finalization

within delegates.
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Algorithm 6: BFT-based PoS general procedure
1 Join the network by connecting to known peers;
2 Start BlockGen();
/* Main loop */

3 while running do
/* Block proposing & broadcast */

4 if BlockGen() returns block then
5 Add block to its tempBlockSet;
6 Broadcast block to the network;
7 end

/* Block validation */
8 if block is received & is valid then
9 Add block to its tempBlockSet;

10 Relay block to the network;
11 end

/* BFT consensus layer */
12 if new consensus epoch then
13 Perform BlockFinBFT() on tempBlockSet;
14 Write the winning block to blockchain;
15 Clear tempBlockSet;
16 end
17 end

/* PoS-based block generation */
18 Function BlockGen():
19 Elect a block proposer, whose success rate is proportional to stake value;
20 Propose block;
21 return block;
22 end

/* BFT-based block finalization */
23 Function BlockFinBFT():
24 Participate in a BFT consensus that finalizes one winning block out of tempBlockSet;
25 return the winning block;
26 end

Tendermint. Tendermint was developed by Kwon et al. [36, 117] in 2014 and currently used

in Cosmos Hub network [204]. It is the first public blockchain project to incorporate a BFT

consensus layer and takes inspiration from the DLS protocol [74] and PBFT [49]. Tendermint

works in consensus cycles. Each cycle involves a multi-round BFT consensus process to

finalize one block. Each round consists of three phases: Propose, Prevote, Precommit.

Specially, in the Propose phase a validator is designated by a deterministic algorithm as

the block proposer in a round-robin fashion such that validators are chosen with frequency
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proportional to the value of their deposited stakes. A validator continues iterating the three-

phase rounds until one block receives more than 2/3 of Precommits. The validator then

broadcasts Commit votes for the block and listens for other validators’ Commit votes. When

a block receives more than 2/3 of Commit votes, it will be finalized in blockchain. As long

as more than 2/3 of validators of each round are honest, Tendermint can achieve consensus

safety. On the other hand, because Tendermint selects block proposers deterministically, the

future block proposers are susceptible to targeted attacks (eg. DDoS). Tendermint addresses

this risk by deploying sentry nodes which act as proxies of block proposers and never reveal

the IP addresses of the latter [205]. Notably, since Tendermint decouples the PoS mechanism

from the BFT layer, a validator’s stake value does not add weight to its consensus votes.

For this reason, Tendermint is often considered an early effort on applying BFT consensus

to blockchain.

Tendermint’s also features an equal-sharing-style incentive mechanism instead of winner-

takes-all. For every block height, the block reward is distributed among the block proposer

and validators from whom the proposer received Commit votes. However, fairness may be

impaired if Commit votes are not delivered in time before the next cycle, as is demonstrated

by Amoussou-Guenou et al. [5].

Algorand. Algorand is a cryptocurrency system developed by Gilad et al. [96] at MIT

CSAIL in 2017. It employs committee-based PoS for block proposing and Byzantine agree-

ment for block finalization. First, similar to Ouroboros Praos’ block proposer election mech-

anism, the election of Algorand’s block proposing committee is done by a VRF scheme called

cryptographic sortition which sorts candidates according to the amount of coins they own.

Only those with rankings above a threshold are admitted into the committee for the next

block cycle. Every individual user can check privately if it is in the committee. At each user
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i, cryptographic sortition also outputs an eligibility proof signed by the user’s private key

σep
ski

showing that it is truly a committee member. σep
ski

is broadcast to the network along

with the new block proposed by user i. Upon receiving the block, other users can verify the

proof via the user i’s public key pki.

On top of the cryptographic sortition-based block proposing scheme, Algorand relies

on a Byzantine agreement protocol called BA⋆ for block finalization. BA⋆ reduces the

consensus problem to binary Byzantine agreement: either agreeing on a proposed block or an

empty block. In the ideal case where strong network synchrony is assumed, the committee

follows BA⋆ to exchange votes on proposed blocks so that they will decide a final block,

or an empty block if no blocks pass the eligibility proof check. In a weakly synchronous

network where block propagation and message exchange among committee members can

suffer from uncertain delays, BA⋆ outputs tentative blocks if none of the proposed blocks

can be finalized, which results in a fork. To resolve the forks of tentative blocks, Algorand

periodically runs a recovery protocol to accept a tentative block if there is any. Specially, the

recovery protocol needs to be invoked by a synchronized committee. Therefore, according to

the authors [96], weak synchronony is sufficient for consensus safety during BA⋆’s routine

operation while strong synchrony is required for consensus liveness when kicking off the

recovery protocol for resolving forks.

Casper FFG. Casper FFG was first envisioned by Zamfir [242] in 2015 and formally pre-

sented by Buterin [39] in 2017. It is a light-weight PoS consensus layer built on top of

Ethereum’s current PoW-based block proposing mechanism (Ethash). Casper FFG slightly

deviates from Algorithm 6 for that it directly incorporates PoS into block finalization. Al-

gorithm 7 shows the general procedure of Casper FFG for each validator. Newly generated

and received blocks are attached to the BlockTree, which is similar to the tree data structure
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Algorithm 7: Casper FFG
1 Deposit in the stake pool;
/* Main loop */

2 while running do
3 (Block proposing and block validation are the same as in Algorithm 6, except that blocks are

attached to BlockTree rather than stored in a temporary set.)
/* BFT consensus layer */

4 if new consensus epoch then
5 Identify valid checkpoint blocks and attach them to CheckPointTree;
6 Participate in CheckPointVote() w.r.t. CheckPointTree, which returns CPs, CPt;
7 Mark CPs finalized and CPt justified;
8 end
9 end
/* Staked checkpoint voting */

10 Function CheckpointVote():
11 Broadcast a vote for a source-target checkpoint pair in CheckPointTree;
12 Check received votes against the slashing rules and then evaluate them by signer’s deposited stake;
13 if pair ⟨CPs, CPt⟩’s votes cover more than 2/3 of total deposited stakes then
14 return CPs, CPt;
15 end
16 end

used by the GHOST rule. The actual consensus subject, however, is the CheckPointTree,

which is a subtree of BlockTree. Specifically, for every consensus epoch (100 in BlockTree’s

height or 1 in CheckPointTree’s height), every validator broadcasts to peers a vote for a block

as the checkpoint. The height of the block in BlockTree must be divisible by 100. The vote

consists of a justified source checkpoint CPs and its height h(s), a target checkpoint CPt

and its height h(t) (h(s) < h(t)), and the validator’s signature S. All votes are broadcast

to the network and are weighted by the signer’s stake value. If the source-target checkpoint

pair ⟨CPs, CPt⟩ is voted by validators who possess more than 2/3 of total deposited stakes,

then CPt is justified and CPs is finalized. All blocks between CPs and CPt are finalized

as well. Casper FFG relies on two so called Casper Commandments for ensuring consensus

safety: 1) validator must not cast two distinct votes for the same checkpoint height, and 2)

validator must not cast a new vote whose source-target span is within that of its existing

vote. Violators are subject to slashing rules including forfeiting stakes and temporarily ban-
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ning from staking. Since every vote is signed with the validator’s private key and received

by peer validators, Casper FFG can conveniently detect violators and enforce the slashing

rules.

The current smart contract implementation of Casper FFG is documented in EIP 1011

[180]. A stakeholder becomes a participating validator by depositing a stake in the dedicated

smart contract, which encodes Casper FFG and can be accessed via Ethereum transactions.

Notably, Casper FFG is the preamble project of Casper Correct-by-Construction (Casper

CBC), the PoS protocol family that will be used by Ethereum 2.0 to complete the transition

to pure PoS [78].

To further improve performance and scalability, Ethereum 2.0 also plans to combine

PoS with sharding [79]. In a nutshell, all Ethereum 2.0 participants are divided into shards.

Each shard runs a blockchain instance via a consensus scheme not limiting to PoS. On the

top level, the main chain, known as the “beacon chain”, will be maintained by a group of

known validators via a Casper CBC protocol. Each validator is randomly assigned to a

shard as the shard manager and periodically commits a digest of the shard chain to the

main chain. The parallelism of sharding and the energy efficiency of PoS can theoretically

scale up both transaction throughput and network size. Nonetheless, the sharding scheme

is still an ongoing work and faces several challenges before being harmonized with Casper

CBC. They include the increased take-over risk related to small shard size, the difficulty in

coordinating inter-shard communication and token transfer.

Security Analysis. BFT-based PoS’s consensus fault tolerance varies among the three

above-mentioned implementations. In Tendermint, although block proposers are determined

based on PoS, all validators have the equal weight in the consensus process. Therefore Ten-

dermint tolerates up to 1/3 of Byzantine validators. In comparison, Algorand and Casper
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FFG tolerate up to 1/3 of maliciously-possessed stakes. In Algorand, if an attacker owns

more than 1/3 of total tokens, then chance is high that more than 1/3 of the elected com-

mittee members is compromised by the attacker, leading to consensus failure of BA⋆. In

Casper FFG, if an attacker owns more than 1/3 of total deposited stakes and dominates

the communication within the network, the compromised validators can vote on conflicting

checkpoints without getting punished. Since a typical BFT consensus protocol can incorpo-

rate a checkpointing mechanism to ensure deterministic finality of blocks, costless simulation

attacks can be naturally avoided (to introduce in §2.5.5).

2.5.4 Delegated PoS

Delegated PoS (DPoS) can be seen as a democratic form of committee-based PoS in that the

committee (consensus group) is chosen via public stake delegation. It is currently used by

BitShares (2015) [86], Lisk (2016) [132], EOSIO (2017) [27], and Cosmos Hub [204]. DPoS

was designed to control the size of the consensus group so that the messaging overhead of

the consensus protocol remains manageable. Members of the consensus group are also called

delegates. The election of delegates is called the delegation process, and a general example

is shown in Fig. 2.9. Small stakeholders vote for delegates with their stakes and the most

voted delegates form the consensus group. In the actual case, the delegation process and the

soliciting of votes may involve outside incentives. And the delegation process represents an

interesting socioeconomic phenomenon.

Generally, an aspirating delegate needs to attract enough votes from normal token hold-

ers. This is often accomplished by offering a popular application and building up reputation

through propaganda campaigns. By casting a vote to a delegate via a blockchain transaction,

a token holder entrusts the delegate with its own stake. As a result, the delegate harvests
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of the delegation process in DPoS.

the stake voting power from her voters and acts as their proxy in the consensus process. A

token holder can switch vote to another delegate via another delegation transaction. Take

EOSIO for example, anyone can be a delegate and solicit votes, but only those who ascend

to top 21 can join the consensus group, among whom the right of block proposal is equally

shared. EOSIO employs a pipelined PBFT-style consensus scheme to finalize the proposed

blocks across the 21 delegates [124]. Specially, the physical time is divided into slots and the

21 delegates take turn to propose a block in a round-robin fashion. At each slot when a dele-

gate proposes a block, the consensus scheme goes through pre-commitment and commitment

phases and decides on the fate of the proposed block. Because of the small consensus group

size and orderly PBFT-style procedure, every new valid transaction can be near-instantly

propagated to the consensus group and finalized in the blockchain.

To enforce transaction validation and consensus safety, DPoS’s incentive mechanism is

designed to encourage honest delegation and consensus participation. Every delegate receives

daily vote-reward proportional to the votes she has. Once ascending to the consensus group,

delegates also receive block rewards for validation work.

Security Analysis. Assuming BFT is used by the consensus group for block finalization,

which is recommended since the group size is limited, DPoS can tolerate 1/3 of delegates

being malicious. For example, EOSIO can tolerate at most 6 out of 21 delegates being
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malicious. In the real world they may not wish to misbehave or collude at all, since all

delegates have revealed their identities to voters and would be scrutinized for any misconduct.

2.5.5 Vulnerabilities of PoS

Although heralded as the most promising mechanism to replace PoW, PoS still faces several

vulnerabilities.

Costless Simulation: This is a major vulnerability of non-BFT-based PoS schemes,

especially chain-based PoS in which PoS is used to simulate the would-be PoW process.

Costless simulation literally means any player can simulate any segment of blockchain history

at the cost of no real work but speculation, as PoS does not incur intensive computation while

the blockchain records all staking history. This may give attackers shortcuts to fabricate

an alternative blockchain. The four subsequent vulnerabilities, namely nothing-at-stake,

posterior corruption attack, long-range attack, and stake-grinding attack are all based on

costless simulation.

Nothing at Stake: Nothing-at-stake attack is the first identified costless simulation risk

that affects chain-based PoS. It is also known as “multi-bet” or “rational forking”. Unlike a

PoW miner, a PoS minter needs little extra effort to validate transactions and generate blocks

on multiple competing chains simultaneously. This “multi-bet” strategy makes economical

sense to PoS nodes because by doing so they can avoid the opportunity cost of sticking to

any single chain. Consequently if a significantly fraction of nodes perform the “multi-bet”

strategy, an attacker holding far less than 50% of tokens can mount a successful double

spending attack [141]. Nothing-at-stake problem can be practically solved by penalizing

whoever multi-bets, such as forfeiting part of or all their stakes. However, the penalties

could still be reversed if the attacker eventually succeeds in growing a malicious chain.
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Posterior Corruption: Dubbed by Bentov [21] as “bribing attack” in 2014, posterior

corruption is another attack utilizing costless simulation against PoS. The key enabler of

posterior corruption is the public availability of staking history on the blockchain, which

includes stakeholder addresses and staking amounts. An attacker can attempt to corrupt

the stakeholders who once possessed substantial stakes but little at present by promising

them rewards after growing an alternative chain with altered transaction history (we call it

a “malicious chain”). When there are enough stakeholders corrupted, the colluding group

(attacker and corrupted once-rich stakeholders) could own a significant portion of tokens

(possibly more than 50%) at some point in history, from which they are able to grow an

malicious chain that will eventually surpass the current main chain. Since posterior corrup-

tion is only possible because the private/public keys are fixed for blockchain participants,

key-evolving cryptography (KEC) [88] can be applied so that the past signatures cannot

be forged by the future private keys. Ouroboros Praos [65] currently adopts KEC for this

purpose. Alternatively, as is in Snow White [63] and Casper FFG [39], checkpointing can be

used to finalize the ledger and eliminate the possibility of posterior corruption.

Long-range Attack: Coined by the Ethereum founder Vitalik Buterin [37], long-range

attack can be viewed as the ultimate form of costless simulation. It foresees that a small

group of colluding attackers can regrow a longer valid chain that starts not long after the

genesis block. Because there were likely only a few stakeholders and a lack of competition at

the nascent stage of the blockchain, the attackers can grow the malicious chain very fast and

redo all the PoS blocks (i.e. by costless simulation) while claiming all the historical block

rewards. If the blockchain network is not incentivized by block rewards, the attackers can still

deploy a similar long-range scheme called stake-bleeding attack [91] as long as transaction

fees exist. That is, the attackers can accumulate significant amount of wealth by collecting

most of historical transaction fees through the malicious chain. Through either scheme,
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once the malicious chain overtakes the main chain, it is released to public and becomes the

new main chain. While zero transaction fees can counter stake-bleeding attacks, general

long-range attacks (and costless simulation as a whole) can be resolved by checkpointing, a

more radical measure. Checkpointing is widely used in BFT protocols to ensure the finality

of system agreements and safely discard older records. For permissionless blockchains (the

main venue for chain-based PoS), however, checkpointing can undermine decentralization,

as the finality of checkpoints requires the endorsement from certain authoritative entities.

Stake-grinding Attack: Generally, the block generation competition in Nakamoto-style

blockchain with proof-of-X block proposal is a pseudo-random process that a higher X (eg.

work, stake) yields a higher probability of winning the competition. However, unlike PoW in

which pseudo-randomness is guaranteed by the brute-force use of a cryptographic hash func-

tion, PoS’s pseudo-randomness is influenced by extra blockchain information—the staking

history. Malicious PoS minters may take advantage of costless simulation and other staking-

related mechanisms to bias the randomness of PoS in their own favor, thus achieving higher

winning probabilities compared to their stake amounts [110]. For example, in chain-based

PoS blockchains such Peercoin, at a certain historical point of the blockchain, attackers

may iterate through different block headers and increase the probability of generating a

valid block with their stakes [80]. For committee-based and BFT-based PoS schemes that

decouple the election of block proposers from block generation, stake-grinding attacks can

be mitigated by ensuring the PoS pseudo-randomness with a secure block proposer election

scheme that involves minimal local information. Examples include Ouroboros, Ouroboros

Praos, and Algorand.

Centralization Risk: PoS faces a similar wealth centralization risk as with PoW. In

PoS the minters can lawfully reinvest their profits into staking perpetually, which allows the

one with a large sum of unused tokens become wealthier and eventually reach a monopoly
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status. When a player owns more than 50% of tokens in circulation, the consensus process

will be dominated by this player and the system integrity will not be guaranteed. Take

Ethereum’s Casper FFG for example, the proposed PoS scheme is built upon the current

PoW system, of which the cryptocurrency ethers can be directly used for staking. This gives

initial advantages to those who have already accumulated huge wealth during Ethereum’s

PoW operation. Potential countermeasures against monopolization in PoS mainly come

from the incentive mechanism and economic perspective. In addition to the stake valuation

scheme that improves the winning chances of small stakeholders (see §2.5.1), we can use off-

chain factors to complicate the staking process (EOSIO for example) and impose taxation

on the blocks generated by large stakeholders, to name a few.

2.6 Comparison and Discussion

Besides Nakamoto-stype and PoS, there exist many more consensus protocols proposed for

blockchain systems. Readers are referred to our complete survey [233] for more details.

Table 2.3, 2.4 compare the popular consensus protocols from three aspects: five-component

framework composition, fault tolerance, and transaction processing capability. The latter

includes maximum throughput and transaction confirmation latency. For some consensus

protocols, not all the five components are specified in the white paper. Protocols designed

for permissioned blockchains (eg. BFT-SMR, PoET, PoTS) do not need to specify incentive

mechanism; protocols that were initially proposed to substitute PoW (eg. PoA, PoET, PoR)

inherit other components from Nakamoto’s protocol by default.

The fault tolerance capability of a consensus protocol largely depends on the block fi-

nalization mechanism. For example, the 50% bound (of computing power or stake value)

applies to all protocols that inherit the probabilistic finality property from Bitcoin; proto-
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Table 2.3: A Comparison of Blockchain Consensus Protocols

Protocol Class Five-Component Framework Fault
(Example
Realizations)

Block
Proposal

Block
Validation∗

Information
Propagation

Block
Finalization

Incentive
Mechanism

Tolerance

BFT-SMR (PBFT
[49], Bft-SMaRt [23]
HoneyBadgerBFT
[148], Hotstuff [237])

Client
operation
request

Signature
check

Broadcast Mutual
agreement on
the same
state

(N/A) 33%
servers

Nakamoto (Bitcoin
[151], Litecoin [134])

PoW PoW check Gossiping Longest-
chain
rule†

Block reward,
transaction
fee

50% com-
puting
power

Nakamoto-GHOST
(Ethereum [227])

PoW
(Ethash)

PoW check Gossiping
via secure
channels

A variation
of GHOST
rule†

Block reward,
transaction
fee

50% com-
puting
power

Bitcoin-NG
(Waves-NG [220])

PoW for key
blocks

PoW check
for key
blocks

Gossiping Longest-
chain
rule†

Block reward,
transaction
fee

50% com-
puting
power

Hybrid PoW-BFT
(PeerConsensus [67],
SCP [136], ByzCoin
[112])

PoW-based
BFT
committee
election

PoW check Broadcast
among BFT
committee

Longest-
chain rule†
for chain
(PBFT for
transactions)

⊙ 33% com-
puting
power

Chain-based PoS
(Peercoin [111], Nxt
[56], PoAct [21])

PoS PoS check Gossiping Longest-
chain
rule†

Block reward,
transaction
fee

50% de-
posited
stake value

Committee-based
PoS (Ouroboros
[110], Praos [65],
CoA [22], Snow
White [63])

PoS-based
committee
election

Proposer
eligibility
check

Broadcast
among
committee

Longest-
chain
rule†

Block reward 50% token
wealth

BFT-based PoS
—Tendermint [117]
(Cosmos Hub [204])

PoS-based
round robin

Proposer
eligibility
check

Broadcast
among
validators

BFT
(adapted
DLS)

Block reward 33% token
wealth

BFT-based PoS
—Algorand [96]

PoS-based
committee
election

Proposer
eligibility
check

Broadcast
among
committee

BFT
(adapted
Byzantine
agreement)

Block reward 33% token
wealth

BFT-based PoS
—Casper FFG [39]
(Ethereum 2.0)

PoW
(Ethash)

PoW &
Checkpoint
tree check

Broadcast
among
validators

BFT (with
staked votes)

Block reward 33% de-
posited
stake value

DPoS
(EOSIO [27], Lisk
[132], BitShares [86])

PoS with
stake
delegation

Delegate
eligibility
check

Broadcast
among
delegates

BFT
(suggested)

Block reward,
vote reward

33% dele-
gates

Proof of Authority
(Rinkby, Kovan,
POA Network [169])

PoA Proposer
identity
check

⊙
Broadcast‡

⊙
HoneyBadger-
BFT‡

⊙
Transaction
fee‡

50% TEEs
(33% if
BFT used)

Proof of Elapsed
Time (Hyperledger
Sawtooth family
[87])

PoET within
TEE

TEE
certificate
check

⊙
Broadcast‡

⊙
PBFT‡

⊙ 50% IDs
(33% if
BFT used)

RPCA
(Ripple [187])

Any server
can propose
transactions

UNL
membership
check

Broadcast to
UNL peers

Accepting
> 80% voted
transactions

Transaction
fee

20% nodes
in each
UNL

∗Block validation also includes validating all transactions inside the block, which is omitted here for space saving.
†: With probabilistic finality. ‡: Unspecified in the protocol white paper, but found in one or more blockchain realizations.

⊙: Unspecified in the protocol white paper, but the Bitcoin counterpart is usable.
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Table 2.4: A Comparison of DAG-based Consensus Protocols

Protocol Class Five-Component Framework Fault
(Example
Realizations)

Block/TX
Proposal

Block/TX
Validation

Information
Propagation

Block/TX
Finalization

Incentive
Mechanism

Tolerance

BlockDAG:
SPECTRE [195],
PHANTOM
[194]

PoW PoW check Gossiping Pairwise
ordering†/ k-
cluster-blocks
ordering†

⊙ 50% com-
puting
power

BlockDAG:
Conflux [126]

PoW PoW check Gossiping GHOST rule
to finalize
pivot chain†

⊙ 50% com-
puting
power

TxDAG: Tangle
(IOTA [173])

Approving
two tips &
PoW

Tip approval
check & PoW
check

Gossiping Highest
cumulative
weight rule†

Eligibility for
issuing new
transactions

50% com-
puting
power

TxDAG:
Byteball (Obyte
[54])

Approving
tips per
main chain
index

Tip approval
check

Gossiping Witnesses
consensus on
main chain

Commissions
collected from
storage fees

50% (or 6)
witnesses

TxDAG: Nano
[125]

Cross-chain
sender-rece-
iver & PoW

Sender
account &
PoW check

Gossiping stake-
weighted
voting†

(Unspecified) 50% token
wealth

TxDAG:
Avalanche [179]

Approving
one parent

Parent
approval
check

Gossiping Confidence
ordering to
solve conflict†

(Unspecified) 50% par-
ticipants

†: With probabilistic finality. ⊙: Unspecified in the protocol white paper, but the Bitcoin counterpart is usable.

cols with BFT-style block finalization typically achieve 33% fault tolerance and guarantee

deterministic finality. In hybrid schemes, the 33% fault tolerance is usually coupled with the

block proposal mechanism or a preexisting identity scheme. In Hybrid PoW-BFT and BFT-

based PoS, each node’s voting weight in the BFT consensus stage is augmented by its block

proposing capability. This is achieved by either linking a player’s opportunity of participa-

tion in BFT consensus to the PoX process (eg. Hybrid PoW-BFT, Tendermint), or directly

weighting a player’s vote in the BFT consensus by the player’s stake value (eg. Algorand,

Casper FFG). In other hybrid schemes such as PoA-BFT and PoET-BFT, the PoX process

is purposed for identity management and thus the fault tolerance threshold is 33% of identi-

ties. Directed acyclic graph (DAG)-based protocols2 generally achieves probabilistic finality

(except Byteball) and 50% fault tolerance of either computing power, consensus participants,

or token wealth. The statistics on transaction processing capability were fetched from either

the simulation result in protocol white paper or documented experiment. The throughput
2See our extended survey [233] for more details on DAG-based blockchains.
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Figure 2.10: Comparing different blockchain consensus protocols on transaction throughput
and scalability in network size.

metric measures the maximum TPS a protocol can handle, and is only precise to the scale

of magnitude, i.e. sub-ten, tens, hundreds, or thousands. The confirmation latency metric

estimates time for a submitted transaction to be finalized in the blockchain. We observe that

protocols with probabilistic finality tend to have higher confirmation latency (typically more

than 1 minute), and high throughput is often accompanied by low conformation latency.

We are also interested in another performance metric—scalability in network size, which

measures how well a consensus protocol can maintain its transaction capacity when network

size grows. Given the difficulty of performing large-scale experiments on actual blockchain

networks, the scalability results are either fetched from the simulation study in protocol white

paper or based on our speculation on the current network status. It is worth noting that

transaction throughput and scalability in network size are often recognized as two integral

parts in scalability evaluation of a blockchain system [61, 153, 214].
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Fig. 2.10 illustrates performance of consensus protocols with respect to transaction

throughput and scalability in network size and suitability for permissioned or permissionless

blockchains. For protocols with BFT-style block finalization to achieve thousands of TPS,

the network size should be small, typically around several hundred. Meanwhile, protocols

that work for large-scale public networks are predominantly permissionless and employ a

block finalization mechanism that only achieves probabilistic finality. Their transaction

throughput is usually capped by a hundred TPS for security reasons. Generally, protocols

illustrated farther to the top right in Fig. 2.10 tend to achieve better overall performance and

scalability. However, the security implication of such superiority, exemplified by Bitcoin-NG

and DAG-based protocols, is subject to scepticism and attracts ongoing research effort.

As for the suitability for permissioned or permissionless blockchains, we stress that proto-

cols that need a stable consensus group with participation control and identification are suit-

able for permissioned blockchains. These protocols include PBFT, HoneyBadgerBFT, PoET-

BFT, PoA-BFT, and RPCA. In comparison, protocols including Nakamoto, Nakamoto-

GHOST, chain-based PoS, Bitcoin-NG, Algorand, and Tangle are specifically designed for

large-scale permissionless blockchains. Meanwhile DPoS, Tendermint, hybrid PoW-BFT,

committee-based PoS are designed for permissionless scenarios but rely on an election mech-

anism for maintaining a stable consensus group, of which the identities may be revealed for

public supervision.

2.7 On Designing Blockchain Consensus Protocol

In this section we offer a succinct tutorial that hopefully helps protocol designers form

reasonable objectives and avoid pitfalls.
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2.7.1 The Paradigm Shift in Protocol Design

In the early days of blockchain development, consensus protocol designs were often coupled

with designer’s ingenuity and heuristics. Anticipating that the increasing number of par-

ticipants would lead to more block contentions and blockchain forks in Bitcoin, Nakamoto

designated the longest-chain rule for block finalization and cautiously fixed the average

block interval to ten minutes for consensus security [151]. Litecoin [134] and Ethereum [227]

adopted shorter block intervals for faster transaction settlement. Observing the energy in-

efficiency of Bitcoin and the financial value of unused tokens, Peercoin pioneered the PoS

mechanism which could substitute PoW with far less energy consumption [111]. Yet its

stake valuation scheme seemed to be heuristically designed. These early-day initiatives also

commonly lacked sufficient security analysis, which were often scrutinized by researchers and

practitioners [56, 82, 90].

Later blockchain consensus protocols, especially those proposed after 2016, have started

to take inspirations from the established research of distributed computing, cryptography,

and trusted computing. For example, HoneyBadgerBFT [148], BEAT [72], Algorand [96] ex-

tend reliable broadcast and Byzantine agreement to blockchain scenarios. Committee-based

PoS protocols, such as Ouroboros [110], Snow White [63], Bentov’s CoA [22], make use of

MPC for the management of consensus committee and block proposal. PoET [87] and PoTS

[6] leverage trusted execution environment (TEE) for secure block proposal and mining sub-

stitution. Furthermore, some proposals incorporate innovative cryptographic primitives for

enhancing privacy of network participants. Zero-knowledge proof (ZKP) and ring signatures

are used by Zerocash [184] and Monero [159] to construct privacy-preserving transactions

that hide essential transaction values and sender-receiver addresses; Algorand and Ouroboros

Praos [65] use cryptographic sortition and VRF for the PoS-based election of consensus com-

mittee without revealing participant’s stake value. The privacy of consensus participants in
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Figure 2.11: Illustration of the security-decentralization-scalability trilemma.

large-scale permissionless blockchains is still a fresh research topic.

Besides increased sophistication in design, new protocol proposals are also often accom-

panied by formal security analysis, via security frameworks such as the random oracle model

[47] and universal composibility [45]. In summary, This paradigm shift has brought the

design and analysis of blockchain consensus protocols into rigorous research, echoing Cachin

et al. [41] that blockchain design should follow the rigor established by prior wisdom.

2.7.2 The Security–Decentralization–Scalability Trilemma

Observing the existence of various blockchain consensus protocols, we stress that the design

of consensus protocol should seek a balance between three objectives: security, decentraliza-

tion, and scalability. Security refers to the blockchain’s consensus security in the presence of

malicious players and anti-censorship capability. The two concepts correspond to the safety

and liveness property in classical distributed consensus. Decentralization refers to the decen-

tralization profile of the blockchain network, which is normally associated with geographic

diversity, connectivity pattern, and synchrony of networked nodes. Scalability means two-
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fold—the system needs to remain secure and efficient with rising transaction throughput as

well as larger network size. Scalability is often considered as a broader concept of system

performance.

Fig. 2.11 sketches the relationships and trade-offs between the three objectives. For

most blockchain consensus protocols especially those tailored for financial application, se-

curity is always the top priority. Meanwhile, security level can be practically traded for

system’s scalability. Lower security requirement gives rise to more scalable protocol design.

For classical BFT protocols, lower fault tolerance threshold (the “f” parameter) leads to

fewer consensus rounds [30, 121] or less communication per round [49], effectively alleviating

message complexity caused by large network sizes. For many public blockchain networks

that use Nakamoto consensus, the probabilistic finality and mandatory multi-block confir-

mation give rise to permissionless access and higher scalability in network size. Meanwhile,

a shorter block interval yields higher transaction throughput but also leads to higher chance

of 51%-attack [66]. For DAG-based protocols, the security implications and their scalability

in both network size and throughput are not well studied and remain an ongoing research.

A protocol designer should also anticipate the security implications of a blockchain net-

work’s decentralization profile. A more decentralized network tends to be less synchronized,

owing to the increased diversity of geographic locations and sparsity of connections. On

one hand, the increased geographic diversity makes censorship by one suppressing regime

more challenging, which effectively enhances the system’s liveness. On the other hand, the

reduced synchrony implies that inter-player communications are less bounded by delay re-

quirements. This contributes to the heterogeneity of network connections and allows better

connected players to gain unfair advantages, which potentially impairs consensus security

of the network. Take protocols with the gossiping rule and longest-chain rule for exam-

ple, the heterogeneity of network connections gives well-connected nodes a communication
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advantage of disseminating new blocks faster in the network than the less-connected ones,

effectively enhancing the former’s winning chance in blockchain fork races. As a result, in a

sparsely connected network but with one well-connected adversary, the adversary may need

significantly less than 50% of mining power to commit a double-spending attack.

Last but not least, a protocol designer should be aware that the tradeoff between de-

centralization and scalability depends on the practical needs. For example, Bitcoin was

designed to operate in a weakly synchronized network and there is no enforceable criterion

for message delivery and timeout. As a result Nakamoto consensus protocol needs to rely

on best-effort mining and long block intervals to achieve the security against double spend-

ing, at the price of low transaction throughput. In comparison, BFT-based protocols are

designed for permissioned networks where every participant operates with revealed identity

and the overall network is small and well-connected and with enforceable time-out mech-

anisms. This enables the network to achieve higher transaction throughput. On the flip

side, the high dependence on network connectivity and synchony for throughput brings high

messaging complexity and network management overhead. When the network grows in size

and inevitably becomes sparse, message relaying can be a major burden for each participant

which potentially leads to jammed communication channel and stalled consensus process.

Therefore, under a certain security premise, increased need for network connectivity and

synchrony leads to higher transaction throughput but lower scalability with network size.

2.7.3 Protocol Composability

The discussions above demonstrate that there is never a one-fits-all blockchain consensus

protocol. The existence of hybrid consensus protocols highlights the possibility to cherry-

pick individual protocol components to fulfill specific application needs. Sawtooth [87],
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a Hyperledger project featuring the utilization of trusted hardware for PoET-based block

proposal, has the flexibility of plugging in different block finalization schemes—Raft for crash

fault tolerance and PBFT for Byzantine fault tolerance. Similarly, POA Network [169] uses

PoA for block proposal and has opted for HoneyBadgerBFT for block finalization to achieve

best performance under asynchronous network conditions.

Besides block proposal and finalization, the choice of information propagation mechanism

largely depends on the underlying network topology. In a public blockchain network where

gossiping is the default information propagation method, broadcast can be used among a

small set of identified nodes for better efficiency [61]. The block validation mechanism is

associated with the block proposal mechanism and takes the current blockchain as input.

The incentive mechanism is aimed for promoting honest execution of the former tasks. It

needs to account for off-chain factors as well, such as the long-term system sustainability,

financial stability, and subtle security issues [37, 80, 91].

2.8 Conclusion

In this review we provided a summary of classical fault-tolerance consensus research, a five-

component framework for a general blockchain consensus protocol, and a comprehensive

review of blockchain consensus protocols that have gained great popularity and potential.

We analyzed these protocols with respect to fault tolerance, performance, vulnerabilities

and highlighted their use cases. Notably, many of these protocols are still under develop-

ment and are subject to major changes at the time of writing. We hope the five-component

framework, classification methodology, protocol abstractions, performance analyses, and dis-

cussion on protocol design provided in this survey can help researchers and developers grasp

the fundamentals of blockchain consensus protocols and facilitate future protocol design.
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Blockchain

(Copyright notice1)

3.1 Introduction

Decentralization is a foundational principle for blockchain technology and distributed ledger

system. Envisioned by Nakamoto, the pseudonymous creator of Bitcoin [151], and later

advocates, blockchain technology is secure-by-design and enables mutually distrustful parties

to securely curate a shared blockchain through distributed consensus without relying on a

central authority for bootstrapping the trust. Driven by incentives, consensus participants

act in their self-interest to maximize rewards. Under such decentralized zero-trust setting,

the security of distributed consensus relies on the premise of honest-majority, i.e. honest

parties always control the majority of gross voting power in the consensus process, and in

1This chapter previously appeared as a conference paper published in INFOCOM 2020. ©2020 IEEE.
Reprinted, with permission, from Yang Xiao, Ning Zhang, Wenjing Lou, and Y. Thomas Hou, “Modeling the
Impact of Network Connectivity on Consensus Security of Proof-of-Work Blockchain,” In IEEE INFOCOM
2020-IEEE Conference on Computer Communications, pages 1648–1657. IEEE, 2020 [232].
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the case of proof-of-work (PoW) based blockchains, 50% of gross computing (or “mining”)

power [90]. This threshold is widely used for evaluating the risk of mining centralization in

Bitcoin and Ethereum [17, 93, 94, 198].

However, the consensus security from honest-majority comes with two implicit assump-

tions. First, all nodes have the same communication capability, i.e. propagating information

throughout the network equally fast. Second, during a blockchain fork race, wherein several

blocks of the same height compete for one place in the blockchain, all competitors have

the equal chance of being the winner. In practice, the quality of connections often differ

significantly across different network regions, as has been demonstrated by various measure-

ments [16, 93, 147, 157]. Those residing in a highly connected cluster can disseminate blocks

faster than those in a less connected region. This communication advantage translates into

a higher chance of dominating a fork race, and has nontrivial consequence in the security of

distributed consensus. As a result of this network advantage, the adversary will no longer

require 50% of gross mining power to undermine the consensus security.

Following this observation, various blockchain scaling proposals and security analyses

[61, 192, 193] have identified the positive correlation between high blockchain fork rate and

weak consensus security. These works generally adopt the honest-but-potentially-colluding

threat model, in which any size of honest miners can join the collusion to compromise

consensus security. Specifically, colluding miners seek to dominate the fork races with honest

miners and achieve unfair mining gains. As a result, the colluding miners require less than

50% of gross mining power to break the consensus. However, these security analyses are

largely qualitative and do not look into the impact of the actual network connectivity or

information propagation dynamics.

The security impact of information propagation dynamics in Bitcoin was studied quan-

titatively at the macro level in [66]. It proposes a probabilistic model that estimates the
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average fork rate of the Bitcoin blockchain based on the measurement of how an average

block propagates in the network. The authors then regard fork rate as a security measure of

the blockchain network. However, their model still assumes all miners have equal communi-

cation capability and equal chance of winning fork races, and does not consider the impact

of heterogeneous network connectivity. It also does not provide a concrete case of how an

adversary may exploit blockchain forks.

Another line of research focuses on adversarial strategies for selfish colluding parties

[82, 95, 154, 183]. In selfish mining [82], an adversary with superior communication capa-

bility can achieve unfair mining gains by strategically withholding and releasing blocks. It

proactively creates blockchain forks that nullify the efforts of honest nodes. Although these

works take into account the difference in fork winning chance between the adversary and

honest miners, their analyses treat the adversary’s communication capability as a preexisting

parameter (denoted by γSM) rather than deriving it from the actual network connectivity

profile. How the expansion process of selfish mining pool in the network affects its commu-

nication capability and overall consensus security is also an important issue but overlooked

in the literature.

Recognizing the lack of quantitative analysis on the security of distributed consensus

from a network perspective, in this work we fill the gap by proposing a novel analytical

model to assess the impact of network connectivity on the security of PoW-based blockchain

consensus systems. An overview of our analytical model is given in Figure 3.1. The model

captures network connectivity by a graph representation of the peer-to-peer network, and

evaluates each node’s communication capability from its network location and the adversary

setting. The communication capability measures, combined with the consensus protocol

specification and two other digests namely the information propagation dynamics and mining

power distribution, are then used to quantitatively evaluate the security properties of the
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Figure 3.1: Analytical model for consensus security.

blockchain system.

The main contributions of this work include:

• We propose a novel analytical model to assess the impact of network connectivity

on consensus security of PoW blockchain. In a nutshell, the model quantifies the

communication capability of nodes involved in a fork race and derives the distribution

of mining revenue, which is used for evaluating blockchain consensus security.

• We apply the analytical model to two adversarial scenarios, namely honest-but-potentially-

colluding and selfish mining, and demonstrate that the lack of or excessively heteroge-

neous network connectivity leads to poor consensus security.

• We performed a thorough simulation experiment on PoW blockchain for each adver-

sarial scenario. The simulation result matches the model prediction and validates our

security analysis.
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3.2 Background and Related Work

3.2.1 PoW Blockchain and Distributed Consensus

In public blockchain systems exemplified by Bitcoin, all networked miner nodes (“nodes”

hereafter) work to curate a unified transaction history through distributed consensus. The

transaction history is recorded in a chain of blocks in which every block contains a certain

number of recently produced transactions. Every node seeks to generate the next block of the

blockchain via a proof-of-work (PoW) process, namely, by finding an input to a cryptographic

hash function that yields an output less than a target value. The input (i.e. the “proof”)

is attached in the block header. New blocks are disseminated immediately to the network

via peer-to-peer gossiping. All nodes reach consensus on only one block at each blockchain

height according to the “longest-chain rule”: choosing the chain with the highest valid block.

Generation of the next block is aimed at prolonging the longest chain, which shall always

contain the most computational effort. Theoretically, as long as the majority computing

power is controlled by honest nodes, the distributed consensus achieves probabilistic finality

in that an accepted block could be discarded but with exponentially diminishing probability

as the blockchain grows [14]. The above scheme is also known as Nakamoto Consensus, for

its origin in the Bitcoin white paper [151].

In practical blockchain network, consensus security is complicated by blockchain forks.

Blockchain fork is a scenario that multiple blocks of the same height are propagating in

the network simultaneously. Under the assumption that all nodes are honest and follow

the consensus rules, blockchain fork is caused by block propagation delays in that node j

may generate a competing block before being aware of the existence of node i’s block of the

same height. To resolve blockchain fork, the longest-chain rule dictates that whichever fork

branch gets appended with a new block should be chosen; blocks in other branches are then
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discarded. In the presence of forks, the honest-majority premise can still ensure consensus

security, under an assumption that all competing blocks in a fork have the equal chance of

being the winner [90].

3.2.2 Network Connectivity’s Impact on Consensus Security

Due to heterogeneous connectivity of the underlying peer-to-peer network, the equal-chance

fork winning assumption does not hold true. A well-connected node, say node i, tends to

have superior communication capability that allows it to disseminate information faster than

a less-connected node, say node j. If node i generates a new block, it takes a shorter time

for node i to propagate this block across the whole network and the rest of the network has a

lower chance of generating a competing block. If node j generates a competing block before

node i’s block reaches j, node i’s communication advantage can still cause a larger share

of the network to follow its block, which gives node i a higher chance of winning the fork

eventually. As a result, in the long run, well-connected nodes yield higher mining revenue

than what is expected from their share of computing power. This discrepancy between the

long-term mining revenue and the actual computing power of a node implies the possibility

that a group of well-connected nodes with a minority fraction of computing power can harvest

more than 50% of gross mining revenue, which renders the security from the honest-majority

premise vulnerable.

Besides exploiting naturally occurred forks, a well-connected adversary can achieve signif-

icantly higher mining gains by proactively creating forks. Selfish mining [82] is one prominent

example. Unlike an honest miner who publishes new block immediately after generation, a

selfish mining attacker withholds newly generated blocks in a private chain, and strategically

releases the private chain to the network whenever he sees his private chain’s lead over the
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public chain decreases to a threshold. The blockchain forks caused by the attacker’s strate-

gic private chain releases nullify the mining effort of honest nodes and create opportunities

for the attacker to profit from its communication advantage. The detailed selfish mining

strategy and the communication advantage parameter γSM will be introduced in §3.5.

3.3 System Model

3.3.1 Network Model and Consensus Protocol

We consider a peer-to-peer network of N nodes represented by an undirected graph G =

(V,E) and its adjacency matrix A. Aij = 1 indicates node i, j share a peer relationship and

can communicate in one hop. The PoW process and consensus based on the longest-chain-

rule are modeled as follows. To model the output randomness of the cryptographic hash

function used for PoW, we assume each node i generates new blocks according to Poisson

process of rate πi per time unit δ. Block generation of the whole network is characterized by

the merged Poisson process of rate π =
∑

i πi. Our model does not adjust mining difficulty.

We consider a fixed set of consensus participants with fixed block generation rate.

Once some node i generates blocki(h) of blockchain height h, it disseminates blocki(h)

throughout the network via peer-to-peer gossiping. Other nodes decide on the acceptance

of blocki(h) according to the longest-chain rule. That is, if another node k sees blocki(h)

while its local blockchain has already accepted blockj(h) from node j and j ̸= i, it declares a

fork at height h and stops propagating blocki(h). Conversely, if another node l sees blocki(h)

before blockj(h), it declares a fork at height h and stops propagating blockj(h). Once the two

competing blocks completely stop propagating and the network partitions into two factions

each of which advocates one block, we call this situation a fork stalemate. And the two
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Figure 3.2: An example for blockchain canonization and fork stalemate events. Width of a
block denotes its propagation period.

blocks are partially propagated. A fork stalemate can be resolved by a new block of height

h+ 1 subscribing either blocki(h) or blockj(h) and being fully propagated in the network.

As for the finalization of blockchain, we consider the blockchain canonized by height h

if a block of any origin block∗(h) gets fully propagated in the network without encountering

any competing block. We define the completion of block∗(h)’s propagation as a canonization

event. Essentially, a canonization event at height h rejuvenates the PoW process as if the

past forks and competitions never happened. Figure 3.2 shows an example for blockchain

canonization and fork stalemate events. Note that the canonization concept is different

from the probabilistic finality of Nakamoto Consensus, which considers consensus security a

probabilistic measure. We will use canonization events as embedding points to estimate the

mining revenue of each node in the §3.4.

3.3.2 Adversary Models

Honest-but-Potentially-Colluding. This adversarial scenario characterizes the practical

case of the well-known 50% attack. All nodes operate honestly by default, but the top

miners can potentially collude so that their combined mining revenue (MR) exceeds 50% of
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Table 3.1: Summary of Notations

Network and Model Parameters
G The graph representation of the node network.
N Number of nodes in G.
A The adjacency matrix of G.
δ Timeslot, also the time unit.
π Block generation rate of the entire network (δ−1).
πi Block generation rate of node i (δ−1).

πSM Block generation rate of the selfish mining pool (δ−1)
Analyses

Ui(t) Set of nodes unaware of node i’s block at time t since its
generation. |Ui(t)| is the cardinality of Ui(t).

|Ui(t)|π Combined block generation rate of nodes in Ui(t).
PNC,i(t) Probability of the rest miners not proposing a competing

block by time t of i’s block’s propagation.
h(c) Blockchain height of the cth canonization event
τij(t) Minimum time for node i’s block to reach j starting at

time t from the generation of i’s block.
ωi≻j(t) Node i’s likelihood to win the fork race against node j if

j publishes a competing block at time t from node i’s
block’s generation. ω̂i≻j(t) is an estimation.

γSM Selfish mining pool’s communication capability, i.e. the
average fraction of honest mining power that will advocate
the pool’s block after it releases private chain.

MRi Mining revenue of node i as % of total canonized blocks.
RMGi Relative mining gain of node i. RMGi =

MRi−πi/π
πi/π

.

Security Metrics
FR Average fork rate of the whole network.
AT50 50%-attack threshold, i.e. minimum fraction of computing

power controlled by adversarial nodes whose combined MR
exceeds 50% of the total.

PRTH Profitability threshold, i.e. fraction of computing power
controlled by the selfish mining pool when it first achieves
positive RMG during its expansion.
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the total. In our analysis, a well-connected node may obtain positive relative mining gain

(RMG) and collude with other well-connected nodes. The mining revenue of a node can

be viewed as its “enhanced mining power” in contrast to its raw computing power. In this

scenario we are interested in the 50%-attack threshold (AT50), i.e. the minimum fraction of

computing power controlled by adversarial nodes whose combined MR exceeds 50% of the

total.

Selfish Mining. This adversarial scenario assumes there are a pool of nodes in the network

performing the selfish mining strategy described in [82]. We treat the selfish mining pool as a

colluding consortium that expands among honest nodes. As the pool expands, it acquires the

colluding nodes’ computing power and external communication links. In this scenario, AT50

denotes the fraction of computing power controlled by the pool when the pool first achieves

50% of total MR during its expansion. We are also interested in the pool’s profitability

threshold (PRTH), which is the fraction of computing power controlled by the pool when it

first achieves a positive RMG.

3.4 Analysis on Honest Mining

In this section we calculate the impact of network connectivity on blockchain fork rate

and mining revenue distribution under the honest mining assumption. We then discuss the

security provision under the honest-but-potentially-colluding adversarial scenario.
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3.4.1 Fork Rate

Define Mi as the event that node i is the first to generate the next block at an arbitrary

moment of no outstanding blockchain fork. Denote the time for node i to find a block by

random variable Ti. Then Ti ∼ exponential(πi) and

P (Mi) = P{Ti < Tj, ∀j ̸= i} = πi

π
(3.1)

which can be conveniently derived from properties of Poisson processes. To facilitate the

ensuing analysis, we consider the physical time slotted into basic time units of δ.

Let the moment when event Mi happens be time 0. Denote Ui(t) the set of nodes

unaware of node i’s block at time t, and |Ui(t)|π the combined block generation rate of Ui(t).

We have |Ui(0)|π = π − πi and |Ui(t)|π = 0 when t exceeds the minimum time needed for

i’s block to reach all nodes. The probability that the rest of network does not generate a

competing block by time t can be written as:

PNC,i(t) =
t∏

s=δ

(
1− |Ui(s)|π

)
(3.2)

Since (1− |Ui(s)|M)ts=δ is a positive increasing sequence bounded by 1, thus (PNC,i(t))
∞
t=δ is

a convergent sequence.

Then by the law of total probability, the average blockchain fork rate of the whole

network is obtained by weighing (1− limt→∞ PNC,i(t)) with P (Mi),∀i:

FR =
∑
i

P (Mi)
(
1− lim

t→∞
PNC,i(t)

)
=

∑
i

πi

π

(
1−

∞∏
s=δ

(
1− |Ui(s)|π

)) (3.3)
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If π ≪ 1, N is large (e.g. π=1/600, N≈10, 000 in Bitcoin), mining power and network

connectivity are evenly distributed, then ∀i we have πi =
π
N

, |Ui(s)|π = π
N
|Ui(t)| = π · ur(t)

wherein ur(t) denotes the average ratio of nodes uninformed of a new block at time t since

its generation. Further assuming δ → 0, Eq. 3.3 reduces into the following form:

FR ≈ 1−
(
1− π

)∫∞
0 ur(t)dt

(3.4)

which is consistent with the average fork rate obtained by [66]. The approximation (1−ax) ≈

(1− x)a for small x is used.

3.4.2 Mining Revenue and Relative Mining Gain

Define a discrete-time random process {Bi(h)}h=1,2,... in which Bi(h) = 1 if node i is the

block generator at height h in the canonized blockchain; 0 otherwise. The mining revenue

MRi and relative mining gain RMGi of node i in the long term are defined as follows:

MRi = lim
H→∞

1

H

H∑
h=1

Bi(h) (3.5)

RMGi =
MRi − πi/π

πi/π
(3.6)

Next we propose an estimation method for MRi via probabilistic analysis. Define another

discrete-time random process {Wi(c)}c=1,2,..., which is embedded right after each blockchain

canonization event. Therefore there is no outstanding fork nor propagating block in the

network when random variables Wi(c)|c=1,2,... are evaluated. We further define h(c) as the
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blockchain height of the cth canonization event and

Wi(c) =


1 if Bi(h(c) + 1) = 1

0 otherwise
(3.7)

Next we argue that the expectation of Wi(c) at any epoch c, denoted E[Wi], can be used to

estimate MRi in a conservative manner.

Theorem 3.1. Wi(c)|c=1,2,... are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) and their

common expectation E[Wi] satisfies the following relation with MRi:

E[Wi]


≤MRi if E[Wi] ≥ πi

π

> MRi otherwise
(3.8)

In other words, E[Wi] − πi

π
is a conservative estimate of the mining gain/loss of node i.

Moreover, the gap between E[Wi] and MRi tightens as the overall fork rate FR decreases.

Proof. Since {Wi(c)}c=1,2,... is embedded right after each blockchain canonization event when

all previous forks are pruned and block propagation ceases, the competition for future blocks

is oblivious of past block competitions. And block generation at each node is a memoryless

process. Therefore, random variables Wi(c)|c=1,2,... are i.i.d and share a common expectation,

denoted E[Wi].

For an arbitrary canonization interval c→ c+1, we consider the blocks within it: those

of height h(c)+1, ..., h(c+1). First, πi

π
evaluates the chance of i being the first to generate a

block. E[Wi] >
πi

π
implies that i has a communication advantage over the network average

which brings it positive mining gain. If E[Wi] >
πi

π
and i wins block h(c)+1, it will continue

with an enhanced communication advantage for the current fork race and have a higher
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chance of winning the subsequent blocks from h(c)+2 to h(c+1). Conversely, if E[Wi] <
πi

π

and i does not win block h(c) + 1, the chance for i to win any block from height h(c) + 2

to h(c + 1) further decreases because of its aggravated communication disadvantage. Since

Wi(c) only considers the first block after canonization event c, using E[Wi] to estimate MRi

implies that i would have an equal chance of winning any block from h(c) + 2 to h(c + 1)

just as winning h(c) + 1. Therefore, E[Wi] tends to underestimate (or overestimate) MRi if

E[Wi] > (or <) πi

π
.

On the positive side, if the fork rate decreases, so is the number of blocks h(c+1)−h(c)

within the canonization interval c → c + 1. That is, there will be fewer blocks in a fork

incident for E[Wi] to under-/overestimate MRi, and thus the former can achieve higher

estimation accuracy.

Next we derive E[Wi]. By the law of total expectation:

E[Wi] = P (Mi)E[Wi|Mi] +
∑
j ̸=i

P (Mj)E[Wi|Mj] (3.9)

We separated the summation because the two conditional events Wi|Mi and Wi|Mj occur

under different conditions.

Wi|Mi consists of two subcases:

• No-fork win: No conflicting blocks are proposed by the rest of the network during the

propagation of node i’s block.

• Fork win: Conflicting blocks are proposed by the rest of the network during the prop-

agation of node i’s block, whereas node i’s block still wins.

The probability of no-fork win equals to PNC,i(∞), as is evaluated by Eq. (3.3). The
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probability of fork win is slightly more complicated. During the propagation of node i’s

block, the number of conflicting blocks generated by the rest of network at time slot (t, t+ δ]

conforms to a Bernoulli distribution with rate |Ui(t)|M . If node j happens to generate a

competing block during (t, t+ δ], node i’s block will need to win the support of the majority

computing power of the network before it encounters node j’s block in a stalemate. We

denote the chance of node i winning the fork under this condition by ωi≻j(t). Therefore:

E[Wi|Mi]

= E[Wi, no-fork win|Mi] + E[Wi, fork win|Mi]

= lim
t→∞

PNC,i(t) +
∞∑
t=δ

PNC,i(t)
∑

j∈Ui(t)

πjωi≻j(t)

(3.10)

Notably, in the derivation above we only considered two-prong forks for simplifying the

analysis; likelihood of three or more-prong forks is negligible compared to that of two-prong

forks.

In contrast, the conditional event Wi|Mj in Eq. (3.9) can only happen via a fork race.

That is, node i needs to generate a competing block during the propagation of node j’s

block, and eventually wins the fork race. Similarly to Eq. (3.10), we have:

E[Wi|Mj] = E[Wi, fork win|Mj]

=
∞∑
t=δ

PNC,j(t)πi1{i∈Uj(t)}
(
1− ωj≻i(t)

) (3.11)

1{i∈Uj(t)} is an indicator function, returning 1 if the condition holds true; 0 otherwise. The

winning chance of node i under this circumstance is 1− ωj≻i(t).
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Figure 3.3: Explanation of Eq. (3.12). Light blue (grey) area denotes portion of the network
that advocates i’s (j’s) block. ω̂i≻j(t) is evaluated by the total computing power portion
covered by light blue area at stalemate.

Evaluating ωi≻j(t). ωi≻j(t) essentially measures the communication advantage of node i

over j when j generates a competing block which starts the fork race. For i to win the fork

race against j, it has to have the majority of the network advocate its block before the two

competing blocks end up in a stalemate. Let the moment when i publishes its block be time

0. Define τik(t) as the minimum time for i’s block to propagate to node k starting from time

t. Then ωi≻j(t) can be estimated as follows:

ω̂i≻j(t) =
∑
k

πk

π

(
1{τik(t)<τjk(0)} +

1

2
1{τik(t)=τjk(0)}

)
(3.12)

Figure 3.3 explains the calculation of ω̂i≻j(t). As a result, we can finally obtain E[Wi]

by substituting Eq. (3.1), (3.10), (3.11), (3.12) into Eq. (3.9).

3.4.3 Security Analysis

We consider all nodes are honest-but-potentially-colluding. The fork rate FR provides an

overall measure of how much mining power is wasted, while the 50%-attack threshold AT50

measures the system’s security in the worst case scenario that the colluding group consists

of the highest mining revenue earners. Next we analyze how network connectivity impacts

FR and AT50.
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Proposition 3.2. Lower overall network connectivity leads to higher FR and lower AT50, thus

weaker consensus security.

Proof. We assume the block generation rate πi is fixed for any node i. First, lower overall

network connectivity means it takes longer for any node to disseminate a new block across

the network. This can be caused by a protocol change that lowers the minimum peer num-

ber requirement. For the calculation in (3.2) (3.3), this leads to a higher |Ui(s)|π, lower

limt→∞ PNC,i(t),∀i, and thus higher FR. Moreover, a lower limt→∞ PNC,i(t) means that more

of MRi is contributed by fork races and the distribution of mining revenue is deeper influ-

enced by each node’s communication capability. As a result, MRi moves farther from πi

π

and AT50 moves lower.

Remark 3.3. For a certain network connectivity profile, higher block generation rate across

all nodes (thus a higher π) would lead to a higher |Ui(s)|π,∀i and have the same impact of

lower overall network connectivity.

Proposition 3.4. Higher heterogeneity of network connectivity also leads to lower AT50.

Proof. We still assume the block generation rate πi,∀i is fixed. Higher heterogeneity of

network connectivity means there is a greater divergence of communication capability among

nodes. For instance, if node i resides in a highly-connected cluster in the network while node

j resides in a sparsely-connected region, i will have a significant communication advantage

over nodes in the sparse network region including j. As a result, i can disseminate a block to

majority of the network much faster than j. ω̂i≻j(t), as is evaluated by (3.12), will be close

to 1 and ω̂j≻i(t) will be much lower than 0.5. Therefore, i can harvest more mining revenue

from fork races than j or other nodes in sparse network region. Consequently, E[Wi] climbs

higher above πi

π
and E[Wj] drops lower below πj

π
. This ultimately results in a more unequal

MR distribution and hence lower AT50.
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3.5 Using Network Connectivity in Selfish Mining Analysis

In this section we evaluate the impact of network connectivity on selfish mining pool’s com-

munication capability and analyze its security implication under an expanding-consortium

setting.

3.5.1 Selfish Mining Strategy

The core idea of selfish mining is to withhold newly generated blocks in a private chain,

and release the private chain when the selfish mining pool sees the honest chain catch up

close enough with the private chain. The detailed selfish mining strategy is illustrated in

Figure 3.4, which we replicated from [82] and added with more description. Let α, β be the

computing power share of the selfish mining pool and the honest nodes. Then α = πSM/π

and β = 1 − α, where πSM is the selfish mining pool’s block generation rate. The state

number denotes the private chain’s lead over the honest chain. State transition is triggered

by any block generation event. Transitions from state 1 to 0′ and 2 to 0 are accompanied

by the selfish mining pool’s releasing the private chain. Any transition destined to state

0 marks a canonization event. γSM is defined as the long-term average fraction of honest

computing power that will advocate the selfish mining pool’s private chain when the pool

and an honest miner release competing blocks simultaneously.

To incorporate network connectivity into the analysis, we model the selfish mining pool’s

network function as follows:

• Information exchanges within the selfish mining pool are instantaneous. The pool

members are fully connected and synchronized. Any pool member who receives a

new block from an honest node can make decision (changing state, switching chain,
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Figure 3.4: Selfish mining strategy in [82]. State number denotes the private chain’s lead over the
honest chain. State transition is triggered by block generation.

publishing the private chain) on behave of the entire pool.

• Once the selfish mining strategy determines to release the private chain, all pool mem-

bers release the private chain to all peers simultaneously.

• Selfish mining pool members still relay blocks for honest miners, as long as the block

does not trigger the pool to release its private chain. The reason is two-fold for the pool:

to avoid suspicion of being a “blackhole” attacker, and to avoid network partitioning

which would paralyze the blockchain system altogether.

Based on this model, we consider γSM the selfish mining pool’s communication capability

measure and evaluate it from the network connectivity profile.

3.5.2 Evaluating Communication Capability with Betweenness Centrality

Based on the assumption that nodes in the selfish mining pool are synchronous and can com-

municate with each other instantaneously, we treat these pool nodes as a fully-interconnected

cluster and equivalently a super node denoted by smpool, which preserves the pool members’

all external communication links to the remaining honest nodes. We show that a betweenness

centrality measure of smpool within the network accurately evaluates γSM .
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Theorem 3.5. γSM can be evaluated by the mining power weighted betweenness centrality

measure of smpool:

γSM =
∑

i ̸=smpool

πi

π − πSM

∑
j ̸=i ̸=smpool

πj

π − πSM − πi

σ(i, j|smpool)
σ(i, j)

(3.13)

wherein σ(i, j) is the number of shortest paths between i and j, and σ(i, j|smpool) is the

number of such paths that pass through smpool.

Proof. Let i and j denote a pair of honest nodes, with i being the miner of a new block

which triggers smpool to release its private chain according to the selfish-mine strategy. For

j to switch to smpool’s private chain instead of accepting i’s new block, the highest block of

smpool’s private chain must be propagated to j before i’s new block. In the graph model,

this is necessitated by smpool residing on a shortest communication path between i and j.

Therefore, σ(i,j|smpool)
σ(i,j)

gives the likelihood that smpool delivers its private chain to j ahead

of i’s block. The weight πi

π−πSM

πj

π−πSM−πi
evaluates the pair (i, j)’s mining power contribution

to γSM among all pairs of honest nodes. As a result, the mining power weighted betweenness

centrality measure of smpool computes the average fraction of honest mining power that will

advocate smpool’s block after smpool releases its private chain, thus accurately evaluates

γSM .

Remark 3.6. Equation (3.13) can be conveniently computed with the Brandes algorithm

[34]. If there are M honest nodes and they have equal mining power, i.e. πi =
π−πSM

M
,∀i ̸=

SM , then the weight πi

π−πSM
· πj

π−πSM−πi
becomes 1

M(M−1)
and (3.13) reduces to the standard

normalized betweenness centrality measure. With γSM obtained, the calculation of the selfish

mining pool’s mining revenue follows the procedure of [82]. Notably, the mining revenue of

pool is proportional to γSM .
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3.5.3 Security Analysis

We consider the selfish mining pool as an expanding consortium among the network of honest

nodes. Under this setting, we discuss how network connectivity affects γSM and consensus

security w.r.t. security thresholds AT50 and PRTH.

Proposition 3.7. Lower overall network connectivity leads to higher γSM , lower AT50, and

lower PRTH, thus less secure against selfish mining.

Proof. Lower overall network connectivity leads to reduced communication capability of both

the selfish mining pool and honest nodes. However, since the selfish mining pool consists of

originally honest nodes and preserve all their external communication links, communication

capability reduction of an average honest node will be more significant than that of smpool.

Therefore, smpool will be residing in the shortest communication paths of more honest

pairs if the overall network connectivity lowers, yielding a higher γSM for every α value.

Consequently this yields lower AT50 and PRTH.

Proposition 3.8. Compared to AT50, PRTH is more sensitive to network connectivity changes.

Proof. According to [82], PRTH is reached much earlier than AT50 for any γSM . Due to the

gradualism of selfish mining pool’s expansion, the rate of the selfish mining pool harvesting

new external communication links initially increases, then gradually slows down as the pool

takes in more nodes. Thus as α grows from 0 to 50%, γSM grows quickly at first then slow

down as it comes closer to 1. Also the mining revenue of selfish mining pool is proportional

to γSM . Therefore, a moderate reduction of overall network connectivity would lead to

significant decrease in PRTH, but limited decrease in AT50.

Remark 3.9. PRTH is also a more practical security measure than AT50 in the sense that

once the pool size hits PRTH, joining the pool will be financially attractive to the remaining
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Table 3.2: Honest Mining Experiment Result Corresponding to Figure 3.6

Configuration Metrics
Graph(N,D) π FR-SIM FR-ANA AT50-SIM AT50-ANA RMSE

a GE(1000, 4) 0.1 0.3148 0.3136 459/1000 470/1000 0.0325

b GE(1000, 4) 0.05 0.1773 0.1670 478/1000 484/1000 0.0205

c GE(1000, 8) 0.1 0.2409 0.2248 475/1000 479/1000 0.0187

d GE(1000, 8) 0.05 0.1315 0.1159 487/1000 489/1000 0.0123

e GR(1000, 4)F10 0.1 0.3117 0.3099 457/1000 470/1000 0.0423

f GR(1000, 4)F10 0.05 0.1758 0.1649 479/1000 485/1000 0.0232

g GR(1000, 8)F10 0.1 0.2309 0.2124 480/1000 484/1000 0.0195

h GR(1000, 8)F10 0.05 0.1250 0.1090 490/1000 491/1000 0.0113

honest nodes in the network.

Remark 3.10. Selfish mining pool can take advantage of heterogeneity of network connectivity

to achieve lower AT50 and PRTH. If the selfish mining pool is aware of the peer-to-peer

network’s topology, it can prioritize its expansion into well-connected regions of the network

to maximize the growth of γSM and its mining revenue. As a result, heterogeneity of network

connectivity can be exploited by selfish mining pool to achieve lower AT50 and PRTH.

3.6 Evaluation

We conducted simulation experiments to validate our model and security analysis. The

simulation program was written in Python and follows a time-driven fashion and takes the

following as input: graph representation of the network, block generation rates of all nodes,

adversarial setting (honest or selfish mining), and simulation time (slots).

3.6.1 Setup

We use three types of network graph for evaluation with the following notations:
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(a) GR(1000, 4) (b) GR(1000, 4)F10 (c) GE(1000, 4)

(d) GR(100, 4) (e) GR(1000, 8)F10 (f) GE(1000, 8)

Figure 3.5: Visualization of six network graphs used in our experiments. Dot represents
mining node, grey line segment represents communication link.

• GR(N,D): a regular graph with N nodes and degree D.

• GR(N,D)FX : a GR(N,D) but with the first X% of nodes being fully-interconnected.

• GE(N,D): a graph with N nodes and exponentially distributed node degrees with an

average D.

The latter two graph types are designed to simulate different heterogeneous network con-

nectivity profiles. The six network graphs used in our experiments are visualized in Figure

3.5 with Python package NetworkX [103]. To evaluate the impact of network connectivity

and provide a fair ground for comparing security thresholds, we assign all nodes the same

block generation rate: πi =
π
N
, ∀i while using π as a system input.

The following metrics are used for evaluation: FR, AT50 and PRTH as security metrics,

rooted mean square error (RMSE) between analytical RMG distribution and simulated RMG
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(a) GE(1000, 4), π = 0.1 (b) GE(1000, 4), π = 0.05

(c) GE(1000, 8), π = 0.1 (d) GE(1000, 8), π = 0.05

(e) GR(1000, 4)F10, π = 0.1 (f) GR(1000, 4)F10, π = 0.05

(g) GR(1000, 8)F10, π = 0.1 (h) GR(1000, 8)F10, π = 0.05

Figure 3.6: Relative mining gain (RMG) results of eight experiments.
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distribution as the model accuracy metric.

3.6.2 Honest Mining Experiment

We performed eight experiments on four network graphs with different settings. Each exper-

iment was run for 10 million timeslots. The configuration and evaluation results are shown

in Table 3.2 and the RMG histograms are shown in Figure 3.6. We made the following

observations:

• The analytical RMG result conservatively estimates the simulation result. The accu-

racy improves when π decreases or D increases. For instance, the obvious gap between

analytical result and simulation in Figure 3.6e demonstrates the fully-interconnected

top-10% nodes have a significantly higher block winning chance than that expected by

E[Wi]. Nonetheless, as is shown in Table 3.2, for either graph type when π decreases

from 0.1 to 0.05 or D increases from 4 to 8, the fork rate decreases and so does RMSE.

This validates Proposition 3.1 that the estimation accuracy improves when fork rate

drops.

• FR decreases and AT50 increases when π decreases or D increases. This validates

the security analysis in 3.4.3 that higher overall network connectivity or lower block

generation rate leads to stronger consensus security in the presence of potentially

colluding nodes.

3.6.3 Selfish Mining Experiment

We switched the adversary setting from honest to selfish mining and performed three experi-

ments. Each experiment targeted a certain network graph and consisted of seven simulations,
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(a) Analytical γSM (b) Analytical RMG and simulation

Figure 3.7: Comparison of simulation and analytical result for selfish mining.

each took an α value from {2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 45}% and ran for 10 million timeslots. Figure

3.7a shows the analytical result of γSM . The configuration and evaluation results are shown

in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.7b. For graph GE(1000, 4) we configured the selfish mining pool to

expand from the highest-degree node to lower-degree nodes in a descending order. This was

purposed as an example of selfish mining pool’s expansion strategy. RMSE here measures

the averaged estimation accuracy of the analytical RMG over all the seven α values.

Table 3.3: Selfish Mining Experiment Result Corresponding to Figure 3.7

Configuration Metrics
Graph (N,D) π PRTH-SIM PRTH-ANA AT50-SIM AT50-ANA RMSE

1 GE(1000, 4) 0.01 52/1000 55/1000 369/1000 369/1000 0.0290

2 GR(1000, 4) 0.01 122/1000 114/1000 368/1000 370/1000 0.0338

3 GR(100, 4) 0.01 22/100 21/100 38/100 38/100 0.0311

To estimate the thresholds AT50 and PRTH, for each of the three experiments we fitted

the simulated RMG points using degree-7 polynomials and obtained AT50 and PRTH using

the fitted curve. The following observations are made:

• The close match between analytical RMG results and simulation results in Figure 3.7b

validates our betweenness centrality-based calculation of γSM .
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• When N decreases from 1000 to 100, PRTH changes more dramatically than AT50.

This validates our security analysis that PRTH is more sensitive to network connec-

tivity changes. Particularly, the analytical curves of γSM in Figure 3.7a demonstrates

that as the selfish mining pool size expands from α = 0 to α = 50%, γSM grows quickly

at first then gradually slows down when it comes closer to 1.

• As is shown in Figure 3.7a, γSM rapidly crosses above the PRTH curve and grows

close to 1 when the selfish mining pool expands in GE(1000, 4). This demonstrates the

feasibility for selfish mining pool to choose a particular expansion strategy to exploit

the heterogeneity of network connectivity for faster revenue growth.

3.7 Discussion

On Potential Model Deficiency. In our model we only consider two-prong forks. That is,

at most two blocks of the same height could be propagating in the network concurrently.

Though the possibility of three-prong forks or more is significantly lower than two-prong

forks, it could still affect the long-term mining revenue distribution, especially when the

network is large and block propagation delays are high. To tackle this we would need a more

delicate model that accounts the progress of all competing branches in a fork.

On Model Practicality. In practical blockchain networks, it can be challenging to monitor

the block propagation progress (i.e. Ui(t)). To overcome this difficulty, a block propagation

progress-agnostic model is needed to estimate the communication capability and forecast

the revenue of a node via congregate network statistics. Furthermore, the permissionless

network is structurally volatile and may conform to a scale-free expansion pattern [16]. It

is possible to model structural changes of the network with a certain random process and
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evaluate its impact on information propagation and consensus security. The impact of a

selfish mining pool’s internal communication routine is also a potential issue to explore.

3.8 Conclusion

We presented a modeling study on the impact of network connectivity on consensus security

of PoW blockchain under two adversarial scenarios, namely honest-but-potentially-colluding

and selfish mining. For the first scenario, we demonstrated the communication advantage of

a node over its competitors in a fork race and provided a method to estimate its long-term

mining revenue and relative mining gain. For the second scenario, we introduced a practical

model for the selfish mining pool’s network functions and showed that the communication

capability of selfish mining pool, γSM , can be accurately evaluated by the mining power-

weighted betweenness centrality measure. For both scenarios, we showed that low network

connectivity and excessive heterogeneity of network connectivity lead to poor consensus

security. Our modeling and analysis can serve as a paradigm for assessing the security impact

of various factors in a distributed consensus system. In future work we will incorporate

more realistic network settings into our model and extend the analysis to other blockchain

systems.



Chapter 4

A Decentralized and Truth Discovering Data

Feed for Blockchain DApps

(Copyright notice1)

4.1 Introduction

Decentralized applications (DApps) are known for enabling autonomous and mutually dis-

trustful parties to execute business logic without relying on a trusted intermediary or central

authority. DApps are popularized by distributed ledger and blockchain technologies, with

prime examples being the Ethereum smart contract [227] and Steemit social network [199].

A typical DApp runs atop a blockchain or distributed ledger system which provides net-

working utilities and instantiates a virtual operating system with a global state machine,

whose consistency across decentralized participants is guaranteed by the native consensus

mechanism. Take Ethereum for example, participants create or invoke a smart contract of

certain DApp logic through blockchain transactions, the execution of which leads to changes

in the contract state finalized by Ethereum’s blockchain consensus.

When a DApp’s business pertains to the real world, which is the most compelling case,
1This chapter was in submission to a conference for possible publication as of May 9, 2022. Reprint-

ed/adapted, with permission, from Yang Xiao, Ning Zhang, Wenjing Lou, Y. Thomas Hou, “DecenTruth: A
Decentralized and Truth Discovering Data Feed for Blockchain DApps,” May 2022.
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it needs to feed on data from external sources. In decentralized finance (DeFi) for instance,

an investment DApp needs to periodically quote asset prices from different market sources

to calculate an investment strategy; a DApp for mutual insurance needs recent information

on the insured persons/objects to settle insurance claims [35]. The mechanism to fulfill such

transportation of external data to DApp is known as data feed (or oracle when instantiated

as a third-party service). Data from external sources, unlike the transactional data which are

self-sufficient in the blockchain ledger, are beyond the jurisdiction of blockchain consensus.

Meanwhile, due to the decentralized nature of DApp, it can be difficult to convince the par-

ticipants to trust a third-party authority for vetting the external data or the trustworthiness

of data sources. Such lack of trust on external data, known as the external data challenge,

is often seen as a major hindrance to the wider adoption of DApps.

Existing solutions have tackled the external data challenge from the source authenticity

(i.e., data are from legitimate sources) and data integrity (i.e., no tampering during trans-

mission) perspectives [20, 35, 100, 244, 245]. These solutions generally involves building a

secure channel between a DApp and an external data source to ensure secure data trans-

mission after a successful mutual authentication. They follow either the third-party model

which provides authenticated oracle service to DApp clients [35, 244, 245] or the first-party

model which allows DApp participants to directly collect inputs from sources and commit to

the DApp [20, 100]. These solutions generally assume individual external sources will pro-

vide truthful data inputs (i.e., being close or equal to the ground truths). The fundamental

challenge of source trustworthiness remains unsolved, leading to the outstanding challenge

on external data truthfulness.
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4.1.1 The Data Truthfulness Challenge

An external data source, though being a legitimate entity, may submit fraudulent or de-

ceitful data to a DApp’s data feed mechanism. When a DApp feeds on data from multiple

external sources, the sources may provide conflicting responses on the same object. For

DApps that rely on external data for making critical decisions (e.g., DeFi apps), such prob-

lematic data can bring catastrophic outcomes to the participants. Philosophically, trusting

individual external sources for proving truthful data contradicts DApp’s defining principle of

decentralization, as such trust imposes a single-point risk in the data plane. Unfortunately,

it cannot be addressed by any internal consistency measure or data authenticity/integrity

mechanism alone.

In order to solve the data truthfulness challenge, a data feed system entails data-oriented

solutions that can extract the truthful information (as close to the ground truths as possible)

from multi-sourced data with varying quality and be resilient against adversely affected

sources or system participants. Truth discovery (TD), emerged a data mining line of research

[130, 137, 238], poses an ideal data-oriented solution that can jointly estimate the ground

truths of data objects and source reliability degrees from potentially conflicting multi-sourced

inputs. Unreliable sources are assigned low reliability degrees that will penalize them in

the weighted aggregation step. Although existing blockchain data feed systems [3, 35] do

incorporate lightweight aggregation mechanisms such as majority/median voting, they are

not designed to achieve resilience against adversarial sources. Using more complex methods

such as TD would incur prohibitive cost if deployed on-chain (e.g., inside an Ethereum

smart contract). Meanwhile, TD as an established data mining method generally assumes

the algorithm is executed (or eventually aggregated) by one trusted server. To instantiate

TD for DApp data feeds, novel methods are needed to decentralize the TD workflow and

react to potentially malicious sources.
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4.1.2 A New Data Feed Model

Eyeing on the potential of TD in addressing the data truthfulness challenge, we propose the

decentralized truth discovering data feed model to enable a DApp to reliably procure truthful

data from multiple external sources without introducing a central point of trust. This model

builds upon a network of data feed nodes, which can be either directly instantiated by a

consortium of DApp participants (per the first-party model) or incorporated into the existing

commercial oracles (per the third-party model). The nodes connect to each other to form an

off-chain network overlaying on the existing connectivity (e.g., blockchain network). Each

node collects inputs on a common list of DApp data objects from its external sources. The

nodes go through an interactive process to agree on the same values for the data objects

on a batch basis. These values, called the truth estimates, are committed as data feed to

the DApp by each node. The model’s off-chain approach essentially facilitates the usage of

complex data-plane algorithms, such as TD, without adding to the DApp’s on-chain cost.

For producing the same truth estimates across all nodes with high accuracy (i.e., close

to the ground truths) while preserving decentralization, the model entails the combined use

of data-plane and consensus mechanisms to solve following challenges. First, sources may

arbitrarily deviate their inputs from the ground truths, due to abnormality or adversar-

ial influence which can also be adaptive. Second, the off-chain network of nodes inherits

the threat profile from the corresponding decentralized DApp participants (or commer-

cial oracles), which in the worst case may operate in an asynchronous, Byzantine-ridden

situation—communication between nodes is subject to indefinite delay and some nodes may

turn Byzantine and alter their communicated messages arbitrarily.
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4.1.3 DecenTruth

We introduce the DecenTruth architecture to instantiate the decentralized truth discovering

data feed model and address the above challenges. DecenTruth harmonizes techniques from

two lines of research: TD and asynchronous Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) consensus. We

take inspiration from the research of online incremental TD [163, 219, 243] and design a novel

composite batch incremental TD process (CBI-TD) as the data-plane solution. Nodes are

able to consistently produce truth estimates from a common subset of local truth proposals

for every batch of objects, and perform reliability tracking on their local sources and peer

nodes for achieving Byzantine resilience. We devise a consensus protocol called weight-

prioritized agreement on a common subset (WP-ACS) that enables nodes to propose its

local truth estimates and jointly decide on the aforementioned common subset of proposals

amid the harsh asynchronous network condition. Priority is given to the proposals from nodes

with higher historical weights computed by CBI-TD. The combination of the two techniques

realizes a decentralized data feed with strong guarantees on fault tolerance, resilience, and

data-plane accuracy.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• Observing the external data truthfulness challenge facing DApps and the deficiency of

existing solutions, we formulate a decentralized truth discovering data feed model to al-

low a DApp to obtain truthful data from inputs provided by potentially untrustworthy

external sources, while preserving the decentralization property.

• We introduce the DecenTruth architecture to realize the aforementioned model while

addressing practical challenges in security and resilience. DecenTruth is comprised of

two carefully designed components, CBI-TD and WP-ACS, realizing online incremental

truth discovery and asynchronous BFT consensus.
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• We show that DecenTruth achieves Byzantine resilience under a practical adversary

model, including adaptive Byzantine corruptions on sources and nodes and existence

of an adversarial network scheduler.

• We implemented DecenTruth and evaluated its performance in an emulated DApp

data feed scenario. The result shows that our system presents a practical approach

towards the external data truthfulness challenge with effective Byzantine resilience and

long-term estimation accuracy comparable to that of an ideally centralized TD method

given a certain level of source participation.

4.2 Background and Related Work

4.2.1 Solutions to the External Data Challenge

Existing work has provided data feed mechanisms to address the authenticity and integrity

part of the external data challenge, which predominantly involves building a secure channel

between DApps and external data sources. Town Crier [244] is a third-party data feed service

for Ethereum smart contract. It builds on a smart-contract front end and a trusted comput-

ing back end, realizing a secure channel for transferring data from external HTTPS-enabled

websites to client smart contracts. Proofs of data authenticity and channel integrity are fa-

cilitated by the remote attestation functionality of Intel SGX, a trusted computing platform.

DECO [245] realizes the authenticated data feed functionality similar to that of Town Crier

but without trusted computing hardware. It is built upon the participation of independent

oracles and zero-knowledge proofs after a multiparty authentication process. The third-party

model can also be realized in a distributed fashion, where data collectors (i.e., oracles) form

an oracle network and provide data feed service to DApps collectively. Chainlink [35] is
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currently the most popular commercial oracle service provider that comprises of a list of

reputed oracle nodes and incorporates Town Crier and DECO functionalities. BandChain

[174] is another popular commercial oracle service for cross-chain data. Instead of build-

ing a third-party data feed service, PDFS [100] and API3 Airnode [20] instantiate the data

feed function in each DApp participant. API3 Airnode stipulates that data reliability can be

guaranteed by its derivative business logic, for instance, an insurance service to DApp clients

on the quality of data provided by external sources. This first-party approach incorporates

data sources directly into the DApp ecosystem and saves the need of bootstrapping trust on

commercial oracles.

Solving the data truthfulness challenge, however, is beyond the capability of secure

channel solutions and needs data-plane mechanisms. In current data feed solutions, Astraea

[3] and [44] use smart contract to realize an on-chain stake-and-vote mechanism, where data

feed nodes vote a binary decision on external data items; Chainlink [35] and BandChain [174]

also use lightweight on-chain aggregation mechanisms on multi-sourced data, such as taking

the average or median. These on-chain mechanisms tend to bring computation workload

linear to the size of data objects to entire blockchain platform. Usage of more complex

aggregation algorithms is cautioned due to the prohibitive on-chain cost (e.g., Ethereum

smart contract).

4.2.2 Truth Discovery

The truth discovery (TD) paradigm aims for uncovering the ground truths of data objects

from noisy and potentially conflicting inputs provided by different sources [130]. TD aims

to jointly estimate the ground truths of objects and the reliability degrees of sources so that

the estimated truths approximate the unknown ground truths as close as possible. Sources
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that consistently provide inputs close to the ground truths will be hopeful assigned high

reliability degrees, which in turn contribute to an accurate estimate of the truths.

When we instantiate TD for DApp data feed, early TD formulations cannot be employed

directly since they predominantly work on a static and monolithic dataset and tend to

overlook the evolving adversarial attributes in the system such as Byzantine behaviors of

sources. Moreover, the entire TD task is usually performed by one trusted central server,

which does not fit into DApp’s decentralized low-trust model.

Online TD on Streaming Data. This line of research aims to instantiate TD on streaming

input in a data-driven fashion, in which data are continuously generated by sources and fed

to the TD algorithm. They commonly adopt lightweight mechanisms to handle streaming

inputs in an online or recursive fashion [215, 252]. Li et al. [129] propose an online incre-

mental TD scheme which is able to estimate the truths and source reliability degrees with

consistent accuracy when reliability of sources evolve over time. These online TD solutions

provide valuable lessons on achieving good estimation accuracy while preserving computation

efficiency.

Distributed TD. This line of research aims to scale TD to larger data volume and source

diversity. They provide TD formulations under a distributed setting in that truths are first

discovered locally and then aggregated at the central server. To accommodate large data

volumes in quantitative crowdsourcing tasks, Ouyang et al. [163] propose to decompose the

original TD problem into several small-scale tasks that can be run in parallel before aggre-

gation. Zhang et al. [243] design a heuristic distributed TD approach to deal with data

sparsity, misinformation, and efficiency issues. Wang et al. [219] extend the TD problem to

a two-stage distributed setting, wherein local TD servers handle local data sources while a
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central server aggregate the local results. These parallel and distributed TD solutions still

rely on a central server to perform task allocation and final truths aggregation. Realizing

TD in an environment with no trusted central authority remains a fresh topic. Tian et al.

[207] instantiate a TD mechanism using Ethereum smart contract. Fu et al. [89] propose

a decentralized TD formulation based on maximum likelihood estimation and P2P gossip-

ing; the inter-node consistency/agreement and adversarial influence on nodes are yet to be

considered.

In our system, we adopt the online incremental TD approach using higher-order sta-

tistical metrics for capturing the presence of Byzantine sources. We also take inspiration

from distributed TD in that inputs from data sources are first processed locally, reducing

the computation workload at the global step.

4.3 Building Blocks

4.3.1 The Baseline TD Algorithm

Given a list of objects O and a collection of inputs {xs,o}s∈S,o∈O from source group S on

each object in O, TD aims to jointly estimate the truths behind the objects {x̂o}o∈O and the

reliability degrees of sources {rs}s∈S so that the estimates approximate the ground truths as

close as possible. Under this principle, existing TD formulations have nuanced assumptions

on issues including input data generation model, data format, source reliability consistency

and dependence, as well as correlation between objects [130].

Prior wisdom has provided different mathematical formulations for the TD problem. The

solutions commonly resemble an iterative procedure, in which truth aggregation (Eq. 4.1)

and the source reliability degree estimation (Eq. 4.2) take place alternately until a certain
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convergence criterion is met.

x̂o =

∑
s∈S 1s,orsxs,o∑

s∈S 1s,ors
∀o ∈ O (4.1)

rs = g

(∑
o∈O

d(xs,o, x̂o)

)
∀s ∈ S (4.2)

We define 1s,o as the indicator that returns 1 if source s provided input on object o (0

otherwise). d(·, ·) is a distance measure between input xs,o and the current truth estimate

x̂o. g(·) is a monotonically decreasing function. Choices on d(·, ·) and g(·) vary among

different solutions. Essentially, having source reliability in the estimation loop allows the

TD algorithm to capture the consistency of a source’s inputs on all objects and assign a

higher reliability degree to sources with consistently accurate inputs.

4.3.2 BFT Consensus and ACS Protocol

The Byzantine fault tolerant consensus problem has been extensively studied in the dis-

tributed computing community. In the simplest form, it describes a network of N nodes

working to consent on a common value, while up to F nodes may behave maliciously by

sending arbitrary and conflicting values to other nodes [122]. This type of malicious behav-

iors is known as Byzantine fault. As is discussed in §2.2 of Chapter 2, this consensus goal is

reachable only if N ≥ 3F + 1 [168].

ACS Protocol. We are interested in one special type of BFT consensus problem called

agreement on a common subset (ACS) which was first formulated in [19]. Here we provide

a recap on ACS which is also introduced in §2.2.5 of Chapter 2. Asynchrony refers to the

condition that messages within the network can have arbitrarily long delays, though the
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eventual delivery is guaranteed. In such a network of N nodes, up to F nodes can be

Byzantine and each node n has a proposal Pn. The goal of ACS is to allow all correct nodes

to agree on a common subset of proposals, denoted CSP . An ACS protocol can be composed

from two BFT sub-protocols, namely reliable broadcast (RBC) and binary agreement (BA).

RBC is a consensus primitive that allows a node to safely disseminate its proposal to peer

nodes [31]. When node n starts instance RBC[n] with proposal Pn, the following properties

are guaranteed: 1) Agreement: If any two correct nodes deliver P and P ′, then P = P ′; 2)

Validity: If the leader n is correct, then all correct nodes will eventually deliver Pn.

BA is a lightweight consensus primitive that allows nodes to agree on a binary value

∈ {0, 1}. BA achieves following properties: 1) Termination: If all correct nodes receive

input, then each of them should end up with a decision. 2) Agreement: If any correct node

decides b, then all other correct nodes will decide b. 3) Validity: If any correct node decides

b, then b must be the input of at least one node. If all correct nodes have the same input b,

then b must be the final decision. To achieve termination in an asynchronous network, BA

needs to make random decisions at times when seeing conflicting or insufficient information.

In known BA implementations [43, 149], a cryptographic scheme called common coin is used

to provide such randomness. When at least F + 1 nodes execute the ComCoin(k) protocol,

all nodes will receive the same coin toss result coink ∈ {0, 1} for object k.

An ACS protocol’s agreement, termination, and validity properties follow from its com-

posing RBC and BA protocols. BA instances essentially help to determine a subset of RBC

instances that eventually complete. In the end, at least N − F BA instances will return 1

and the corresponding proposals are included in the common subset CSP . In §4.5.3 we will

use RBC, BA, and ComCoin to compose our customized WP-ACS scheme, a key component

of DecenTruth.
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4.4 The Decentralized Truth Discovering Data Feed Model

To tackle the data truthfulness challenge, we introduce a decentralized truth discovering data

feed model that allows a DApp to procure truthful data from untrusted external sources while

preserving decentralization.

4.4.1 Network and Task Model

Consider a network of N nodes tasked for discovering the true values of common objects for

a DApp. The nodes can be either instantiated by a committee of DApp participants (i.e.,

first-party) or incorporated into the existing third-party oracles. We assume there exist S

external sources that provide data inputs on the objects to the nodes. Each node n ∈ [N ]

([N ] := {1, ..., N}) has access to a subset of the data sources denoted Sn ⊂ [S]. In other

words, Sn represents the “local sources” that report to node n. Nodes may communicate

with each other via asynchronous but authenticated channels. That is, messages between

any two nodes are guaranteed eventual delivery, but message delays are unpredictable. This

asynchrony assumption captures the practical case of autonomous participation, wherein

nodes are hardly coordinated and their intercommunication is subject to arbitrary delays

in the worst case. Message authenticity and integrity are provided by TLS communication

with a pre-established PKI.

The task of the nodes is to reach an agreement on the same truth estimate for a growing

list of data objects. This process is executed in epochs, with each epoch e committed to

a batch of objects Be with fixed batch size B. This batch configuration accommodates

the scenario that the DApp needs to periodically take action upon every cycle of updates.

Specifically for each epoch e, node n ∈ [N ] receives inputs from its local sources, denoted

{xn
s,i}s∈Sn,i∈Be . xn

s,i is null if source s does not provide input on object i. At the end of an
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epoch, all nodes need to reach consensus on the same truth estimates {x̂i}i∈Be for this batch.

We note that input data can be of any type. In this work we focus on continuous data for a

consistent narrative.

We reuse the investment DApp example in §4.1 to illustrate the task model. The DApp

quotes hourly closing prices of a portfolio of stocks from different market sources. Batch

size B is the number of stock symbols and an epoch is one hour. The price of a certain

symbol-hour is an object. The quote on a price-hour provided by a source is an input. By

the end of each hour, all nodes agree on the same quotes for the stock symbols, which are

then committed to the DApp.

4.4.2 Threat Model

We assume the adversary can corrupt up to fs fraction of sources and F nodes at any time,

with fs < 0.5 and 3F + 1 ≤ N . The adversary can exert Byzantine influence on corrupted

sources and nodes. In the data plane, Byzantine sources may provide arbitrary values within

the input space on any object to their corresponding nodes. Similarly, Byzantine nodes may

send arbitrary or even conflicting information to peer nodes. In line with the asynchronous

network assumption, a strong adversary may also introduce arbitrary delays to the communi-

cation link between any nodes. We further assume that adversarial corruptions are adaptive

in that the adversary can corrupt different subsets of sources and nodes throughout time.

The corrupted sources and nodes may act innocuously at first but suddenly turn Byzan-

tine at some points. Lastly, compared to their Byzantine counterparts, honest sources will

provide inputs on all objects with consistent reliability, measured by the standard deviation

from the ground truths. Honest nodes will strictly follow the predefined protocol and do not

disseminate conflicting information.
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When deployed in the first-party manner, incentives for DApp participation and the data

feed task are naturally aligned since the DApp participants directly manage their own data

feed nodes, making the Byzantine threshold assumption a practical choice. When deployed

to the third-party oracles, extra incentives or trust mechanisms would be needed to regulate

the oracles to ensure the efficacy of the Byzantine threshold assumption. Detailed discussion

is provided in §4.9.

4.4.3 Requirements

Four requirements need to be met for a concrete instantiation of the decentralized truth

discovering data feed model:

• Accuracy: The final truth estimate x̂i on any object i is close to the ground truth, as

would be produced by a centralized estimator (e.g., a traditional TD algorithm).

• Resilience: The accuracy requirement holds in the long term under the aforementioned

threat model. In the short term, accuracy can quickly recover from the sudden dete-

rioration caused by adaptive Byzantine influence.

• Termination: If every honest node receives an input on object i from local sources,

then every honest node eventually outputs a final truth estimate on object i.

• Agreement: If any honest node outputs the final truth estimate x̂i on object i, then

every honest node outputs x̂i on object i.

The accuracy and resilience requirements reflect the data-plane performance. The ter-

mination and agreement requirements necessitate the eventual completion and consensus of

the truth estimates on every batch of objects.
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Figure 4.1: DecenTruth workflow for one epoch. Data-plane operations (i.e., CBI-TD) are
highlighted in blue.

4.5 DecenTruth

4.5.1 Overview

We introduce the DecenTruth architecture to instantiate the decentralized truth discovering

data feed model. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the DecenTruth workflow for one epoch. After receiving

local inputs for the current epoch e, each node n computes a local estimate x̃n
i for every

object i ∈ Be. These estimates constitute node n’s local proposal, denoted Pn. After going

through a decentralized consensus process called weight-prioritized agreement on a common

subset (WP-ACS), all nodes decide a common subset of proposals denoted CSP , which is

subsequently fed to the global TD algorithm. Here “global” means the algorithm and its

hyperparameters are pre-determined in all nodes. The global TD at all honest nodes will

return the same result, i.e., the estimated truths and the node weights. At the end of an

epoch, each node updates the reliability degrees of its local sources based on the newly

obtained truth estimates. The updated source reliability degrees will be used for local truth

estimation in the next epoch. The local truths estimation, source reliability updating, and

global TD constitute a composite batch incremental TD (CBI-TD) process that keeps track

of source reliability degrees and node weights and make online decisions on global truth
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estimation. Notably, in this work we focus on the off-chain implementation. Realization of

the final data feed commitment to DApp is an independent task and we defer it to future

extension. Next we elaborate on the two major components of DecenTruth, i.e., CBI-TD

and WP-ACS.

4.5.2 Component 1: CBI-TD

Each node n maintains four types of internal variables: reliability degree rns , error measure

ϵns and consistency measure κn
s of each local source s ∈ Sn, and node weight wk of every peer

node k ∈ [N ] (all notations are associated to the current epoch e unless otherwise specified).

Two sub-tasks are executed: local incremental TD and global TD.

Local Incremental TD is a cross-epoch procedure executed by every node. It is respon-

sible for generating proposals for the global TD and keeping track of reliability degrees of

local sources. We remark that previous solutions have demonstrated formulating an opti-

mization problem on historical data to realize incremental TD [129, 252]. In comparison, our

scheme faces the unique challenge of Byzantine sources and needs a new reliability evaluation

method for Byzantine resilience.

The local incremental TD works as follows. For epoch e = 1, 2, ..., node n ∈ [N ] proceeds

as follows. After receiving inputs {xn
s,i}s∈Sn,i∈Be from local sources Sn, it estimates the local

truths using the local source reliability degrees {rns } from the last epoch:

x̃n
i =

∑
s∈Sn

1s,ir
n
s x

n
s,i∑

s∈Sn
1s,irns

∀i ∈ Be (4.3)

Then node n compiles its proposal Pn = {x̃n
i }i∈Be and provides Pn to the consensus

process and the ensuing global TD. After the global TD delivers the estimated global truths
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{x̂i}i∈Be , node n computes an error measure ϵns with mean square error on objects that s has

participated, and a consistency measure κn
s ∈ (0, 1]:

ϵns =

∑
i∈Be

1s,i(x
n
s,i − x̂i)

2∑
i∈Be

1s,i

(4.4)

κn
s = erfc(β|ϵns − ϵ̊ns |) · (1− α) + κ̊n

s · α (4.5)

wherein ϵ̊ns and κ̊n
s refer to the corresponding measures from the last epoch. erfc() is the

complementary error function which is widely used for evaluating statistical accuracy. The

intuition behind using erfc() here is that it is a monotonic decreasing function and provides

a convenient output range (0, 1] for input range [0,∞). It sharply penalizes input increase

when input is close to 0, which helps stage a swift response to Byzantine source inputs. The

weighted moving average calculation of κn
s is aimed for space efficiency, as it only needs the

most recent error and consistency measures. α ∈ [0, 1) is a user-defined decay factor: lower

α enables swift reaction to short-term Byzantine behaviors while higher α helps establish

long-term judgement on Byzantine sources. β > 0 is the scale factor that depends on the

range of input value. α and β are design choices during implementation.

Finally node n updates its local source reliability degrees:

rns =
κn
s

ϵns
∀s ∈ Sn (4.6)

While the error measure ϵns penalizes source s for generally inaccurate inputs, the con-

sistency measure κn
s (when close to 0) penalizes source s specifically for Byzantine influence.

We provide detailed analysis in §4.6.1 on how κn
s facilitates the Byzantine resilience of our

system.

Global TD is executed by every node to obtain the global truth estimates {x̂i}i∈Be for
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epoch e after obtaining the common subset of proposals CSP = {Pk|k ∈ CS}. CS is the

corresponding subset of node IDs and Pk = {x̃k
i }i∈Be . As the problem of Byzantine proposals

is addressed by the preceding WP-ACS consensus (to elaborate in §4.5.3), we adopt the

conventional optimization-based approach for global TD. With node weights {wk}∈CS and

proposed values {x̃k
i }k∈CS,i∈Be we formulate the following optimization problem:

min
{wk},{x̂i}

∑
k∈CS

∑
i∈Be

wkd(x̃
k
i , x̂i) s.t.

∑
k∈CS

logwk = 1 (4.7)

d() can be any distance function, including the square error we used for local TD. We keep

the form d() for generality.

This problem can be solved by coordinate descent in an iterative manner. First, we fix

the truths estimates {x̂i} and apply Lagrange multipliers method to Eq. (4.7) to get the

best estimate of the weights {wk}. We omit the derivation and directly give the result:

wk =
c∑

i∈Be
d(x̃k

i , x̂i)
∀k ∈ CS (4.8)

wherein c is a constant. Next, we fix the weights and aggregate the truths:

x̂i =

∑
n∈CS wnx̃

n
i∑

n∈CS wn

∀i ∈ Be (4.9)

Eq. (4.8) and Eq. (4.9) are executed alternately until a convergence criterion is met.

After that {x̂i}Be are committed to the DApp as the global truths Moreover, throughout the

iterations we keep the weights of nodes outside CS, i.e., {wz}z ̸∈CS, unchanged for consistency.

Thus one more step is needed to normalize the weights of those in CS:

wk ←
wk∑

l∈CS wl

(
1−

∑
z ̸∈CS

wz

)
∀k ∈ CS (4.10)
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4.5.3 Component 2: WP-ACS

WP-ACS is the consensus component that enables nodes to agree on a common set of

proposals CSP in the asynchronous network condition before proceeding to global TD. WP-

ACS is designed to take advantage of the global TD component of our system for improving

the quality of its output. In specific, WP-ACS relies on global TD for feedback on node

weights from the last epoch. Proposals from nodes with lower weights should have a reduced

probability of being included in CSP . The ensuing global TD in turn can benefit from the

improved quality of CSP . This feedback mechanism is essential for DecenTruth to penalize

the proposals made by malfunctioning/malicious nodes.

Algorithm 8: The WP-ACS Protocol (at TD node n)
Variables: L, dSet← {}, coin
Input: Local proposal Pn, node weights {wk}k∈[N ]

Output: Common subset of local proposals CSP and the proposal indices CS

1 L ← {l|wl is among the top N − F of {wk}k∈[N ]}
2 Start RBC[n] with Pn as input
3 if receiving the delivery of Pk from RBC[k] and BA[k] has not been provided input then
4 if if k ∈ L then
5 Provide input 1 to BA[k]
6 else
7 dSet← dSet ∪ {k}

8 if having provided inputs to every BA[n], ∀n ∈ L and dSet is not empty then
9 for k ∈ dSet and BA[k] has not been provided input do

10 coink ← ComCoin(k)
11 Provide input coink to BA[k]

12 dSet← {}
13 if having received outputs of value 1 from at least N − F BA instances then
14 Provide input 0 to each of the remaining BA instances that have not been provided input
15 if all N BA instances have output a value then
16 CS ← {k|BA[k] outputs 1}
17 CSP ← {Pk|k ∈ CS} (wait for RBC[k] to deliver Pk if not received yet)
18 Return CS, CSP

Following this intuition, we devise the WP-ACS protocol as in Algorithm 8. We adopt
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the RBC, BA, ComCoin primitives from [40, 43, 149] respectively, for their recognized per-

formance. In the beginning, every node computes the priority list L using the node weights

{wn}n∈[N ] from the last epoch: L contains the identifiers of the top N − F nodes ranked by

weights, and their proposals are tagged ‘correct’. Nodes outside L are considered potentially

Byzantine and their proposals are tagged ‘questionable’. When a node receives the delivery

of proposal Pk from RBC[k] and has not provided input to BA[k] yet, it provides input 1 to

BA[k] if k is in L. If k is outside L, it is added to the deferred action set dSet. Only when

all BA instances specified by L have been provided input, will the protocol provide coink

to BA[k] for k ∈ dSet. Here coink ∈ {0, 1} is the common coin received from ComCoin(k).

When at least N−F BA instances deliver 1, all the remaining BA instances are provided in-

put 0 to facilitate a timely conclusion (per the “termination” requirement). When all N BA

instances complete, CSP is assigned to the proposals whose BA output 1. At the end, CSP

contains all the N − F proposals identified in L plus possibly some of the F ‘questionable’

proposals.

The deferred coin-toss treatment is meant to leave a chance to the ‘questionable’ propos-

als that finish RBC early. We refrain from directly rejecting ‘questionable’ proposals, i.e.,

providing input 0 to their corresponding BA instances, due to the following consideration.

If Pk falls into the questionable proposals not because node z is Byzantine but simply due

to k’s recent bad source inputs, Pk should be still given a chance, though reduced, of being

considered in the ensuing global TD so that wk can be reevaluated (i.e., having the node

weight restored). This essentially provides honest nodes a recovery path from short-term

deterioration in source data quality.
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4.6 Analyses

4.6.1 Byzantine Resilience

We show DecenTruth’s resilience against Byzantine sources and nodes under the previously

defined threat model.

Proposition 4.1 (Byzantine source resilience). The CBI-TD component minimizes the impact

of Byzantine sources on the truth estimates and can swiftly recover from the degradation in

accuracy caused by suddenly turned Byzantine sources.

Proof. The resilience against suddenly turned Byzantine sources is achieved by incorporating

the consistency measure (Eq. (4.5)) into source reliability calculation (Eq. (4.6)). When

source s ∈ Sn becomes Byzantine, its inputs arbitrarily deviates from the ground truths. The

consistency measure κn
s is a third-order statistic that evaluates the change in the reliability

of source s across different epochs. A low κn
s value captures the fact that source s is no

longer bound to the fundamental assumption of consistent reliability. As a result, when

source s starts to behave Byzantine, node n will assign a near-to-zero κn
s in the subsequent

epochs, resulting in a near-to-zero reliability degree rns which minimizes the impact of source

s’ subsequent inputs. This quick resilient reaction as well as the high accuracy of truth

estimates in the long term are built on the honest majority premise on all sources, which

safeguards that at least half of the local truth proposals to WP-ACS are also statistically

reliable (the worst case is when the Byzantine sources are concentrated on a half of the

nodes).

Proposition 4.2 (Byzantine node resilience, normal case). If the adversary randomly corrupts

up to F nodes but does not control the network delays, then at least 6
7

of the proposals

consumed by global TD will be proposals from honest nodes in the long term.
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Proof. First of all, the termination and agreement properties (§4.4.3) are provided by the

WP-ACS consensus as N ≥ 3F +1. Then, in the network without the adversary controlling

the delays, all RBC instances shall finish in a random order. According to Algorithm 8, if

a proposal Pk is marked ‘questionable’ (i.e., k ̸∈ L), its chance of being accepted into CSP

is: Pr(k ∈ CS|k ̸∈ L) = N−F
2N

which represents that RBC[k] is among the first N − f RBC

instances to finish and coink = 1. Then the expected number of ‘questionable’ proposals in

CSP is F (N−F )
2N

. Meanwhile, since the N −F ‘correct’ proposals are guaranteed in CSP and

N > 3F , then the expected size of CSP is (N−F )(2N+f)
2N

and the expected ratio of ‘correct’

proposals in CSP is

Γc =
2N

2N + F
∈ (

6

7
, 1] (4.11)

For any Byzantine node z, if Pz is excluded from CSP for the current epoch, the chance

of its acceptance for the next epoch will stay below 1
7
. On the other hand, if a Byzantine

proposal Pz happens to be included in CSP , the global TD will nonetheless assign a low

value to the node weight wz as long as Pz deviates significantly from those of honest nodes.

And its next-epoch proposal will be marked ‘questionable’. When more epochs pass, the

group of Byzantine nodes will converge with the group of ‘questionable’ nodes, resulting in

a long-term CSP with at least 6
7

honest proposals.

Proposition 4.3 (Byzantine node resilience, severe case). If the adversary can corrupt any

targeted node (up to F ) and controls the network delays, i.e., as the network scheduler, then

at least half of the proposals consumed by global TD will be proposals from honest nodes in

the long term.

Proof. We consider the worst case where at some point the adversary can adaptively corrupts

F nodes that all belong to the ‘correct’ category (corresponding to nodes within L), and

its network scheduling capability can delay the RBC instances for honest nodes’ proposals
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indefinitely. This results in a CSP with only N − F proposals and the highest possible

Byzantine proposal ratio in CSP : F
N−F

, which is still less than 1
2
. This means the imminent

global TD can still rely on the honest-majority proposals in CSP for truth aggregation and

assign lower weights to the corrupted nodes.

4.6.2 Communication and Computation Complexity

The communication overhead solely comes from the protocol messages of the consensus-

plane component, i.e., WP-ACS. The communication complexity of WP-ACS follows from

its composing primitives, namely RBC [40], BA [149] and ComCoin [43], yielding complexity

of O(N |P|+λN2 logN) bits per node per one execution. |P| is the size of a proposal in bits

and λ is a security parameter of ComCoin.

The computation complexity is mainly contributed by the CBI-TD component. The

local incremental TD and global TD yield Θ( S
N
) and Θ(N) cross-batch truth evaluations

respective, resulting in Θ( S
N
+ N) complexity at each node for each epoch. In comparison,

an ideally centralized TD mechanism would incur the computation complexity of Θ(S). This

reflects the parallelism of our system in the data plane.

4.7 Implementation

We implemented the DecenTruth node program with approximately 2300 lines of Python

code. The software architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. It has data-plane interfaces for

external data sources and the DApp instance. For source-to-node communication, we define

a message format which contains a source identifier and a 15-byte payload field for source

input. Inter-node communication in the consensus step is authenticated on top of TLS
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TLS communication utilities
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feedback
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Figure 4.2: DecenTruth node software architecture.

communication utilities with a pre-established PKI. The message format includes a node

identifier, protocol instance identifier, message type (specified by the RBC or BA proce-

dures), and a 15B-byte payload field for truths proposal (B is the batch size). For WP-ACS

component we adopt the implementation of RBC and BA primitives from [148] while directly

instantiating ComCoin with pre-distributed secret shares for reducing communication over-

head. We additionally implemented an environment simulator env for evaluation purposes.

When instantiated in an emulated network, env can simulate data inputs under Byzantine

influence to each node instance and also act as the messaging intermediary for introducing

packet delays.

For performance comparison, we implemented a decentralized TD routine dubbed Me-

dian to emulate Chainlink’s on-chain aggregation scheme that directly takes the median of

all nodes’ proposed local truths without having nodes go through consensus. We further

implemented a centralized TD scheme following §4.3.1 as the ideal case.

4.8 Evaluation

We evaluate DecenTruth’s performance through network simulation experiments in a 72-

core, 192GB-memory Linux machine. For each setting, N ∈ {5, 10, 20, 50} node instances

run in parallel along with one env instance. The maximum number of Byzantine nodes F , a
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Figure 4.3: Long-term RMSE results. Other parameters: (a) B = 100, fs = 0, fn = 0.3 (b)
B = 100, fs = 0.4, fn = 0.3. (c) B = 100, N = 20, P = 0.5.
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design parameter, is fixed to ⌊N
3
⌋. Packet delay between any two nodes is randomly sampled

from the exponential distribution of rate 1
mdelay

, simulating volatile communication delays,

with mdelay ∈ {0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6} being the mean delay. env is pre-loaded with the datasets

and randomly separates the data inputs into N source groups, with each group being local

to a node. The inputs are provided to the corresponding nodes during runtime on a batch

basis. To simulate a participation rate of P ∈ (0, 1), every input is discarded with probability

1 − P . For the weighted moving average calculation for source consistency (Eq. 4.5), we

fix the decay factor α = 0.9 and scale factor β = 100. For performance comparison, we

instantiated the Median nodes and the ideally centralized TD routine in the same machine

that hosted DecenTruth nodes.

We use two datasets for evaluating data-plane performance:

• Nasdaq-100 Dataset: Stock [128] is a widely used real-world dataset in the TD line

of research. It contains the trading data (last price, volume, daily change, etc.) of

1000 stock symbols in the 21 trading days of July 2011 from 55 web sources along

with “goal standards” (i.e., ground truths) from the Nasdaq exchange. We extracted

the daily last prices of the Nasdaq-100 symbols, resulting in a TD-compatible dataset

containing inputs from 55 sources on 2,100 objects. We use it for evaluating the long-

term accuracy performance of our system.

• Synthetic Dataset: We generated a synthetic dataset containing inputs from 1,000

sources on 10,000 objects, emulating stock quotes with normalized value. Each input

xs,i from source s on object i is randomly sampled from N(ẋi, δs) bounded by [0, 1],

with ẋi being the ground truth. δs is a predetermined value randomly sampled from

U(0, 0.5), representing the intrinsic unpredictability of source s. Building on top of

the large number of data objects and sources in this dataset, we are able to evaluate
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Figure 4.4: Temporal data-plane performance showing DecenTruth’s reaction to Byzantine influ-
ence (B = 100, P = 0.5, fs = 0.4, fn = 0.3). The synthetic dataset was used. 200 (= 1000fs · 0.5)
sources turned Byzantine at epoch 20 and 40; Nfn nodes turned Byzantine at epoch 80.

the performance of DecenTruth upon malicious modification by Byzantine sources at

different settings.

Byzantine Mutinies. To evaluate our system’s Byzantine resilience, we impose Byzantine

influence on the synthetic dataset. Byzantine sources or nodes may arbitrarily deviate their

output data from the input values, but still within the [0, 1] range. For each experiment

run iterating through 10,000 objects, three “Byzantine mutinies” take place sequentially. fs

ratio of all sources eventually turn Byzantine with the first half turn at epoch ⌊2000
B
⌋ (1st
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mutiny) and the second half turn at epoch ⌊4000
B
⌋ (2nd mutiny). fn ratio of all N nodes turn

Byzantine at epoch ⌊8000
B
⌋ (3rd mutiny). B is the batch size and ⌊10000

B
⌋ is the total epoch

number. For fair comparison across different evaluation settings, the to-be-Byzantine nodes

and sources under each (N,P ) are pre-selected.

4.8.1 Data-plane Performance and Byzantine Resilience

We evaluate the TD accuracy of DecenTruth and its resilience against Byzantine mutinies.

For each evaluation run, we collected the last 10% batches of final estimated truths and

computed their RMSE against the ground truths. The RMSE here is a long-term measure

which quantifies the system’s overall TD (in)accuracy. The Nasdaq-100 result in Fig. 4.3a

shows much lower RMSE than that in Fig 4.3b where the synthetic dataset was used. This

is because we introduced Byzantine mutinies to sources (up to 40%) in the synthetic dataset

while leaving Nasdaq-100 dataset the way it was. In Fig. 4.3a, when source participation

rate is low (i.e., P = 0.2), the Median method fails to converge while DecenTruth still does.

When Byzantine sources are present, as in Fig 4.3b, DecenTruth outperforms Median for

every N . Both Fig 4.3a and 4.3b show that larger N leads to higher RMSE of DecenTruth,

and lower participation rate further increases the gap from the ideally centralized TD scheme.

Here we give an intuitive explanation. When N is large, each node has fewer local sources.

This is fine when source participation rate is high, as local inputs of each node still cover

most objects in one batch. However, if source participation rate is low, each node receives

a small amount of inputs and a significant portion of objects are not covered by any local

input at all. As a result, the proposals received by global TD will find less common ground

in approaching the ground truths. Fig. 4.3c shows the influence of Byzantine sources and

nodes at a fixed N . We observe that higher Byzantine source ratio (fs) and actual Byzantine

node ratio (fn) both contribute to higher long-term RMSE, but limited in scale compared to
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the impact of low source participation, as we observed in Fig 4.3b. Fig. 4.3c also shows that

when fn = 0.3, DecenTruth outperforms Median for every fs, demonstrating its advantage

in dealing with Byzantine sources or nodes.

To provide insight on DecenTruth’s resilience to adaptive Byzantine influence and how

the data-plane performance converges in real time, we measured the temporal RMSE value

per batch, average Byzantine source reliability degree (AvgBSR), average Byzantine node

weight (AvgBNW) throughout epochs for a single run. Fig. 4.4a demonstrates the quick

convergence in accuracy at the start and the two Byzantine source mutinies (at epoch 20

and 40) and the weak influence of Byzantine node mutiny (at epoch 80). Fig. 4.4b and 4.4c

further demonstrate DecenTruth’s capability in detecting Byzantine behaviors and assigning

low reliability degrees to Byzantine sources and low weights to Byzantine nodes.

Fig. 4.4a also implies that for larger N , the same ratio of Byzantine sources causes deeper

accuracy degradation, as is indicated by the blue curve’s much steeper increase in RMSE after

each Byzantine mutiny. This is because when the reliability degrees of Byzantine sources

are penalized, i.e., swiftly reduced to near-zero after each mutiny (see Fig. 4.4b), impact of

Byzantine sources on the system’s TD accuracy is the same as those who do not participate

at all, which is verified by the decreasing trend of curves in Fig. 4.3a and 4.3b. This implies

that higher Byzantine source and node ratio have the equivalent impact of reduced overall

participation rate. Therefore, we argue that in practical scenarios, DecenTruth achieves

Byzantine resilience as well as long-term TD accuracy comparable to those of a centralized

scheme if source participation rate is maintained at a high level.
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Figure 4.5: System runtimes for one batch. The synthetic dataset was used. (a) B = 100, P =
0.5, fs = 0.4, fn = 0.3. (b) P = 0.5, fs = 0.4, fn = 0.3.

4.8.2 System Runtime

We evaluate the system runtime of DecenTruth under different networking scenarios with

the same TD setup. Batch size B is fixed to 100 so that each local truths proposal contains

a 1500-byte payload. Fig. 4.5a shows the consensus runtime results under different network

size N and mdelay. It is observed the consensus runtime grows linearly in mdelay and

quadratically in N . And N tends to have a bigger performance impact as it increases.

We speculate that the reason is two-fold: larger N leads to higher processing overhead for

cryptographic routines at each node, and the total processing capacity of our simulation

environment is limited. When N is large, the processing overhead can easily overshadow

the communication overhead. In practical cases, the node population can be controlled to

ensure bounded consensus delays. For instance, Chainlink relies on a fixed set of 21 oracle

nodes for providing the data feed service [35].

We recorded the total runtime caused by TD computation (i.e., local estimate, global

TD, and local update) at each node. Fig. 4.5b shows average TD runtime and sample

standard deviation in one batch, under settings with different network size N and batch
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size B. It is observed that TD runtime is linear to B while the centralized scheme yields

significantly longer runtime. This result validates our analysis on computation complexity

in §4.6 that the parallelism of our system and thus boosted efficiency in the data plane. It

also observed that the runtime increases with N for a given B, which is intuitive as when N

increases, so does the workload of global TD, which iterates through the data inputs multiple

times in contrast to the single-pass nature of local incremental TD.

4.9 Discussion and Future Extensions

Consensus Efficiency. The WP-ACS consensus introduces significantly larger delays com-

paring to the data plane. This is mainly contributed by the cryptographic overhead in WP-

ACS’ RBC and BA instances, which are designed under the harsh asynchronous network

condition. To achieve fast consensus, the population of consensus participants (i.e., Decen-

Truth nodes) should be limited, resulting in a scalability deficiency. A potential workaround

is to instate a connectivity watcher in the data feed’s overlay network for spotting the window

for employing more efficient, partially synchronous consensus protocols [49, 237]. In future

we will also explore lightweight cryptography for realizing the RBC and BA primitives which

compose a more efficient WP-ACS protocol.

Privacy Extension. A DApp can be subject to privacy protection requirements for data

sources when the data feeds contain sensitive information about the sources. The current

design of DecenTruth provides partial protection on data source privacy, as the raw data

provided by local sources to a node are not revealed to peer nodes. Nonetheless, it is still pos-

sible for an attacker who controls a significant portion of nodes to infer certain source inputs

by exploiting the correlation between different local truths proposals on common objects.
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Previous work [131, 200] has demonstrated incorporating differential privacy mechanisms

into TD scenarios to enhance source privacy. In future work we will explore instantiating

local differential privacy [76] in our system to enable nodes and sources to control their

privacy exposure.

Compatibility with Existing Solutions. DecenTruth can be directly deployed to existing

first-party data feeds (e.g., PDFS [100], API3 Airnode [20]) for enhancing data-plane perfor-

mance, since the interests for high-quality data feed and correct DApp operation are natu-

rally aligned for honest DApp participants. When extending to the third-party oracle model

(e.g., Chainlink [35], BandChain [174]), Sybil attacks become a legitimate concern since the

commercial oracles are generally not stakeholders of a DApp and DApp participants may

not have faith in that a 2/3 of oracles would run DecenTruth correctly. To overcome such

trust barrier, aside from the existing oracle reputation mechanisms (e.g., used in Chainlink),

we could instantiate the data-plane component, i.e., CBI-TD, in a hardware-based trusted

execution environment (TEE), so that its authenticity and integrity is attestable by DApp

participants and peer oracles without assuming trust on the oracles themselves. This in part

resembles Town Crier’s approach [244] which uses TEE for data integrity. We will explore

this approach in future extensions.

4.10 Conclusion

Eyeing on the external data truthfulness challenge on facing blockchain DApps, we identify

the need for data-oriented solutions and propose a decentralized truth discovering data feed

model to enable a DApp to obtain truthful data on common data objects from untrusted

external sources, while preserving the decentralized property of DApp operation. As a con-
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crete instantiation of this model, we introduce the DecenTruth architecture that harmonizes

techniques from two domains, namely truth discovery (TD) and asynchronous BFT consen-

sus, while addressing challenges in system security and resilience under a practical threat

model. We implemented DecenTruth and evaluated its off-chain performance in an emulated

DApp data feed scenario. The result demonstrates the Byzantine resilience of DecenTruth as

well as its long-term TD accuracy comparable to those of an ideally centralized TD method

under when a certain source participation level is met. We hope DecenTruth can provide

a practical direction towards trustworthy data aggregation in the decentralized, distrustful

blockchain world.
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Private Data Usage Control with Blockchain

and Off-Chain Execution

(Copyright notice1)

5.1 Introduction

The recent emergence of big data analytics and artificial intelligence has made life-impacting

changes in many sectors of society. One of the fundamental enabling components for the

recent advancements in artificial intelligence is the abundance of data. However, as more

information on individuals is collected, shared, and analyzed, there is an increasing concern

on the privacy implication. In the 2018 Facebook-Cambridge Analytica data scandal, an

API, originally designed to allow a third party app to access the personality profile of limited

participating users, was misused by Cambridge Analytica to collect information on 87 million

of Facebook profiles without the consent of the users. These illicitly harvested private data

were later used to create personalized psychology profiles for political purposes [144]. With

1This chapter previously appeared as a conference paper published in ESORICS 2020. ©2020 Springer
Nature Switzerland AG. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH:
Virginia Tech Doctoral Dissertations, May 2022. Original publication: Yang Xiao, Ning Zhang, Jin Li,
Wenjing Lou and Y. Thomas Hou, “PrivacyGuard: Enforcing Private Data Usage Control with Blockchain
and Attested Off-Chain Contract Execution,” In European Symposium on Research in Computer Security
(ESORICS), pages 610-629. Springer, Cham, 2020 [231].
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increasing exposure to the privacy risks of big data, many now consider the involuntary

collection of personal information a step backward in the fundamental civil right of privacy

[81], or even in humanity [150, 182]. Yet, driven by economic incentives, the collection and

analysis of the personal data continue to grow at an amazing pace.

Individuals share personal information with people or organizations within a particular

community for specific purposes; this is often referred to as the context of privacy [158]. For

example, individuals may share their medical status with healthcare professionals, product

preferences with retailers, and real-time whereabouts with their loved ones. When informa-

tion shared within one context is exposed in another unintended one, people may feel a sense

of privacy violation [152]. The purposes and values of those contexts are also undermined.

The contextual nature of privacy implies that privacy protection techniques need to address

at least two aspects: 1) what kind of information can be exposed to whom, under what

conditions; and 2) what is the “intended purpose” or “expected use” of this information.

Much research has been done to address the first privacy aspect, focusing on data access

control [25, 98, 216, 241] and data anonymization [73, 127, 138, 201]. Only recently, there

have been a few works that attempted to address the second aspect of privacy from the

architecture perspective [29, 64, 75, 188, 254, 255]. In fact, many believe that the prevention

of this kind of “second-hand” data (mis)use can only be enforced by legal methods [62].

Under the current practice, once an authorized user gains access to the data, there is little

control over how this user would use the data. Whether he would use the data for purposes

not consented by the original data owner, or pass the data to another party (i.e., data

monetization) is entirely up to this new “data owner”, and is no longer enforceable by the

original data owner.

Building upon our previous work [249], we present the design, implementation and eval-

uation of PrivacyGuard in this work. PrivacyGuard empowers individuals with full control
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over the access and usage of their private data in a data market. The data owner is not

only able to control who can have access to their private data, but also ensured that the

data are used only for the intended purpose. To realize this envisioned functionalities of

PrivacyGuard, three key requirements need to be met. First, users should be able to define

their own data access and usage policy in terms of to whom they will share the data, at what

price, and for what purpose. Second, data usage should be recorded in a platform that offers

non-repudiation. Third, the actual usage of data should have a verifiable proof to show its

compliance to the policy.

Blockchain, the technology behind Bitcoin [151] and Ethereum [227], has exhibited great

potential in providing security and privacy services. Smart contract is a program that realizes

a global state machine atop the blockchain and has its correct execution enforced by the

blockchain’s consensus protocol. PrivacyGuard enables individual users to control the access

and usage of their data via smart contract and leverages the blockchain ledger for transparent

and tamper-proof recording of data usage.

While smart contract and blockchain appear to be the perfect solution, there are fun-

damental limitations if applied directly. First, data used by smart contracts are uploaded

in the form of blockchain transaction payload, which is not designed to hold arbitrarily

large amount of data due to communication burden and scalability concerns [61, 151]. Sec-

ond, smart contracts are small programs that have to be executed by all participants in

the network, which raises serious computational efficiency concerns. For the same reason,

existing platforms such as Ethereum are not purposed to handle complex contract programs

[229]. Last but not least, data used by smart contracts are available to every participant on

blockchain by design, which conflicts with the confidentiality requirement of user data. Ex-

isting secure computation techniques for preserving confidentiality and utility of data, such

as functional encryption [28], can nonetheless be prohibitively expensive for the network.
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To tackle data and computation scalability problems, PrivacyGuard splits the private

data usage enforcement problem into two domains: the control plane and the data plane.

In the control plane, individual users publish the availability as well as the usage policy of

their private data as smart contracts on blockchain. Data consumers interact with the smart

contract to obtain authorization to use the data. Crucially, the actual data of the users

are never exposed on the blockchain. Instead, they are stored in the cloud in encrypted

forms. Computation on those private user data as well as the provision of secret keys are

accomplished off-chain in the data plane with a trusted execution environment (TEE) [9, 142]

on the cloud.

When a data contract’s execution is split into control and computation, where the com-

putation actually takes place off-chain, several challenges occur. First, the correctness of the

contract execution can no longer be guaranteed by the blockchain consensus. To this end,

we propose “local consensus” for the contracting parties to establish trust on the off-chain

computation via remote attestations. Second, the execution of contract is no longer atomic

when the computation part is executed off-chain. We design a multi-step commitment pro-

tocol to ensure that result release and data transaction remain an atomic operation, where

if the computation results were tampered with, the data transaction would abort gracefully.

Lastly, private data are protected inside the TEE enclave and secrets are only provisioned

when approved according to the contract binding.

We implemented a prototype of PrivacyGuard using Intel SGX as the TEE technology

and Ethereum as the smart contract platform. We chose these two technologies for imple-

mentation due to their wide adoption. Our design generally applies to other types of trusted

execution environments and blockchain smart contract platforms. The platform fulfills the

goal of user-define data usage control at reasonable cost and we show that it is feasible to

perform complex data operations with the security and privacy protection as specified by
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the data contract.

To summarize, we make the following contributions in this work:

• We propose PrivacyGuard, a platform that combines blockchain smart contract and

trusted execution environment to address one of the most pressing problems in big data

analytics—trustworthy private data computation and usage control. PrivacyGuard

essentially allows data owners to contribute their data into the data market and specify

the context under which their data can be used.

• We propose a novel construction of off-chain contract execution environment to support

the vision of PrivacyGuard, which is the key to improving the execution efficiency of

smart contract technology and enabling trustworthy execution of complex contract

program without solely relying on costly network consensus.

• We implemented a prototype of PrivacyGuard using Intel SGX and Ethereum smart

contract and and deployed it in a simulated data market. Our evaluation shows that

PrivacyGuard is capable of processing considerable volumes of data transactions on

existing public blockchain infrastructure with reasonable cost.

5.2 Background and Related Work

5.2.1 Blockchain and Smart Contract

Blockchain is a recently emerged technology used in popular cryptocurrencies such as Bit-

coin [151] and Ethereum [227]. It enables a wide range of distributed applications as a

powerful primitive. With a blockchain in place, applications that could previously run only

through a trusted intermediary can now operate in a fully decentralized fashion and achieve
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the same functionality with comparable reliability. When the majority of the network’s

voting power (hashing power, stake value, etc.) are controlled by honest participants, the

shared blockchain becomes a safe and timestamped record of the network’s activities. The

conceptual idea of programmable electronic “smart contracts” dates back nearly twenty

years [203]. When implemented in the blockchain platform (eg. Ethereum), smart contracts

are account-like entities that can receive transfers, make decisions, store data or even interact

with other contracts. The blockchain and the smart contract platform however have several

drawbacks in transaction capacity [61], computation cost [52, 109], as well as privacy of user

and data [109, 114].

5.2.2 Trusted Execution Environment and Privacy-preserving Computation

Creating vulnerability-free software has long been considered a very challenging problem [196].

Researchers in the architecture community in both academia [58] and industry [9, 142] have

embraced a new paradigm of limiting the trusted computing base (TCB) to only the hard-

ware, realizing a trusted execution environment (TEE). The well-known Intel SGX [142] is

an instruction set extension to provide TEE functionalities. Applications are executed in

secure containers called enclaves. The hardware guarantees the integrity and confidentiality

of the protected application, even if the platform software is compromised. TEE has recently

been adapted as a powerful tool to support blockchain-based applications [52, 84, 106, 244].

Privacy-preserving computation has been an active area of research in the past decade [48,

106, 160, 186, 211, 249]. With the increasing reliance on rich data, there has been a signif-

icant amount of research on applying cryptographic techniques to perform privacy preserv-

ing computation and data access control [12, 28, 48, 167, 211, 212]. Recently, hardware-

assisted TEE has been adapted in numerous works to achieve privacy-preserving computa-
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tion [84, 105, 106, 160, 186, 253]. Specially, Ryoan [106] is closely related to PrivacyGuard

in this work. It combines native client sandbox and Intel SGX to confine data processing

module and provide confidentiality. However, Ryoan aims to achieve data confinement with

a user-defined directed acyclic graph that specifies information flow. In comparison, Priva-

cyGuard allows data user and consumer to negotiate data usage using smart contract with

non-repudiable usage recording.

5.2.3 Combining Blockchain and TEE

The idea of moving computation off-chain to improve the performance and security is men-

tioned in [29, 52, 53, 109, 191, 229]. Choudhuri et al. [53] combines blockchain with TEE

to build one-time programs that resemble to smart contracts but only aim for a restricted

functionality. Arbitrum [109] is a system that delegates the task of smart contract verifi-

cation to a small subset of managers that are incentivized to execute the virtual machines

honestly. Different from Arbitrum, PrivacyGuard focuses on moving computation off-chain

using trusted execution and local consensus that involve only the contract participating par-

ties. Ekiden [52] and the Intel Private Data Object (PDO) project [29] are two concurrently

developed projects that are closely related to our work. Similar to PrivacyGuard, Ekiden

harmonizes trusted computing and distributed ledger to enable confidential contract execu-

tion. Ekiden offloads computation from consensus nodes to a collection computing nodes

in the aim of improving the ecosystem. In comparison, PrivacyGuard is designed to fit ex-

isting blockchain infrastructure. The Intel PDO project aims to combine Intel SGX and

distributed ledger to allow distrustful parties to work on the data in a confidential manner.

However, the system focuses heavily on a permissioned model with significant overhead for

bootstrapping trust.
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Figure 5.1: System architecture for PrivacyGuard framework.

5.3 PrivacyGuard Overview

5.3.1 System Goal and Architecture

The vision of PrivacyGuard is to not only protect data owner privacy but also promote a

vibrant data sharing economy, in which data owners can confidently sell the right to use

their data to data consumers for profits without worrying about data misuse. To realize

this, there are three specific goals. First, data encryption/decryption are fully controlled by

data owners. Untrusted parties (eg. cloud storage and data consumers) can not obtain or

possess data owners’ plaintext data. Second, Data owners are able to control who can access

which data items under what conditions for what usage. The data usage records should be

non-repudiable and auditable by data owners. Third, the security mechanism of our system

should be able to capture user-defined policies and enforce the compliance of the policies

during the execution of data access.
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Fig. 5.1 shows the system architecture of PrivacyGuard. Although we have been using

the term users to refer to both individuals and organizations, we differentiate two roles that

an user in the data market can take. We refer to the individual or organization that owns

the data as data owner (DO) and the entity that needs to access the data as data consumer

(DC). Classified by the assigned responsibility, there are three main functional components

in the PrivacyGuard framework:

• Data Market: Data market is an essential PrivacyGuard subsystem that supports the

supply, demand and exchange of data on top of blockchain. For data access and usage

control, DO can encode the terms and conditions pertaining to her personal data in a

data contract, and publish it on a blockchain platform such as Ethereum. Data usage

by DC is recorded via transactions that interact with the data contract.

• iDataAgent (iDA) and Data Broker (DB): iDA is a trusted entity representing an

individual DO and responsible for key management for the DO. It also participates

in contract execution by only provisioning the data key material to attested remote

entities. Since it is often not realistic to expect individual DO to be connected all the

time, iDA can also be instantiated as a trusted program in a TEE-enabled cloud server.

To address the inherent transaction bandwidth limit of the blockchain network, DB is

introduced to collectively represent a group of users.

• Off-chain Contract Execution Environment (CEE): This off-chain component executes

data operations contracted between DO(s) and DC in a TEE enclave. The trusted

execution guarantees correctness as if it was executed on-chain. The computation

result is securely committed to DC while enforcing the contract obligation.
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5.3.2 PrivacyGuard High-Level Workflow

The workflow of PrivacyGuard proceeds in three stages which can function concurrently.

Stage 1 and 2 involve the supply side (DO, iDA, DB) that prepares the data items and usage

contracts while stage 3 characterizes the regular operation.

Stage 1: Data Generation, Encryption, and Key Management: In this stage, a DO’s data

are generated by its data sources and collected by its iDA, who passes the encrypted data

to the cloud storage. Keys for data en/decryption are generated by the DO via interface to

iDA and managed by iDA. For a group of users with common data types, they can delegate

their trust to a DB by remote-attesting the DB’s enclave and provision data keys to the

enclave.

Stage 2: Policy Generation with Smart Contract: In PrivacyGuard, individual DOs can

define their own usage policies for their private data in DO contract (CDO). The policies en-

coded usually includes the essential components for privacy context, such as data type, data

range, operation, cost, consumer, expiration, etc. The operation, which specifies intended

usage of the targeted data, can be an arbitrary attestable computer program. This paradigm

grants DOs fine-grained control on the data usage policy and the opportunity to participate

in the data market independently. However, it requires ample transaction processing ca-

pacity from the blockchain network that scales in the number of DOs. Alternatively, the

DB-based paradigm uses DB as a trusted delegate for a large number of DOs. DB represents

the DOs in the blockchain by curating a DB contract (CDB) that accepts data registries from

DOs and advertising their data in bundles. The encoding of CDO and CDB will be elaborated

in §5.4.

Stage 3: Data Utilization and Contract Execution: DC invokes a CDO (or CDB) for

permission to use certain private data of the targeted DO(s) for a specific operation, and
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deposits payment onto the contract. If permission is granted on the blockchain, DC instructs

CEE to load the enclave program for the contracted operation whose checksum is specified in

the contract. Then both the DC and iDA (or DB) proceed to remote-attest the CEE enclave.

This essentially allows the two parties to reach a “local consensus” on CEE’s trustworthiness

that enables the off-chain execution of the on-chain contract. When the attestations succeed,

iDA (or DB) provisions data decryption keys to the CEE enclave to enable data operation

within the enclave. When the operation finishes, the enclave releases the result in encrypted

form and erases all the associated data and keying materials. To achieve a fair and atomic

exchange that DC gets the decrypted result while DO(s) get the payment, we propose a

commitment protocol for the two sides which ensures the atomic exchange only when they

agree upon each other. The detailed design of the commitment protocol will be explained

in § 5.5.

5.3.3 Threat Model and Assumptions

We assume all entities act based on self-interest and may not follow the protocol. However,

to maintain a reasonable scope for the paper, we assume DO will not provide meaningless

or falsified data intentionally. It is possible to encode rules in smart contract to penalize

DOs for abusing the system with bad data. Furthermore, we assume the security systems,

i.e. the blockchain and TEE, are trustworthy and are free of vulnerability. Specifically, in

the control plane, we assume the blockchain infrastructure is secure that adversaries do not

control enough resources to disrupt distributed consensus. We also assume smart contract

implementations are free of software vulnerability. In the data plane, we assume the TEE is

up to date, and particularly, Intel SGX, is secure against malicious attack from the operating

system. We recognize that TEE implementations are not always perfect, and previous work

has demonstrated side channel information leakage on the SGX platform alone [208, 209,
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218, 235, 247, 248, 250], preventing such attacks is an important but orthogonal task. We

also assume that all data operations requested by DC have been ratified by trusted sources

and a cryptographic checksum of the program binary is sufficient for PrivacyGuard to check

the data operation integrity.

5.4 Data Market of User-Defined Usage with Blockchain

The intuition behind the data market is to enable fair and transparent data transactions

between DO and DC. In PrivacyGuard, DOs advertise private data items available for

knowledge extraction on blockchain smart contracts. DC shops for a desirable data set

and contract for his analytics. To start the data transaction, DC invokes the data contract

and deposits a payment. The sales of knowledge extraction rights on private data are fulfilled

that DO obtains the payment while the DC obtains the knowledge. The data transaction

is then recorded in the blockchain with transparency. To enable user-defined access and

usage control, the data contract, needs to encode DO’s data usage policy including how data

can be used by which DC at what cost. Next we present the our data contract design in

PrivacyGuard in a constructive manner.

5.4.1 Encoding Data Usage Policy with Smart Contract

The Basic Data Usage Contract. In the conventional data sharing scenario, the data access

policy often includes attributes such as type of the data, range or repository of the data,

DO and DC credentials. For example, we assume patient X with public key pair (pkX ,skX)

has three types of medical data: radiology data, blood test data and mental record data. X

is only willing to share his radiology data (with descriptor pData) with urology specialist S
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with public key pkS. X can treat S as a DC and specify an access policy P in a data access

contract: CX(DA) = {P = {pData, pkS}, SigskX (P )}. This encoding, however, specifies only

data access but no obligation of the DC once access is granted. The DC could share the data

with other parties against the original intention of the DO. To enable fine-grained control

on how data is used, obligations need to be attached to the policy. For instance, if X only

wants S to run a certain operation op on the data, then X can encode a new data usage

contract in the following form: CX(DU) = {P = {pData, op, pkS}, SigskX (P )}.

Enabling Data Market Economy: A key feature of PrivacyGuard is to encourage DOs to

share private data for public welfare as well as financial rewards without concerning privacy

leakage or data misuse. Building on top of the success of cryptocurrency, the blockchain

smart contract platform allows DO and DC to transact on the usage of data with financial

value attached. DO can specify a price tag $pr (in cryptocurrency) in the policy. To further

ensure a fair exchange that DC gets the knowledge and DO gets the payment, certain

control logic should be instated in the form of smart contract functions. We call these

functions and other contract metadata the contextual information, denoted ctx. Back to the

previous example, we now have CX(DU) = {P = {pData, op, $pr, pkS}, ctx, SigskX (P ||ctx)}.

In blockchain domain, the signature is conveniently fulfilled by X’s signature in the contract

creation transaction.

Transparent Tracking of Data Utilization: For the system to provide transparent data

utilization tracking and policy compliance auditing, each data transaction needs to be

recorded in a tamper-resistant and non-repudiable manner. In PrivacyGuard, contract func-

tions (part of ctx, invoked via blockchain transactions) are used to facilitate the recording

of data utilization. Since the blockchain ledger is publicly managed via global consensus

and unforgeable, contract function invocations in blockchain transactions can provide non-

repudiable records on data utilization.
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Algorithm 9: Data Owner’s Smart Contract CDO Pseudocode
/* Contract creation by DO with a policy */

1 Function Constructor()
2 Parse policy as (dataset, price, operation,DCList, requestT imeout) ;
3 pDS ← policy.dataset ;
4 pPrice← policy.price ;
5 pOP ← policy.operation ;
6 pDCL← policy.DCList ;
7 pRTO ← policy.requestT imeout ;
8 R← [ ] // Usage records ;
9 DO ← creator ;
/* Callable by DC */

10 Function Request(op, data, $f)
11 if op = pOP and sender ∈ pDCL and data ⊂ pDS and f ≥ pPrice then
12 Create a record entry R[idx] with index idx for this new data transaction ;
13 R[idx].{data,DC, reqT ime} ← {data, sender, sys.time} ;
14 R[idx].status← wait_computation ;
15 else
16 Return $f to sender and terminate ;

/* Callable by DC */
17 Function ComputationComplete(idx, KresultHash)
18 R[idx].krHash← KresultHash ;
19 R[idx].status← wait_complete ;

/* Callable by DO */
20 Function CompleteTransaction(idx, Kresult)
21 if Hash(Kresult) = R[idx].krHash then
22 Send $f to DO ;
23 R[idx].kr ← Kresult ;
24 R[idx].status← complete // Data transaction complete ;

/* Callable by DC */
25 Function Cancel(idx)
26 if sender = R[idx].DC and (sys.time−R[idx].reqT ime) > pRTO then
27 Return $f to R[idx].DC; ;
28 R[idx].status = canceled ;

/* Callable by DO */
29 Function Revoke()
30 if sender = DO then
31 contract selfdestruct ;
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Data Owner’s Smart Contract CDO. We design CDO to capture the functionalities dis-

cussed above. The pseudo code of CDO in shown in Algorithm 9. In addition to the policy

variables, CDO encodes functions for enforcing the control logic. Constructor initializes the

policy at contract creation. Request takes a payment deposit from DC along with the

requested operation op, the requested data descriptor Dtarget, and authorizes this data trans-

action. ComputationComplete is called by DC to signal the completion of the off-chain data

execution. CompleteTransaction is called by DO to record the data usage and completes the

transaction. The deposited payment is then redistributed to DO. We will cover more details

on them along with the result commitment process in §5.5. Cancel is called by DC to abort

the current transaction if the timeout passes. Lastly, Revoke invalidates the contract and

can be called only by DO.

5.4.2 Using Data Broker to Address the On-Chain Scalability Challenge

While CDO allows individual DOs to have fine-grained control over data usage policy and par-

ticipate in data market independently, this paradigm puts heavy pressure on the blockchain

transaction processing capability when the number of DOs is huge. In the meantime lim-

ited transaction throughput is a known problem for major public blockchains [38, 61, 83].

While there are many ongoing efforts to scale up transaction throughput [33, 171], we take

a different but complementary approach to address this issue in PrivacyGuard’s scenario. A

trusted delegate, namely data broker (DB), is used to represent a group of users and curates

a DB’s contract (CDB). CDB allows individual DOs to register data entries and operations

for DB to moderate. DB then participates in the data market on behalf of the registered

DOs. We call this paradigm the DB-based system in our later implementation, in contrast

to the iDA-based system.
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Algorithm 10: Data Broker’s Smart Contract CDB Pseudocode
/* Contract creation by DB with config */

1 Function Constructor()
2 Parse config as (operationList, requestT imeout) ;
3 cOPL← config.operationList ;
4 cRTO ← config.requestT imeout ;
5 {DO,DS,R} ← {[[ ]], [ ], [ ]} // DOs, data sources, data usage records ;
6 DB ← creator ;
/* Callable by DO */

7 Function Register(op,DC, price)
8 Create a DO entry DO[ido, op] with index ido for this new DO;
9 DO[ido, op].{DO,DC, price} ← {sender,DC, price} ;
/* Callable by DB */

10 Function Confirm(cfDOs)
11 for all {ido, op} that ido ∈ cfDOs and op ∈ cOPL and DO[ido, op] ̸= null do
12 Append ido to DS[op].DOList ;
13 Append DO[ido, op].DC to DS[op].DCList ;
14 DS[op].price← DS[op].price+DO[ido, op].price ;

/* Callable by DC */
15 Function Request(op, targetDOs, $f)
16 if op ∈ cOPL and sender ∈ DS[op].DCList and targetDOs ⊂ DS[op].DOList and

f ≥ DS[op].price then
17 Create a record entry R[idx] with index idx for this new data transaction ;
18 R[idx].{targetDOs,DC, reqT ime} ← {targetDOs, sender, sys.time} ;
19 R[idx].status← wait_computation ;
20 else
21 Return $f to sender and terminate ;

/* Callable by DC */
22 Function ComputationComplete(idx,KresultHash)
23 (same as in CDO, see Algorithm 9)

/* Callable by DB */
24 Function CompleteTransaction(idx, Kresult)
25 if Hash(Kresult) = R[idx].krHash then
26 for all ido ∈ DS[R[idx].op].DOList do
27 Send $DO[ido,R[idx].op].price to DO[ido].DO;
28 R[idx].kr ← Kresult ;
29 R[idx].status← complete // Data transaction complete ;

30 Function Cancel(idx)
31 (same as in CDO)
32 Function Revoke()
33 (same as in CDO, except callable by DB)
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The pseudo code of CDB is provided in Algorithm 10. CDB emulates CDO for most parts

but with extra global variables for data source management and two more functions: Register

and Confirm. When a DO wants to make use of the DB, she first invokes Register function

to register her data with the CDB. In the data plane, the DO needs to remotely attest the

DB to establish trust, then provisions the data keys to the DB enclave. This, however, is

not the end of data registration, because the data source and quality still need to be verified

by the DB. Once verified, DB invokes Confirm function to complete the data registration.

Furthermore, result commitment is also slightly different for CDB. The CompleteTransaction

function is now callable by DB and needs to distribute payments to all involved DOs.

5.5 Off-Chain Contract Execution

PrivacyGuard leverages blockchain smart contract to provide the control mechanisms for

valued data exchanges. While the technology offers a distributed time-stamped ledger which

is ideal in providing a transparent recording of data usage, smart contract suffers from

several prohibiting drawbacks when it comes to confidential data computation purely on-

chain. First, the smart contract invocation and the ensuing computation is executed and

repeated by all nodes in the blockchain network. The cost to run complex algorithms on-

chain can be prohibitive even assuming data storage is not an issue. Second, data has to be

decrypted and stored on the chain, causing confidentiality problems.

To tackle this problem, we introduce the concept of off-chain contract execution in

PrivacyGuard and introduce an entity called off-chain contract execution environment (CEE)

to bring both the computation and data provisioning off-chain. Particularly, we decompose

a data usage contract into two portions, the control part and the computation part. The

control flow starts with invoking the contract and stops at the contracted computation task
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Figure 5.2: Off-chain Contract Execution and Result Commitment

which switched to off-chain. The control flow is resumed with another contract invocation

when the off-chain computation task is finished. Accordingly, we propose a novel off-chain

contract execution and result commitment protocol, as is shown in Fig. 5.2. Note that both

DB and iDA can represent a DO. Here we resort to the DB-based paradigm for convenience

of presentation. We defer the discussion on DB’s role in the data plane to the end of this

section. Next we elaborate on the important features of off-chain contract execution in a

constructive manner.

5.5.1 Establishing Trust on the Execution of Contracted Operation through

“Local Consensus”

The first challenge is the correct execution of the contracted task. As we have mentioned,

when smart contracts are executed on blockchain platform, the correctness of the execution

is guaranteed by the entire network through global consensus, which suffers from high on-
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chain cost. Our observation is that the correctness of one particular computation instance

only matters to the stakeholders of the data transaction, i.e. the DOs, DB, and DC. And

we do not need the entire network to verify the correctness.

In the conventional setting of distributed computing, both the DC and DO would per-

form the data computation task and expect the same result from each other. However, it

contradicts DO’s goal of fine-grained control on data usage if the data are directly provided

to DC. Instead, we rely on software remote attestation, which is a widely available primitive

with TEEs [9, 142], for securely delegating the computation task to CEE. In this work we

opt for Intel SGX [142]. First of all, the designated computation program should pre-ratified

with its program (binary) hash published in the data contract along side “authorized opera-

tions”. When instructed by DC for a specific computation task, CEE loads the corresponding

enclave program for that task. Then the two transacting sides in the data plane, DB and

DC, remotely attest the enclave program to verify its authenticity and integrity with the

program hash in the contract. As a result, as shown in Fig. 5.2, the immediate steps after

data transaction request is to have CEE load the enclave program and DC and DB remotely

attest the CEE enclave. Once correctly CEE enclave is verified with attestation reports, both

sides of the contract can then extend their trust to CEE, knowing the attested program will

execute securely in the enclave till termination, and the computation result will be genuine

even if an adversary compromises CEE’s untrusted platform (i.e., “normal world” in TEE

terminology, which includes the operating system and non-enclave programs). And finally

the result produced by CEE will be the “local consensus” between the two sides.
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5.5.2 Enforcing Data Obligation and Confidentiality

The local consensus mechanism guarantees the data intensive computation task can be of-

floaded to the off-chain entity CEE for execution while maintaining the correctness of com-

putation. However, in order to achieve the privacy goals of PrivacyGuard, computation itself

has to fulfill the data obligation, which we refer to as the obligations of DC for utilizing DO’s

data. More specifically, it follows the general requirement of secure computation, wherein

only the computation result is accessible by the DC, not the plaintext source data. First,

the computation process should not output any plaintext source data or any intermediate

results that are derived from the source data. Second, at the end of the computation, all

decrypted data and intermediate results should be sanitized. Despite recent breakthrough

in fully homomorphic encryption, performing arbitrary computation over encrypted data re-

mains impractical for generic computation. In PrivacyGuard, we make use of TEE enclaves

to create the environment for confidential computing. As is illustrated by step 3 and 4 in

Fig. 5.2, DO’s data en/decryption key Kdata can be provisioned to CEE’s enclave only if

the latter can be cryptographically verified via remote attestation and a secure channel is

established. This comes as an integral part of the local consensus. The hardware of CEE,

the processor specifically, enforces the isolation between the untrusted platform and the

enclave. We require the enclave program to include steps to sanitize intermediate results

and keying materials. Since memory contents are encrypted in Intel SGX, once the keying

material is removed, the data can be considered effectively sanitized. This also ensures that

the program inside the enclave will terminate once the contracted task is completed.
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5.5.3 Ensuring Atomicity in Contract Execution and Result Commitment

The last challenge is ensuring the atomicity of the contract, which arises from the split of

control between on-chain off-chain. Contract functions that were previously executed in

a single block are now completed via multiple function invocations that are executed in

multiple blocks. Furthermore, there is no guarantee on the execution time of the off-chain

computation, because an adversary controlling the platform can interrupt the computation

and cause delays. Specifically, under the threat model in §5.3.3, two issues need to be

addressed.

The first issue is the contract function runtime. When the adversary has control of

the off-chain computation platform of CEE, he can pause or delay the computation. For

many data computations, the result can be time-sensitive. To tackle this problem, we add

a timeout mechanism in the data contract to allow DC to cancel the request after timeout

and have the deposit refunded (see Algorithm 9).

The second issue is the atomic completion of the contract. We want both the DOs to

get the payment in the control plane while allowing DC to get the computation results in

the data plane. This is particularly challenging due to the lack of availability guarantee on

the CEE platform. When the platform is compromised, the adversary can intercept and

modify any external I/O from the enclave, including both the network and storage. Our

design for the atomic completion and result commitment can be observed from step 7 to

10 in Fig. 5.2. The key idea is that result release and contract completion should be done

as a single message in the control plane. To prevent DC from getting the result without

completing the payment to DOs, the result are encrypted into Cresult with a random result

key Kresult, before being sent to DC in the attested secure channel. Since the platform can

corrupt any output from CEE, the CEE enclave also sends DC the hash of the encrypted
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result and key, i.e., Hash(Cresult) and Hash(Kresult), which will be later used by DC for

integrity check on the result and the key. Kresult is passed to DB in the attested secure

channel.

To prevent DB from completing the transaction without releasing the correct result

key, DC needs to initiate the commitment procedure in the control plane by invoking the

contract function ComputationComplete with Hash(Kresult), indicating it has the encrypted

result and is ready to finish the data transaction if and only if the correct result key Kresult

is released. Upon observing the message from DC, DB then invokes the smart contract

function CompleteTransaction with the result key Kresult. Only when the hash of Kresult

matches the previously received Hash(Kresult), will the contract write the data usage into

records, release the payment to DOs, and finally conclude the data transaction. Note that

our commitment protocol design does not need to protect the confidentiality of Kresult (thus

enabling the on-chain hash check). This is because the encrypted result Cresult is passed

directly from CEE enclave to DC via the attested secure channel. Finally, DC has the full

discretion in deciding whether to publish the computation result afterwards.

5.5.4 Data Broker for Scalability in the Data Plane

In the iDA-based paradigm, when DC needs to use the data from a large number of DOs, the

naive use of remote attestation on the CEE would require each iDA to individually attest

and verify the CEE enclave, resulting in linearly growing computation overhead and network

traffic. To address this challenge, in the DB-based paradigm, DB can be re-purposed as a

trusted intermediary between the CEE and all relevant DOs in the data plane during the

preparation stage, similar to its control plane role. Essentially, DB is also deployed on a

TEE-enabled machine and instantiates an enclave for secure handling of DOs’ data. The
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enclave is attested to every new DO only once after the DO registers with DB. During the

normal operation, DB attests CEE on behalf of all relevant DOs for each DC request, saving

the need for individual DOs to attest CEE. To accommodate the extreme case when a large

number of DOs registers with DB simultaneously, we will explore parallel remote attestation

solutions in §5.6.1.

5.6 Implementation and Evaluation

We implemented a prototype of PrivacyGuard using Intel SGX as the TEE technology and

Ethereum as the smart contract platform. Source code with documentation is available

at https://github.com/yang-sec/PrivacyGuard. The on-chain components, namely the DO

contract and the DB contract, were implemented in Solidity with 144 and 162 software

lines of code (SLOC) respectively. The data usage price was set at 0.01 ethers per user

data. The off-chain components include five PrivacyGuard applications, namely iDataAgent

(iDA), Data Broker (DB), Data Owner (DO), Data Consumer (DC), Contract Execution

Environment (CEE). They were implemented in C++ with Intel SGX SDK v2.3.1 on top of

Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. The total SLOC for off-chain components is about 37,000.

We deployed the contracts onto Ethereum Rinkeby testnet for evaluation, though our

system is fully compatible with Ethereum mainnet. We used a fixed gas price of 10−9 ethers.

PrivacyGuard applications were deployed in a LAN scenario. 1 DB, 1 iDataAgent, and 1

CEE ran on a SGX-enabled Linux machine with Intel Core i5-7260U CPU (2 cores 4 threads,

3.5 GHz). Up to 160 DOs and 1 DC ran on a Linux machine with AMD FX-8320 CPU (4

cores 8 threads, 3.5 GHz). We note that this setup aims for feasibility demonstration; in real-

world deployment each application will most likely reside in a different machine. We used the

adult dataset from UCI Machine Learning Repository [70] to simulate the data source. Each

https://github.com/yang-sec/PrivacyGuard
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DO randomly drew 500 data points from the dataset as its private data. We have tested the

entire PrivacyGuard workflow in multiple runs and the data usage history has been recorded

in the deployed contracts. Our evaluation focuses on the system’s scalability and consists of

three parts: control plane runtimes, control plane costs, and data plane runtimes.

5.6.1 Control Plane Runtimes

To accommodate the scenario where N DOs simultaneously attest the DB enclave in the

DB-based system, we experimented with a parallel attestation scheme in DB that each of

the N attestation instances is handled by one of the T software threads, which invokes a new

attestation context of the enclave and a dedicated enclave thread control structure (TCS)

(thus TCSNUM = T ). The experiment was repeated under different T . To avoid congesting

the Intel Attestation Service (IAS) which may violate the terms of service, we instead used

a simulated IAS that responds to EPID signature revocation list request and attestation

report request with 0.1s and 0.5s delays respectively. The result is shown in Fig. 5.3a. We

observe that the parallel scheme is indeed a promising solution for scaling up attestation

capacity, at the cost of enlarged enclave memory footprint. When N = 160, it takes the

64-thread DB about a tenth the attestation time of its sequential counterpart. We remark

that efficient and scalable remote attestation is an interesting standalone topic to explore in

future work.

To further evaluate the performance constraints imposed by the blockchain network, we

measured the average transaction finalization delay in a congested environment. We set

up 160 DOs to simultaneously send out a transaction calling the Register() function in the

DB contract and their own DO contracts. we use receipt as the finalization response of the

Ethereum transaction that makes the function call. The result is shown in Fig. 5.3b. As
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(a) Attestation times of DB when N DOs si-
multaneously initiate attestation.

(b) Avg. transaction finalization delay when N
DOs simultaneously call a contract function

Figure 5.3: Control plane runtimes

more DOs send transactions at the same time, the average time to finalize a transaction

increases dramatically. A straightforward workaround is to require DOs to call Register()

according to a time schedule that minimizes congestion.

5.6.2 Control Plane Cost

The monetary cost of the control plane mainly comes from the gas cost of operating smart

contracts in Ethereum. At the beginning, every DO registers its data items on its own DO

contract and the DB contract. DB fetches data from whoever registered with its contract

and routinely confirms new registries. DC then requests for the data items from N DOs

by sending a request transaction to the DB contract (or separate requests to all related DO

contracts) with a sufficient deposit to cover the price before proceeding to attesting CEE. We

repeated the experiment for N = 1→ 10 and obtained the gas costs and dollar equivalents

for each contract function call, based on the ether price on 03/31/2019, which was $141.51

(source: https://coinmarketcap.com/).

https://coinmarketcap.com/
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Table 5.1: Cost of the data contract’s scale-independent functions

DO Contract DB Contract
Function Gas Cost USD Equiv. Gas Cost USD Equiv.
constructor() 951747 0.13468 846794 0.11983
Register() (new) 156414 0.02213 125392 0.01774
Register() (update) 30121 0.00426 45177 0.00639
Cancel() 81998 0.01160 66954 0.00947

(a) Gas costs of the DB contract’s scale-
dependent function calls

(b) Total gas costs of a completion data trans-
action

Figure 5.4: Control plane cost.

We find that in both DB and DO contracts the costs of calling constructor() (contract

creation), Register() and Cancel() do not depend on the number of registered DOs. We

call these type of function calls scale-independent; otherwise scale-dependent. The costs of

calling scale-independent functions and scale-dependent functions are shown in Table 5.1

and Fig. 5.4a. Notably, the costs of calling Request() and ComputationComplete() grow

faster than the costs of calling Confirm() and CompleteTransaction(). This implies the total

cost will increasingly shift to the DC side, which is a scalable trend for the system as the

DC has incentives to pay for more data usage.

To evaluate the scalability gain brought by DB, we compare the case wherein individual

DOs share data via their own DO contracts versus via the DB contract. In both cases,
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the total amount of data requested by the DC and subsequently operated with by the CEE

are the same. We summed the costs of all function calls except for the contract creation

(calling constructor()) and extrapolated over different N . Fig. 5.4b shows that it costs

the DB-based system much less to accommodate one extra DO ($0.0304) compared to the

iDataAgent-based system ($0.06096). This result together with control plane runtimes (Fig.

5.3a) demonstrate DB’s ability to provide PrivacyGuard with financial and performance

scalability when facing a growing number of DOs.

5.6.3 Data Plane Runtimes

To evaluate CEE’s performance in off-chain contract execution, we experimented with a

demonstrative, reasonably complex computation task: training four parallel instances of a

neural network classifier. Detailed hyperparameters can be found in our source code. The

training functions were ported to the SGX enclave from the Fast Artificial Neural Network

(FANN) Library (https://github.com/libfann/fann). To evaluate enclave overhead, we also

implemented an untrusted version (executed outside enclave) of the computation task that

ran on the same machine. We noticed that recent work showed Intel’s Hyperthreading

Technology (HTT) has flaws that may impair the security of SGX enclaves [209]. Therefore,

we tested the computation task under different hardware options with respect to the usage

of SGX enclave and HTT. The Intel CPU’s TurboBoost feature was turned off to avoid

unexpected performance gain.

The experiment results is shown in Fig. 5.5. We find that the overhead caused by

disabling HTT is 48.84% for inside enclave and 17.99% for outside-enclave. This indicates

disabling HTT will drag down in-enclave performance more significantly. The overheads

caused by enclave are 196.55% and 274.13% for HTT-enabled and HTT-disabled respectively.

https://github.com/libfann/fann
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Figure 5.5: Runtimes of training an example neural network classifier under four hardware options.

We speculate that the big enclave overhead is related to the enclave’s secure function calls

and our imperfect porting of the training program. We leave the performance caveats of

Intel SGX and possible solutions to future work.

5.7 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed PrivacyGuard, a platform that combines blockchain smart contract

and TEE to enable transparent enforcement of private data computation and fine-grained

usage control. Blockchain can not only be used as a tamper-proof distributed ledger that

records data usage, but also facilitate financial transactions to incentivize data sharing.

To enable complex and confidential operations on private data, PrivacyGuard splits smart

contract functionalities into control operations and data operations. Remote attestation and

TEE are used to achieve local consensus of the contract participants on the trustworthiness

of the off-chain contract execution environment. Atomicity of the contract completion and
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result release is facilitated by a commitment protocol. We implemented a prototype of

PrivacyGuard platform and evaluated it in a simulated data market. The results show the

reasonable control plane costs and feasibility of executing complex data operations in a

confidential manner using the platform.



Chapter 6

Enabling Dynamic Spectrum Sharing in

Low-trust Environment

(Copyright notice1)

6.1 Introduction

Spectrum is the most important yet scarce resource for wireless communication and sensing.

Spectrum regulators, such as the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the US,

have opened up exclusively licensed or unlicensed bands for civilian use on a sharing basis.

To protect the access rights of incumbent users and propose a dynamic spectrum sharing

(DSS) process, the FCC has visioned for a spectrum access system (SAS) in its rulings on the

3.5GHz Citizens Broadband Radio Service band (CBRS) [206]. The current standardization

effort on SAS for CBRS, led by the Wireless Innovation Forum (WInnForum), delegates

the tasks of incumbents protection, user management, and coordination of spectrum sharing

to individual SAS service providers. A SAS service provider generates spectrum access

assignment in response to requests from its registered users [226] and different SAS service

1This chapter was in submission to a journal for possible publication as of May 9, 2022. Reprint-
ed/adapted, with permission, from Yang Xiao, Shanghao Shi, Wenjing Lou, Chonggang Wang, Xu Li, Y.
Thomas Hou, Jeffrey H. Reed, “BD-SAS: Enabling Dynamic Spectrum Sharing in Low-trust Environment,”
May 2022.
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providers also need to periodically communicate with each other to synchronize service state

in common service regions [223, 225].

6.1.1 Motivation for Decentralized SAS

As the NTIA and FCC plan to open up or re-purpose more wireless spectrum for shared

use, such as 3.4-3.55 GHz, 3.7-4.2 GHz (C Band), 5.9 GHz (DSRC), and lower 37 GHz

bands, the regulators are soliciting comments and potential DSS solutions for these bands

[116]. The SAS model, which has seen an initial success in the CBRS band, poses a strong

candidate for that purpose, as the existing SAS service providers can conveniently extend

their spectrum management service to the other bands. However, the existing SAS model

faces major challenges in terms of the centralization trust and fault tolerance.

First, it follows the centralized server-client paradigm and assumes that spectrum users

can place absolute trust in the SAS service provider they subscribed to. This assumption,

however, is questionable for future DSS scenes there can be an increasing number of SAS

service providers servicing heterogeneous bands and users. There is no efficient mechanism

to compel an individual SAS service provider to operate faithfully or follow the nuanced

spectrum policies, except by the regulator’s ex-parte enforcement. A malfunctioning or ma-

licious SAS service provider would bring devastating results to its subscribed spectrum users.

Second, according to the WInnForum specifications [225], SAS service providers periodically

communicate with each other to synchronize service states on a request-response basis. The

current inter-SAS synchronization occurs on a nightly basis [223] and it is defenseless against

a malicious SAS service provider who disseminates false or tampered records, which could

bring chaos to other SAS service providers. Third, as we anticipate more players to join the

DSS ecosystem to use or provide SAS service with increasingly diverse value-added services
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(e.g., license leasing and trading), the server-client paradigm would bring excessive (and

undesirable) enforcement overhead to the regulators, who have long voiced support for a

market-driven management approach [206, 240]. A SAS paradigm that is secure by design,

resilient, and has a high level of self-governance is highly sought-after.

Prospect of Decentralization: From the security perspective, spectrum users must be

guaranteed for reliable spectrum management service even if individual SAS servers are not

trustworthy. From the performance perspective, there needs an efficient inter-SAS coordi-

nation mechanism that allow different SAS service providers to quickly synchronize service

state without involving a central mediator. To this regard, we consider a decentralized,

collectively managed SAS paradigm desirable in that spectrum access assignments are final-

ized via consensus by a group of SAS servers who can also synchronize their service states

in a timely automated fashion. Users and SAS servers alike are encouraged to participate

in the process honestly to realize high autonomy of spectrum management. The decentral-

ized, self-governed paradigm provides a natural ground for innovative value-added services

while minimizing the regulatory overhead. For practical purposes, this decentralized SAS

model should be backward compatible with the existing SAS in terms of participants and

task model, and also does not degrade SAS service quality, such as generating spectrum

assignment in a responsive manner.

Blockchain as a Potential Solution: From its cryptocurrency original, blockchain emerged

as novel technology for enabling fully decentralized payment networks. With a cryptography-

hardened transactional model and consensus-based consistency mechanisms, blockchain en-

ables trustworthy transaction processing and ledger keeping among mutually distrustful par-

ticipants, even if a certain portion of them may behave maliciously. The decentralized and

transparent nature, consensus-based security, immutable ledger keeping, and the support

for self-executing smart contract have made blockchain an ideal technology to enable de-
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centralized, automated spectrum management [222]. The FCC has indicated its interest in

employing blockchain and distributed ledger technology for future spectrum sharing systems

beyond CBRS [143]. Since then multiple blockchain-based SAS solutions have been proposed

[8, 99, 246]. Still, there lacks a framework in the literature on how to decentralize the SAS

amid malicious SAS servers while being backward compatible with the existing SAS.

6.1.2 Our Contribution

Built on our previous vision for decentralized SAS [189, 234], we formulate a decentralized

SAS model encompassing a participation model and a task model. The participants, namely

regulators, SAS servers, local witnesses, and spectrum users, get involved in four tasks—

user registration, spectrum access assignment, record keeping, and regulation enforcement.

We identify three key requirements that arise with decentralization: fault tolerance of all

tasks when malicious SAS servers exist, responsiveness of spectrum access assignment, and

backward compatibility with the existing SAS infrastructure which has been implemented

for CBRS.

BD-SAS. We formally introduce the Blockchain-based Decentralized SAS architecture

dubbed BD-SAS which extends from our proof-of-concept design in [234]. BD-SAS con-

sists of two layers of smart contract-enabled blockchains: the G-Chain at the global scale

for regulatory purposes and inter-SAS information exchange, and L-Chains at local regions

for the actual spectrum access assignment. The G-Chain is a public venue for spectrum

regulation publication as well as SAS server management and tracking of local SAS service.

G-Chain participants include SAS servers, regulators, and local witnesses, who interact with

a carefully designed G-Chain regulatory contract CR. An L-Chain is dedicated to spectrum

access management for a specific geographical region and participants include SAS servers
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who serve that region and witnesses who represent stable local spectrum users in that region.

To enable automated spectrum assignment, a carefully designed spectrum access contract

denoted CSA is instantiated on the L-Chain and encodes the assignment function. The func-

tion is invoked at a spectrum user’s request and outputs an assignment result indicating the

allocated channel(s), location, and time to use. When finalized by the L-Chain consensus,

the spectrum assignment records are open for auditing.

G-Chain is secure under the assumption that the majority of SAS servers are honest

globally. To defend against powerful adversaries who can adaptively corrupt SAS servers to

compromise a target L-Chain, we design a security mechanism called SAS server reshuffle to

ensure that the SAS servers serving any L-Chain at any time are also majority-honest (i.e.,

THE same threat threshold as with G-Chain) with overwhelming probability. To minimize

spectrum access assignment latency, i.e., for the requirement on responsiveness, we design

the L-Chain workflow where the execution of spectrum access requests is separated from the

total ordering of them, which are undertaken respectively by the SAS servers and witnesses.

This separation scheme is essential to the responsiveness of the assignment process, as a

user can start using the spectrum right after the SAS servers execute its request before the

execution is finalized by local witnesses. And such response time is at most linear in the

number of those SAS servers.

In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper:

• Visioning on the future spectrum sharing landscape, we propose a decentralized SAS

model that allows spectrum users to access reliable SAS service without having to trust

an individual SAS server. This model contains backward-compatible abstractions for

system participants and tasks, and key security and performance requirements.

• We introduce the BD-SAS architecture to realize the above decentralized SAS model.
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BD-SAS is the first blockchain-based SAS solution that achieves decentralization of

SAS service, while being compatible with the existing SAS infrastructure and support-

ing automatic execution of key SAS functions.

• Within BD-SAS, we design a cross-chain security mechanism, called the SAS server

reshuffle procedure, to defend BD-SAS against an adaptive adversary who can exert

Byzantine influence on individual SAS servers. Moreover, we leverage the separation

of consensus and execution to achieve higher efficiency in spectrum assignment.

• We implemented a BD-SAS prototype using Ethereum Rinkeby testnet (for emulating

the G-Chain) and Hyperledger Fabric [7] (for realizing an L-Chain). Evaluation results

demonstrate BD-SAS’s capability of providing spectrum access assignment to users

within five seconds under our most constraining network delay setting, showing BD-

SAS’s feasibility amid the tight timing regime of existing SAS operation.

6.2 Background and Related Work

6.2.1 The Existing Spectrum Access System

The SAS concept was coined by the FCC as a new DSS paradigm to open up previously

under-utilized spectrum while protecting the rights of incumbent users. It was legalized in the

FCC’s 2015 ruling on the 3.5GHz CBRS band [206]. Based on a three-tiered access model,

the SAS is designated by the FCC for managing the shared access to the CBRS band while

protecting the preemptive right of Incumbent Access (IA) users and the licensed privilege of

Priority Access (PA) users. The General Authorized Access (GAA) request spectrum access

from the SAS but do not receive presumed interference protection.
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Since 2016, the WInnForum has been leading the CBRS standardization effort, includ-

ing specifications on SAS-CBSD interface [226] (CBSD stands for citizens broadband radio

service devices), inter-SAS communication [225], security and PKI requirements [224]. Each

SAS server, which is proprietary to a commercial administrator, maintains a database on

the spectrum availability and receives CBSD registrations. The spectrum assignment pro-

cess follows a server-client model and consists of three main request-response procedures—

“Inquiry”, “Access”, and “Heartbeat”. When a SAS server receives a access request from a

registered CBSD, it responds with a “Grant” specifying the access assignment details, in-

cluding allocated channel range, expiration time, and Heartbeat interval. Each CBSD needs

to send Heartbeat requests to the SAS server periodically and receives Heartbeat responses.

Each of Heartbeat response authorizes the CBSD to continue using the granted channels.

To maximize spectrum utilization, the Grant expiration time is set to one minute by default

[206] and the Heartbeat interval can be as tight as 30 seconds [97]. To facilitate coordina-

tion across different SAS servers, SAS servers periodically communicate with each other and

synchronize service states and CBSD information [223, 225].

6.2.2 Blockchain for Spectrum Management

Prior wisdom has explored the prospective use of blockchain technology for spectrum man-

agement. It is identified in [189, 222, 251] that the key features of blockchain technology,

namely decentralization, transparency, ledger immutability, and consensus-based security,

are appealing to both spectrum users and regulators in the low-trust DSS scenarios. In

particular, the FCC has been eyeing on blockchain’s potential in enabling novel spectrum

sharing and trading applications with minimal regulatory touch [143, 240]. Weiss et al.

[222] provide qualitative analyses on the pros and cons of different blockchain technologies

when applied to different spectrum sharing modes according to the authors’ previous typol-
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ogy [221]. Ariyarathna et al. [8] propose a digital-token-based spectrum access platform

wherein a smart contract system is used by primary users as a trusted third-party service

for advertising and leasing spectral tokens to secondary users. Grissa et al. [99] formulate

a hierarchical blockchain framework called TrustSAS to enable privacy-preserving spectrum

sharing among secondary users. Local blockchain networks are established among secondary

users for spectrum query aggregation and response distribution while a global blockchain is

used for general records keeping. Zhang et. al [246] propose a blockchain-enhanced spec-

trum sharing system the CBRS band where he PA users are responsible for establishing local

blockchain networks to help a central regulator reduce its workload in spectrum sharing co-

ordination.

The proposals mentioned above generally assume trust on either a third-party smart

contract platform for spectrum allocation [8] or individual SAS servers for processing user

inquiries [99, 246]. They are still susceptible to the security impact of malfunctioning or

malicious SAS servers. In contrast, we consider a decentralized SAS model where users do

not assume trust on individual SAS servers nor should SAS servers assume individual trust

on each other.

6.3 System Model

In this section, we describe the participants, main tasks, and key requirements of a decentral-

ized SAS model. Crucially, the participants and main tasks are designed to be compatible

with the existing CBRS-based SAS implementation while general enough to accommodate

for other spectrum bands that could potentially use a decentralized spectrum access solution.
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6.3.1 Participants

There are four types of participants:

• Regulator is a government entity who publishes regulations on spectrum usage in its

jurisdiction. Examples of regulators are the FCC and the NTIA in the US.

• SAS Server is a cloud server providing regulation-compliant spectrum allocation service

to spectrum users.. Each SAS server is managed by a SAS administrator, the candi-

dates of which include the current ones in CBRS (e.g., Google, Federated Wireless,

CommScope, Sony) and other cloud service providers. SAS servers receive information

about incumbent user appearance from federally authorized sensors

• Spectrum user operates a certified RF device and acts as a client to the SAS for

spectrum access assignment. Typical spectrum users include private LTE base stations,

5G access points, and campus hot spots.

• Witness is an entity who participates in local spectrum management on behalf of its

associated spectrum users. Candidates of witnesses include administrators or proxies

(as in CBRS) of regulator spectrum users.

To ensure compatibility with both the existing and decentralized models, three more

assumptions on the participants are needed. First, every SAS server operates independently

when it comes to providing service to local spectrum users. Although in practice multi-

ple SAS servers may be managed by one commercial entity, this independence can still be

achieved at the local service level as we will elaborate in §6.4.3. Second, a spectrum user

can be either standalone or associated to a witness, while a witness must be backed by one

or more associated users, as is shown in Figure 6.1. This arrangement reflects flexibility in

user participation, as a standalone user may not want to involve in SAS management other
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Figure 6.1: Task involvement of participants in the decentralized SAS model. Dashed lines
represent trust boundaries.

than being a client. An individual user who wishes to get involved needs to operate her own

witness. Third, we exclude federal incumbent users from the spectrum user category as they

have preemptive access rights and do not need the spectrum allocation service from the SAS.

The signalling mechanism of incumbent appearance is modelled as messages coming from a

regulator node.

6.3.2 Main Tasks

Geographical Concepts. The global spectrum management applies to the entire spectrum

jurisdiction, such as the territory of the US. In contrast, local spectrum access and manage-

ment are specific to each region. All regions operate independently while being subject to

global regulations. The region concept is inclusive of CBRS “zone” which typically refers to

a US county [225] and a region may consist of one or more contiguous CBRS zones. Next,

we define four main SAS tasks:

T-1. User Registration: The system accepts registrations from spectrum users. The

registration process validates the user provided device information (including the device
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certificate, region, and RF capability) and creates a unique user ID which will be used in

later communications and tasks.

T-2. Access Assignment: The system generates spectrum access assignments (speci-

fying location, channel range, expiration time, etc.) per user request. Calculation of the

assignment follows a predefined interference model that computes over the current state of

spectrum sharing. The system also allows a user to simply inquire the real-time spectrum

availability (e.g., on location and channel range) before it decides operational parameters in

its ensuing spectrum access request.

T-3. Record Keeping: The system keeps an irreversible record of spectrum access

requests and assignments. In the decentralized SAS model considered in this paper, this task

dictates that all SAS servers and witnesses who have participated in the access management

for a specific spectrum region should agree on a unified record for that region. This record

serves three purposes—for synchronizing SAS service states (required by the existing SAS

[225]), enabling regulatory audits, and underpinning any compensation scheme.

T-4. Regulation enforcement: The system allows a regulator to publish regulations on

the above tasks. A regulation can be either long-term or short-term. Long-term regula-

tions include the addition of spectrum regions, designation of a universal interference model,

publication of priority access licensees (as in the CBRS case), etc. Short-term regulations

include notification of incumbent user appearance, addition/removal of SAS servers, etc.

The task involvement for participants is shown in Figure 6.1. Importantly, regulators do

not involve in the day-to-day spectrum management business (T-1, T-2, T-3) while spectrum

users act as clients for T-1 and T-2.
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6.3.3 Key Requirements for Decentralization

In the current SAS model, T-1 and T-2 have been standardized as a server-client process

[226] while T-3 and T-4 are trivial due to the trust on individual SAS servers. In comparison,

the decentralized SAS model does not assume trust on any individual participant except the

regulators. Spectrum users do not need to trust any individual SAS server, nor do SAS

servers or witnesses trust each other. Moreover, the performance impact of decentralization

should be kept in control. We identify the following key requirements:

R-1. Fault tolerance: All the four tasks should be executed correctly given that a certain

portion of SAS servers are faulty or malicious (i.e., “Byzantine”). The detailed threat model

is given in §6.3.4. In specific, for any spectrum region, users should get correct assignments

(T-2) and SAS servers and witnesses should keep a unified assignment record (T-3) as long

as fewer than half of SAS servers can be Byzantine.

R-2. Responsiveness: The generation of an actionable access assignment per user re-

quest (T-2) should be swift, and on par with the existing SAS’ server-client model. Here

“actionable” means the assignment is complete and valid before being written into the record.

This implies that the assignment latency should be less than linear in the number of SAS

servers involved in the assignment generation. Moreover, the system should accommodate

the increasing number spectrum users without significantly compromising responsiveness.

R-3. Backward Compatibility: The system should be compatible with the existing SAS

infrastructure and coexist with the server-client model when fulfilling T-1 and T-2. This

offers flexibility to SAS servers amd spectrum users in their day-to-day operation, as they

can gradually transition into the new decentralized model.
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Table 6.1: List of system variables in BD-SAS

Symbol Definition

CR The Regulatory Contract on the G-Chain.
CSA Spectrum Access Contract on an L-Chain.
SGi Group of SAS servers serving the ith L-Chain.
Si Size of SGi.
B G-Chain block interval in seconds
TE
i ith L-Chain’s epoch length in B.

TS
i ith L-Chain’s shift length in B.

Ri Number of epochs before a shift ends for the SAS
server reshuffle procedure to start at the ith L-Chain.

6.3.4 Threat Model

We assume individual SAS servers may suffer from Byzantine fault, i.e., arbitrarily deviating

from its normal routine, due to server failure or adversarial corruption. We call unaffected

SAS servers “honest”. The adversarial corruption can be adaptive in that a SAS server may

act honestly at first and turn malicious at an arbitrary point. In all cases, we assume the

honest SAS servers always take up more than 50% of SAS servers at any time. We also

assume witnesses have an honest majority in each local region.

6.4 The BD-SAS Architecture

6.4.1 BD-SAS Overview

We introduce the blockchain-based decentralized SAS architecture, dubbed BD-SAS, to real-

ize the aforementioned decentralized SAS model. BD-SAS consists of two layers of blockchain

networks: a single Global Chain (G-Chain) and region-specific Local Chains (L-Chains). We

define curator as an entity who participates in the blockchain consensus and maintains a

blockchain instance, and client as an entity who can create an account and issue transac-
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tions but do not participate in consensus. Following this definition, the G-Chain is a public

blockchain to which anyone can be a client; but only regulators and SAS servers can be

the curators, with the former in charge of curator permission control. In comparison, the

L-Chain of any region j is a fully permissioned blockchain, with the local witnesses and a

group of SAS servers (denoted SGj) as curators, while local spectrum users act as clients.

SGj is responsible for user management and spectrum access assignment. Specially, we call

the witnesses who founded the L-Chain and assumed long-term managerial responsibility

the anchor witnesses, such the PA users in CBRS. Anchor witnesses also represent all other

witnesses in the G-Chain. Anticipating the presence of an adaptive adversarial who can

corrupt targeted SAS servers, SGj needs to be periodically re-selected through a random

reshuffle mechanism.

The data structures of the G-Chain and one L-Chain are shown in Figure 4.1. Both the

G-Chain and L-Chain follow the account-balance model as in Ethereum [227] and support

on-chain state machines that enable smart contract functionalities. The G-Chain’s state

contains the global account balances and a regulatory contract CR, which allows regulators

to publish spectrum regulations and create new L-Chain profiles (T-4). CR also encodes a

record-keeping function that enables SAS servers to update local service states and claim

service compensations (T-3) and a multiparty function realizing random reassignment of SAS

servers. We will later show that the latter function is essential for our system in achieving

resilience against adaptive SAS server corruptions. The SAS servers update the L-Chain

state for every epoch, which spans over TE
i consecutive G-Chain blocks. Every epoch start

of the L-Chain is marked by a beacon block, whose header includes an extra hash pointer

to the most recent G-Chain block. The SAS server group SGj is randomly re-selected for

every shift, which spaces over T S
i consecutive G-Chain block cycles. TE

i and T S
i are design

parameters and fixed during the ith L-Chain’s bootstrapping, and T S
i is a multiple of TE

i .
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Figure 6.2: Ledger structures of the G-Chain and one L-Chain (each region has its own L-Chain)
of BD-SAS.

An L-Chain’s state contains a spectrum access contract CSA that documents local witnesses,

spectrum users, and assigned SAS servers. CSA also encodes the functions for user registration

(T-1) and spectrum access assignment (T-2). For every epoch, the assigned SAS servers are

responsible for conveying recent regulations to the L-Chain at the epoch start (T-4) and

updating the local service state to the G-Chain at the epoch end (T-3).

Next we focus on the practical design of G-Chain and L-Chain and elaborate on how the

four tasks are fulfilled.

6.4.2 G-Chain Operation

The G-Chain can build on existing blockchain implementations through two paradigms:

(1) reusing an existing public blockchain system such as Ethereum or its testnets or (2)

bootstrapping from a new consortium blockchain network. The former paradigm builds on

the reliability of the public blockchain’s smart contract functionality, while the latter gives
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freedom for choosing more efficient consensus protocols. We adopt the first paradigm for

prototyping (see §6.7). At the starting phase, regulators and an initial group of SAS servers

start with a G-Chain block, where a regulator submits a G-Chain transaction to create

CR. New SAS servers join the G-Chain network by connecting to the URL endpoints of

existing regulators and SAS servers, and passing TLS-based mutual authentication ased on

an existing public key infrastructure (PKI), which is conveniently provided in the existing

SAS ecosystem [224, 225]. SAS servers can synchronize to the G-Chain ledger and interact

with CR after passing the mutual authentication procedure with a regulator.

Encoding CR. The pseudocode of CR is shown in Algorithm 11. Its public variables include

the profiles of regulators, SAS servers, L-Chains, as well as interference model parameters

and an incidence list for incumbent appearances. A regulator can update the above public

variables by sending a transaction invoking the Publish function, which fulfills the regulation

publication part of T-4. The ReshufflePropose and ReshuffleConfirm functions are parts of

the SAS server reshuffle procedure as we elaborate in §6.4.3.

Local Update Procedure (T-3): When concluding an epoch, the SAS servers in SGi

needs to update their local service state onto the G-Chain, fulfilling the global part of T-

3. To do so, they use a simple round-robin mechanism across epochs—each of the Sj SAS

servers take turns to call the LocalUpdate function of CR for every new epoch. The function

updates the epoch, L-Chain state root sroot. Every anchor witness of L-Chain j check the

new updated sroot with their local version, and calls LocalUpdate to provide its approval

signature.

All G-Chain participants can send tokens to each other through transactions, akin to

cryptocurrency payment. The anchor witnesses and SAS servers of an L-Chain can also

use the local update procedure to claim compensation for their L-Chain spectrum access
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Algorithm 11: Regulatory Contract CR Pseudocode (essential functions only)
1 var Regulators[], Servers[]
2 var LC[].{desc,Anchors[],Witnesses[], SG[], shift, epoch, sroot} //L-Chains profiles
3 var iModel.{para1, para2, ...} //Interference model
4 var Incidents.{VacateOrders[], ...}
5 var Lottery[][].{hash, proof, shift, status}
6 Function Init() // Contract creation by a regulator
7 Initialize Regulators, Servers, iModel ;
8 Function Publish(regulation) // S represents the function caller
9 if S ∈ Regulators then

10 Update Servers[], LC[], iModel, or Incidents per regulation ;

11 Function ReshufflePropose(j, hash, proof) // j is the target L-Chain index
12 if S ∈ Servers and system.block − LC[j].shift ∈ [0, TS

j − TE
j ) and

Lottery[[j]S].shift ≤ LC[j].shift then
13 Lottery[j][S].{hash, proof, shift} ← {hash, proof, LC[j].shift+ TS

j } ;

14 Function ReshuffleConfirm(j, selectedSG[]) // Invoked by L-Chain j’s witnesses
15 if S ∈ LC[j].Witnesses and system.block − LC[j].shift ∈ [TS

j − TE
j , TS

j ) then
16 if the majority of LC[j].Witnesses confirm selectedSG[] then
17 LC[j].SG[]← selected[] ;
18 LC[j].shift← LC[j].shift+ TS

j ;

19 Function LocalUpdate(j, epoch, sroot) // Invoked by L-Chain j’s SAS server group
20 if S ∈ LC[j].SG and epoch ∈ [LC[j].epoch, system.block] then
21 if the majority of LC[j].SG update on the same LC[j].{epoch, sroot} then
22 LC[j].{epoch, sroot} ← {e, sroot} ;

assignment service (not shown in Algorithm 11). In this paper, we consider the compensation

scheme an important but standalone task to be addressed in a separate work.

6.4.3 SAS Server Reshuffle Procedure

We require the SAS server group SGj for each L-Chain j to be randomly replaced for every

shift (i.e., T S
j G-chain blocks). This is crucial to our system’s resilience against adaptive

corruptions on SAS servers at the local level, and to avoid that the SAS servers of one

L-Chain belong to the same SAS administrator. This procedure takes advantage of the

cryptographic primitive verifiable random function (VRF).
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VRF was first introduced by Micali et al. [146] in 1999 for providing both unpredictability

and verifiability of pseudo-random functions. It allows a function caller i to generate a

random hash and a proof π with its private key ski. The proof π allows others to verify

the validity of the hash using the caller’s public key pki. The randomness of hash means it

looks uniformly distributed to others without knowing π. Specifically, VRF generation and

verification are as follows:

• ⟨hash, π⟩ ← VRFski(role||seed)

• decision← VerifyVRFpki
(role||seed, hash, π)

wherein role is a descriptor, such as ‘sas_server_#i’, and seed is a public random seed

known to the system. decision is a binary value taking true or false.

VRF-based SAS Server Reshuffling. Back to our system, SAS servers participate in the

reshuffle procedure individually. If SAS server i is interested in joining SGj (i.e., serving

L-Chain j) for the next shift, at the start of the Rth
j last epoch of the current shift, SAS

server i needs to do the following:

• Generate a hashi and a proof πi by executing

⟨hashi, πi⟩ ← VRFski(‘sas_server_i’||sroot) (6.1)

where sroot is the L-Chain j’s state root of the last shift;

• Submit hashi and πi to G-Chain by calling CR’s ServerReshuffle function which updates

the Lottery[j][i] variable.
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When the last epoch starts, each of L-Chain j’s anchor witnesses collects the available

hash-proof pairs from Lottery[j][·] from CR and performs the following steps:

• Sort the hash-proof pairs by hash value in ascending order;

• Along this order, for every hash-proof pair ⟨πi, hashi⟩ (denote SAS server i the gener-

ator), verify it by performing

decision← VerifyVRFpki
(‘sas_server′||sroot, hashi, πi) (6.2)

• If decision = true, add i to selected[]; then continue the last step for the next hash-

proof pair in the order;

• Terminate when selected[] has Sj entries, and submit selected[] to CR by calling Reshuf-

fleConfirm.

Lastly, ReshuffleConfirm updates SGj in CR only when the majority witnesses of L-Chain

j also sign for the same selected[]. A newly updated SAS server i for L-Chain j will need

to connect to the anchor witnesses through TLS communication before the start of the new

shift, under the PKI established by the regulator (as is in CBRS [224]).

6.4.4 L-Chain Operation

L-Chain is a special-purpose permissioned blockchain where the SAS servers and witnesses

have different responsibilities in the ledger curating process, with the former providing trans-

action execution service (thus enforcing state changes from the last block) while the latter

providing transaction ordering service (thus finalizing new blocks). Both SAS servers and

witnesses maintain the L-Chain ledger. At the bootstrapping phase, the genesis block is
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Figure 6.3: L-Chain workflow built on Hyperledger Fabric’s execute-order-validate model
[7].

established among the initial anchor witnesses and SAS servers, who are regulator-certified

entities and published in CR. The genesis block serves the L-Chain’s first beacon block with

a hash pointer to the most recent G-Chain block. The genesis block also comes with an

initial CSA setup, specifying the region information and initial anchor witnesses. For the

CBRS band and others which have priority licensees, the initial anchor witnesses can be

conveniently undertaken by the priority licensees. Since L-Chain is permission-controlled, a

new witness must first operate a valid spectrum user (or the proxy for a group of users) and

pass the user registration process.

Separation of Execution and Consensus. We adopt a separation paradigm for L-Chain

transaction execution and consensus making, where SAS servers and witnesses undertakes

transaction execution and transaction serialization respectively. The separation concept was

originally proposed in [236] to reduce server redundancy and increase modularity in state
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machine replication systems, and later adapted to permissioned blockchain frameworks such

as Tendermint and Hyperledger Fabric [7] for efficiency and modularity purposes. It is in con-

trast to traditional blockchain consensus that relies on an atomic consensus module, such as

Ethereum, where transaction ordering and execution are performed in one operation. While

both paradigms can realize a blockchain state machine and smart contracts and yield similar

throughput performance, the separation paradigm supports client-in-the-loop endorsement

mechanism which provides better architectural modularity, flexibility, and low latency of

obtaining service. To realize this design in L-Chain, we leverage Hyperledger Fabric [7] and

one L-Chain transaction workflow is shown in 6.3. A client, e.g., a spectrum user, sends out

a transaction proposal containing input to an L-Chain contract. The SAS servers execute

the contracts and return the outputs and state changes as endorsements. The client need to

collect more than half endorsements before sending out the real transaction for block genera-

tion. After the witnesses generate a block containing serialized transactions, they broadcast

the block to SAS servers who will validate the block proof and all other endorsements be-

fore committing the block. The witnesses are only responsible for the block generation (i.e.,

transaction ordering), who also commit the block to their local L-Chain ledgers.

From the deployment perspective, this separation paradigm is key to the system’s re-

sponsiveness in processing spectrum access requests (R-2) as it capitalizes on the physical

differences between SAS servers and local witnesses. First, SAS servers have presumably suf-

ficient computing capability for executing transactions. Meanwhile, local witnesses are not

necessarily powerful computers, as they represent diverse types of spectrum users. Second,

local witnesses tend to physically reside in the region where their associated users access the

spectrum. Their close proximity yields low communication delays, which enables the usage

of deterministic consensus schemes such as Raft [162] or efficient BFT protocols [197, 237]

for the ordering task. In comparison, we do not assume any locality of SAS servers and they
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may reside in a cloud cluster across the country.

Encoding CSA. The spectrum access contract CSA profiles local spectrum participants (i.e.,

witnesses and users) and enables SAS servers to provide consistent spectrum management

service. CSA pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 12. At the start of a shift, everyone in the

newly selected SAS server group SG calls the ShiftUpdate function indicating its incoming

service, which needs approvals from the majority witnesses. At each epoch onset, SG fetches

latest regulatory information from CR, including updates of interference model parameters

and anchor change confirmation in case an anchor witness was changed by the regulator.

Adding new or removing existing witnesses require the majority of existing witnesses invoking

the WitnessUpdate function. Next we provide details CSA fulfil two essential spectrum

management tasks.

User Management (T-1): For a new spectrum user to register with the L-Chain, it needs

to pass the off-line device registration procedure (e.g., the CBSD registration protocol [226])

with each connected SAS server. After which the servers add this user by calling UserUpdate

with a majority vote. User removal also is accomplished through UserUpdate, via either the

user’s own action or the majority of SG.

Access Assignment (T-2): A spectrum user submits its spectrum access request by

invoking the Request function along with operational parameters, including the requested

zone, channel range, and effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP). This function encodes

a channel assignment algorithm that calculates a decision based on the existing user’s de-

vice parameter, operational parameters, as well as current channel availability, through a

predefined interference model (i.e., iModel in Algorithm 12). For this iModel and later

implementation, we adopt a simple first-come-first-serve allocation criterion, where the as-

signment is approved if the requested channel range at the request zone is available and
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the user’s EIRP would not cause harmful interference to users of neighboring zones. More

complex channel allocation schemes exist in the literature, as we discuss in §6.8. Besides

the Access request type, there also exist Inquiry and Heartbeat request types, which enable

spectrum user to perform simple inquiries on readily available channels and provide periodic

proofs of liveness (per the existing SAS in CBRS) respectively. Our implementation in §6.7

also included all three types of request to demonstrate this backward compatibility.

Performance Features. In terms of L-Chain performance, as long as the user’s requests

are less frequent than L-Chain’s block frequency, the response can be finalized by Ω(1)

scale of the L-Chain block interval. In implementation we set L-Chain’s block interval to

one second, while in current SAS implementation the tightest response timing requirement

(a.k.a. response to Heatbeat) should be done within 60 seconds [97, 226]. we require all

transactions be finalized in 5 blocks or otherwise fail. On the other hand, if a spectrum user

has a high level of trust on the availability of its local witnesses, they can start using the

allocating channels right after receiving the majority SAS server endorsements, just like the

receiving an Inquiry response.

6.5 Analyses

Next we analyze the security and performance properties of BD-SAS under the aforemen-

tioned threat model (§6.3.4). We assume there are N SAS servers globally, F of which are

potentially Byzantine. Every L-Chain’s SAS server group size is fixed to S and witness

population W .

Proposition 6.1 (Fault tolerance). As long as N > 2F (i.e., honest majority), G-Chain

operations are safe against Byzantine SAS servers. The same fault tolerance also applies to
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L-Chain except for exponentially diminishing probability as S increases.

Proof. The G-Chain’s tolerance against Byzantine SAS servers follows from the underlying

blockchain consensus which is secure under the honest majority assumption. L-Chain’s

tolerance derives from the verifiable randomness of the SAS server reshuffle procedure (§6.4.3)

executed for every shift. The chance that the majority of the S SAS servers are Byzantine

is ( F
N
)⌈S/2⌉, which diminishes exponentially as S increases since N > 2F .

Remark 6.2. The liveness aspect of of L-Chain security, i.e., all valid L-Chain transactions

should be eventually finalized in the ledger, depends on the availability of the local witnesses

and the consensus protocol they run for the ordering task. We consider it a standalone

challenge as the witnesses can internally manage their own trust levels and choice of consensus

protocol as long as there are an honest majority. In the implementation we stick to Fabric’s

Raft consensus for prototyping.

Proposition 6.3 (Adaptive corruption resilience). Both G-Chain and L-Chain operations are

resilient to an adaptive adversary who can corrupt any SAS server in the time scale of shifts.

Proof. The G-Chain’s resilience against adaptive corruptions on SAS servers follows as long

as the honest majority assumption holds at all times. Meanwhile, L-Chain’s adaptive cor-

ruption resilience is ensured by the timing regime of the SAS server reshuffle procedure

(§6.4.3). That is, SAS servers call the ReshufflePropose function only at the start of the

R-th last G-Chain blocks of before the current shift ends. The adversary has no additional

information (i.e., no different than random guessing) on whether a SAS server will be chosen

by an L-Chain. Similarly, the adversary’s successful corruption on certain SAS servers for

the current shift does not last into the next shift.

Proposition 6.4 (Responsiveness). Given that each spectrum user submits spectrum requests

(i.e., inquiry, access, or heartbeat) less frequently than the L-Chain block’s maximum trans-
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action throughput, the spectrum user can get an access assignment (or an inquiry/heartbeat

response) within the time scale of Ω(1) seconds.

Proof. This follows from L-Chain’s separation paradigm as is shown in Fig. 6.3. A user is

ready to propose a formal transaction when its transaction proposal collected endorsements

from the majority of the S SAS servers, within O(S) TLS communication sessions. This TLS

communication performance is on par with the server-client model of existing SAS, since the

endorsements can be collected in parallel. Meanwhile, an assignment is not finalized until

passing the ordering and block generation phase which is handled by the witnesses. The

finalization can be done by the next L-Chain block cycle as long as users’ requests do not

overwhelm the L-Chain block’s maximum transaction throughput.

6.6 Implementation

We used the Ethereum Rinkeby testnet (https://rinkeby.etherscan.io/) to emulate the G-

Chain (i.e., a public blockchain) and the Hyperledger Fabric platform to implement the L-

Chain prototypes. The reason for choosing Rinkeby to emulate G-Chain is two-fold. First, it

offers complete smart contract tool set (identically to that in the Ethereum main blockchain).

Second, it has a static B = 15s block interval which can act as a stable timing source for

BD-SAS’s epoch and shift changes. We implemented the G-Chain regulatory contract CR in

Solidity with 202 lines of code. For the SAS server reshuffle procedure, we used the VRF

implementation of [155] which is based on the elliptic curve signature system ed25519 with

32-byte private/public keys, 64-byte hashes, and 80-byte proofs.

Our L-Chain implementations consisted of {3, 5, 7, 9} SAS servers, each with fixed 5 wit-

nesses, all of which were instantiated in docker containers in a Linux testbed on top of a AWS

https://rinkeby.etherscan.io/
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T2.xlarge machine. The L-Chain block interval was fixed to 1 second and and every block

could enclose up 1MB of transactions. Fabric’s native Raft consensus (a crash-fault-tolerant

protocol) was used for the witnesses’ ordering task. The epoch time TE took value from

{1, 2, ..., 10} (in B) and the shift time T S was fixed to 1000 (in B), where L-Chain index

is left out for convenience. We implemented the spectrum access contract CSA in Golang

with 234 lines of code. CSA is designed to enables three types of spectrum access operations:

Access—which returns a channel assignment, Inquiry—which returns the information of a

readily available channel-location, and Heartbeat—which is called periodically by a spectrum

user to demonstrate liveness and returns an authorization for continuing channel usage. It

is noted that our CSA implementation adopts a straightforward first-come-first-first channel

allocation model and does not consider multi-user interference coordination when calculat-

ing an assignment, which would need an optimization-based allocation technique. We will

explore this option in future work.

6.7 Evaluation

6.7.1 G-Chain Performance and Feasibility

We evaluated the feasibility of Rinkeby as G-Chain by testing its response latency for fulfilling

two key G-Chain operations: reshuffle and local update. The first operation involves all N

SAS servers calling the ReshufflePropose function of CR simultaneously, simulating a squeeze

situation that stress-tests the G-Chain, which in practice will also provide the highest security

against adaptive attacks since the VFR results are exposed with minimal time. It is observed

from Figure 6.4a that the finalization latency of all ReshufflePropose calls generally increases

linearly with N . This indicates that we would need to increase the epoch length given the
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Figure 6.4: Stress testing transaction finalization latency of Ethereum Rinkeby testnet (as
G-Chain). (a) A once-a-shift squeeze scenario where all N SAS servers call CR’s Reshuf-
flePropose simultaneously. (b) The regular operation scenario where N (=100) SAS servers
(representing 5 L-Chains) call CR’s LocalUpdate intermittently across an epoch.

larger N , for having the reshuffle procedure finished in one epoch. For example, if N = 140,

we would need to set a minimum epoch time of 10 G-Chain block cycles (i.e., 150s). In

comparison, the second operation involves N = 100 SAS servers, representing 20 L-Chains,

calling the LocalUpdate function CR periodically but at different instants, simulated an

uncongested and orderly situation. It is observed from Figure 6.4b that only when TE ≥ 4

(i.e., 60 seconds) can the G-Chain ensure every update be confirmed within one epoch.

For the SAS server reshuffle procedure, we benchmarked the VRF operations on a Linux

machine with 16GB memory, 3.0GHz CPU frequency Linux machine. It took 537ms to

generate the VRF hash and proof, and 441ms to verify them. We can see that these off-

chain delays added to the reshuffle procedure are negligible compared to time cost of their

on-chain part.
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6.7.2 L-Chain Performance

Next we evaluate the performance for our L-Chain prototypes with respect to two metrics:

the finalization latency of a spectrum request and the throughput capacity for the L-Chain

to handle a certain volume of such requests. In particular, we evaluated all three types of

request: Inquiry, Access, and Heartbeat. The tests on processing Inquiry and Access requests

were configured with a fixed invocation frequency at 20 transactions per second (TPS). The

tests on Heartbeat requests were configured with varying invocation frequencies from 20 TPS

to the maximum stable throughput (i.e., all transactions result in success). This emulates

the practical case that the Heartbeat requests would be much more frequent, potentially

than the other two. We used Hyperledger Caliber [107], a blockchain benchmarking tool,

to simulate the abovementioned transaction traffic which invokes the Request function with

the corresponding request type. Moreover, to simulate network delays in the Internet, we

used three delay regimes to L-Chain participants:

• real: the end-to-end packet delay statistics measured among commercial cloud servers

across the US. This delay regime was only used on the L-Chain with 5 SAS servers.

The measurement and L-Chain node resemblance are shown in Table 6.2.

• 50ms or 100ms: the synthetic end-to-end packet delay added uniformly to every pair

of L-Chain participants. These two delay regimes were used on the L-Chain with

S ∈ {3, 5, 7, 9} SAS servers.

We first evaluated the performance of one L-Chain with 5 SAS servers under all three

delay regimes, as is shown in Figure 6.5. Figure 6.5a shows the finalization latency of three

types of requests with the request frequency fixed at 20 TPS. We observe that even under

the harshest 100ms delay regime, the system is able to finalize an Inquiry request, an Access
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Figure 6.5: Performance of the L-Chain with 5 SAS servers under three different delay regimes.
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Figure 6.6: Request finalization latency (min/avg/max) of L-Chains with S ∈ {3, 5, 7, 9} SAS
servers under the 50ms delay regime.
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request, or a Heartbeat request within 0.5s, 5s, or 3s respectively. The higher latency varia-

tion in finalizing the Access request was likely caused by the varying size of channel-location

availability slots in our CSA implementation, while an Inquiry or Access request invokes con-

stant look-ups. Figure 6.5b shows the finalization latency of Heartbeat requests only but

with varying throughput pressure. We observe that higher delays reduces the maximum state

throughput, which is intuitive in that higher delays decrease the system’s overall service effi-

ciency. In both Figure 6.5a and Figure 6.5b, it is observed that under the real delay scenario

and within the stable throughput region, the three types of requests can be finalized within

2 seconds. This latency performance demonstrates the L-Chain’s feasibility in fulfilling the

existing CBRS ecosystem’s timing requirement, in which the Heartbeat interval is typically

set to 30 or 60 seconds [97].

We further investigated the performance implication of SAS population S. The results

for L-Chains with four different S under the same 50ms delay regime are shown in Figure

6.6. Figure 6.6a shows that under the stable throughput scenario, S has negligible impact

on the finalization latency. Meanwhile, Figure 6.6b shows that larger S does become a

constraining factor on the maximum stable throughput and also on the finalization latency

with the request invocation rate approaches the maximum stable throughput. Considering

that a larger S provides a higher level of adaptive attack resilience (see Proposition 6.3), we

will need to choose a practical S in the design phase to strike a balance between security

and throughput capacity in practical deployment.

6.8 Discussion
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Optimality of Spectrum Allocation. The current spectrum assignment function, as is en-

coded in our spectrum access contract (Algorithm 12) and implemented in our prototype, is

a straightforward first-come-first-serve allocation scheme. In practice, spectrum allocation

can deploy a much more complex, hopefully optimization-based algorithm to guarantee suc-

cinct spectrum assignment with specific service requirements such as on fairness, bounded

response time, or channel utilization rate, as were indicated in prior arts [15, 108, 139, 239].

However, instantiating such optimization-based allocation algorithm on blockchain smart

contract would incur very high on-chain cost, as every invocation of the algorithm would

be executed and stored by every L-Chain curators. To cope with this scalability constraint,

we are eyeing on two potential solutions: (1) customizing optimization-based allocation al-

gorithms into minimal yet effective versions so they are suited for blockchain deployment;

(2) using dedicated secure environments, such as a hardware-based trusted execution envi-

ronment (TEE) [57, 181], to execute the algorithms off-chain and return the result on-chain

using a secure commit protocol [51, 231].

Privacy Challenge. The current BD-SAS’s spectrum access assignment function is executed

in an transparent, on-chain manner in that every L-Chain curator knows each user’s assign-

ment record. This can be a disincentive for privacy-aware spectrum users, who may not wish

to share their access or device information to other witnesses, whose associated users also

reside in the same local region. To provide privacy protection to spectrum users, aside from

the off-chain TEE solutions mentioned above, we could employ obfuscation mechanisms,

such as those with differential privacy [73, 76], to allow users control their privacy leakage.

Moreover, using efficient on-chain multiparty computation is also a potential direction to

explore.
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6.9 Conclusion

We formulated a decentralized SAS model for fault-tolerant and automated dynamic spec-

trum sharing and introduced the BD-SAS architecture as a concrete solution. BD-SAS

consists of two layers of blockchains: a G-Chain for global regulation and SAS server man-

agement at and L-Chains for providing spectrum access assignment to spectrum users in the

local regions, without having the users place trust individual SAS servers. We implemented

a BD-SAS prototype using Ethereum Rinkey testnet to emulate the G-Chain and Hyper-

ledger Fabric platform to implement the L-Chains. The result demonstrated the feasibility

of G-Chain in performing the critical security mechanisms including SAS server reshuffling

as well as the responsiveness of L-Chain in generating spectrum access assignments amid

stringent timing requirements. Lastly, we identified challenges for BD-SAS and directions

for future extension.
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Algorithm 12: Spectrum Access Contract CSA Pseudocode (essential functions only)
1 var Zones[].{id, desc, licensees}, ZCH[][].{zone, status} // Readily available zone-channel
2 var iModel.{schema, para1, para2, ...} //Interference model
3 var Witnesses[].{type} //type is anchor or normal
4 var Servers[], NS[] //Next SAS server group
5 var Users[].{tier, opParam} //Users profile
6 var Assignment[].{user_info, zone, chs,ERP, status} //Access assignment, indexed by user id

7 Function IntfModel(z, c, EIRP) //Internal use
8 Checks if EIRP is high enough to cause harmful interference to neighboring zones of z on channel

c, using parameters specified in iModel. If yes, return fail; otherwise textbfreturn success;
9 Function Init() // Contract creation (omitted for brevity)

10 Function EpochUpdate() // Allows servers to update variables by voting (omitted for brevity)

11 Function ShiftUpdate() // Witnesses accept new SAS servers by voting (omitted for brevity)

12 Function WitnessUpdate(tp, users, action, p)// Update by voting (omitted for brevity)

13 Function UserUpdate(u, desc, opPara, action) // S: function caller
14 if S ∈ Servers and action = add then
15 Add User[S].{desc, par} if the function is called by the majority SG ;
16 if act = remove then
17 Remove Users[u] if u = S or the function is called by the majority SG ;

18 Function Request(desc, type, zone, chs, EIRP) // type: Inquiry/Access/Heartbeat
19 if S ∈ Users and type = Inquiry then
20 return ZCH[z][c].status for all c ∈ chs;
21 if S ∈ Users and type = Access then
22 if ∃c ∈ chs that ZCH[zone][c] = occupied or IntfModel(zone,c,EIRP)=fail then
23 return fail;
24 else
25 A[S].{user_info, zone, chs,EIRP, status} ← {desc, zone, chs,EIRP, assigned};
26 ZCH[zone][chs]← occupied;

27 if S ∈ Users and type = Heartbeat then
28 A[S].{user_info, status} ← {desc, authorized};

Table 6.2: Round trip times (in millisecond) among real cloud nodes and the node resemblance to
L-Chain entities.

Node Location L-Chain Resemblance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 AWS (N.Virginia) Local Witnesses - - - - - - -
2 Lab (N.Virginia) Local Users 2.4 - - - - - -
3 AWS (Ohio) SAS Server 1 11.8 12.0 - - - - -
4 AWS (California) SAS Server 2 62.0 82.3 50.1 - - - -
5 AWS (Oregon) SAS Server 3 66.9 71.3 49.5 21.8 - - -
6 Google (Nevada) SAS Server 4 62.2 73.5 62.2 18.6 40.3 - -
7 Google (Utah) SAS Server 5 52.8 66.6 52.9 20.8 41.1 20.0 -
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Summary and Future Work

7.1 Summary

The decentralization and secure-by-design property promised by blockchain technology is

unprecedented and truly inspiring. Meanwhile, there are still many challenges to address to

clear the way for the technology’s wider adoption. In this work we have addressed a number

of blockchain’s fundamental security issues from a cross-layer perspective and developed

novel applications that leverage blockchain to solve domain-specific security problems.

In Chapter 2 we presented a comprehensive review on a wide range of popular consensus

protocols for blockchain networks. Based on a novel five-component framework, we provided

a taxonomy on different protocol classes and security analysis on each class. We hope the five-

component framework, taxonomy, protocol abstractions, and succinct tutorial on protocol

design can help researchers and developers grasp the key security-performance trade-offs in

blockchain consensus and facilitate future protocol design.

In Chapter 3 we studied the security of a key component of blockchain core—the con-

sensus protocol. Through modeling analysis on the impact of a node, we were able to

quantify the relationship between the heterogeneity of network connectivity and the several

key blockchain consensus security metrics, including fork rate and mining revenue distribu-

tion. We hope this model can provide a methodology of analyzing blockchain system security

201
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from the cross-layer perspective.

In Chapter 4 we developed a decentralized truth discovering data feed system called De-

cenTruth to tackle the external data truthfulness challenge facing blockchain DApps. Decen-

Truth harmonized truth discovery—a data mining technique—with asynchronous Byzantine

fault tolerant consensus to enable decentralized nodes to collectively discover truths about

external data objects while being resilient to malicious nodes and sources.

To demonstrate the applicability and extensibility of blockchain to solving wider societal

challenges, in Chapter 5 we combined blockchain smart contract and trusted execution en-

vironment (TEE) technology to tackle a long-standing data privacy challenge, namely data

usage control. With blockchain as a contract platform and TEE for secure offloading on-

chain data operations, the proposed PrivacyGuard system can hopefully enable a vibrant

data economy in which individual data owners have full control over the access and usage of

their private data.

As a novel application of blockchain in wireless networking, in Chapter 6 we developed

a blockchain-based decentralized spectrum access system, called BD-SAS, as an alternative

to the existing centralized SAS paradigm. With two layers of blockchain distributions,

BD-SAS enables automatic regulation-compliant spectrum management services and inter-

SAS synchronization while tolerating individual SAS server failures. BD-SAS stands as

a new direction towards reliable, policy-compliant spectrum management in a low-trust

environment.
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7.2 Future Work

7.2.1 Analyzing Blockchain Consensus Security in Practical Network

Just like the Internet, public blockchain systems are constantly evolving. In Chapter 3 we

explored the relationship between consensus security and topology of blockchain networks

under two adversarial mining cases. The analyses essentially rely on the availability of exact

block propagation data, which will be effective for analyzing real-world blockchain systems

only if the network structure is static and white-box, down to the link level. However, due

to the sheer amount of nodes with different network locations and dynamicity of public

blockchain systems, it is extremely difficult to generate a complete network propagation

map. In practice, measurement of public blockchain network only yield propagation data

on a more coarse level, such as the point-to-point delays (of block transmission) between

limited amount of known nodes and the overall network throughput (of block finalization).

Moreover, public blockchain networks are subject to constant structural changes as peers

join and leave.

To bring our modeling analysis to the practical level, we will extend our model to the

scenario where only partial network connectivity information is available. We plan to explore

new game-theoretic methods to model the communication capability of nodes at the group

of distribution level. The following assumptions can be made:

• A node or a colluding pool may only estimate its centrality in the network from partially

available measurements of point-to-point block transmission delays. This copes with

the above consideration that knowing the entire propagation map of a public blockchain

network down to the link level is extremely difficult.

• A node or a colluding pool may strategically choose a mining strategy that maximizes
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its potential mining gain, based upon its centrality measurement and the statistical

inference of other nodes’ behavior. Due to the sheer size of a public blockchain network,

we assume the latter information is gathered from a stationary distribution rather than

at an individual level, and then classical game-theoretic formulations such as mean-field

games can be used for equilibrium analysis.

This new analytical model will be particularly useful for individual nodes to assess its

mining strategy and profitability as well the overall consensus security of the blockchain

network. The outcome will be compared to our existing analysis described in Chapter 3 and

other concurrent studies [69, 92, 178].

7.2.2 Efficient and Robust Consensus Mechanisms

For both blockchain and classical distributed computing networks, the consensus protocol

underpins the network’s security and performance. When we apply blockchain paradigms to

other networking scenarios, however, the drastically different networking conditions may ren-

der the existing Internet-based consensus protocols useless. We plan to develop efficient and

robust consensus mechanisms customized to certain networking/synchrony profiles, leverag-

ing efficient cryptographic primitives, fault-tolerant protocol design, and network analysis.

There are two research tasks, with respect to theory and practice:

• The first task resides in the theoretical realm. We will develop flexible consensus mech-

anisms that can self-adapt to dynamic network conditions (of both the P2P overlay and

the physical network) for the optimal performance, for instance, to attain the high-

est possible transaction throughput and fault tolerance while weathering temporary

network partitions.
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• The second tasks involving implementing consensus protocol for a wide range of prac-

tical networks that can potentially use consensus or consistency mechanisms. In par-

ticular, the flexible, self-adaptive consensus mechanism mentioned above could be par-

ticularly useful for ad hoc communication scenarios such as UAV formation control

and automotive platooning.

7.2.3 New Decentralized Architectures and Applications

The blockchain paradigm has great potential in a wide range of applications not limiting

to financial ones. With PrivacyGuard and BD-SAS as examples, we will continue exploring

novel decentralized architectures and applications that can prevail in a zero-trust environ-

ment while emulating the performance of their centralized counterparts. Potential appli-

cations that can be realized in a decentralized manner include trustworthy peer-to-peer

knowledge aggregation (extension from Chapters 4 and 5), identity and data management

for 5G/nextG mobile networks and IoT, and non-cooperative spectrum sharing (extension

from Chapter 6, which currently falls into cooperative spectrum sharing). This research di-

rection is potentially interdisciplinary, involving applied cryptography, distributed systems,

cyber-physical systems, security and privacy policy, and economics.
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